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ARTICLE I. 

ANALYSIS AND EXTRACTS 
OF 

BOOK OF THE BALANCE OF WISDOM, 
AN ARABIC WORK ON THE WATER-BALANCE, 

WRITTEN BY 'AL-KHAZINI IN THE TWELFTH CENTURY. 

BY THE CHEVALIER N. KIIANIKOFF, 
RUSSIAN CONSUL-GENERAL AT TABRIZ, PERSIA. 

Presented to the Society October 29, 1857. 

[OUr correspondent having communicated his paper to us in the 
French language, accompanied with the extracts in the original Arabic, 
we have taken the liberty to put it into English, and have in fact re- 
translated the extracts rather than give them through the medium of the 
French version. M. Khanikoff's own notes are printed on the pages to 
which they refer. To these we have added others, relating to the original 
text and its contents, which are distinguished by letters and numerals, 
and will be found at the end of the article.-CoMM. OF PUBL.] 

THE scantiness of the data which we possess for appreciating 
the results arrived at by the ancient civilizations which preceded 
that of Greece and Rome, renders it impossible for us to form 
any probable conjecture respecting the development which our 
present knowledge might have attained, if the tradition of the 
discoveries made by the past in the domain of science had been 
transmitted without interruption, from generation to generation, 
down to the present time. But the history of the sciences pre- 
sents to us, in my opinion, an incontestable fact of deep signifi- 
cance: the rediscovery, namely, in modern times, of truths 
laboriously established of old; and this fact is of itself enough 
to indicate the necessity of searching carefully in the scientific 
heritage of the past after all that it may be able to furnish us 
for the increase of our actual knowledge; for a double discov- 
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ery, necessarily requiring a double effort of human intellect, is 
an evident waste of that creative force which causes the advance 
of humanity in the glorious path of civilization. Modern orien- 
talists are beginning to feel deeply the justice and the importance 
of the counsel given them by the author of the Mecanique Ce 
leste, who, in his Compendium of the History of Astronomy, 
while persuading them to extract from the numerous oriental 
manuscripts preserved in our libraries whatever they contain 
that is of value to this science, remarks that "the grand varia- 
tions in the theory of the system of the world are not less inter- 
esting than the revolutions of empires;" and the labors of MM. 
Chezy, Stanislas Julien, Am. Sedillot, Woepcke, Bochart, Spren- 
gel, Moreley, Dorn, Clement-Mullet, and others, have enriched 
with a mass of new and instructive facts our knowledge re- 
specting the state of the sciences in the Orient. Notwithstand- 
ing this, however, it must be granted that M. Clement-Mullet 
was perfectly justified in saying, as he has done in an article on 
the Arachnids, published in the Journal Asiatique,* that re- 
searches into the physical sciences of the Orientals have been 
entirely, or almost entirely, neglected; and it is only necessary 
to read the eloquent pages in which the author of the Cosmos 
estimates the influence of the Arab element upon European civ- 
ilization, to be convinced of the scantiness of our information 
as to the condition of physical science among the Arabs; for 
that illustrious representative of modern civilization, after hav- 
ing shown that the Arabs had raised themselves to the third step 
in the progressive knowledge of physical facts, a step entirely 
unknown to the ancients, that, namely, of experimentation, con- 
cludes that,t " as instances of the progress which physical sci- 
ence owes to the Arabs, one can only mention the labors of 
Alhazen respecting the refraction of light, derived perhaps in 
part from the Optics of Ptolemy, and the discovery and first 
application of the pendulum as a measure of time, by the great 
astronomer Ebn-Yunis." 

All this leads me to suppose that men of science will be inter- 
ested to have their attention called to a work of the twelfth cen- 
tury, written in Arabic, which treats exclusively of the balance, 
and of the results arrived at by the help of that instrument, 
which has given to modern science so many beautiful discoveries. 
I hesitated for some time whether to offer a pure and simple 
translation of this work, or a detailed analysis of its contents, 
presenting in full only those passages which contain remarkable 
matter, worthy of being cited. Finally, taking into considera- 
tion the numerous repetitions, the superfluity of detail, and even 

* Number for Aug.-Sept., 1854, 5me S6rie, iv. 214, etc. 
.t Kosmos, ii. 258 (original edition). 
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the obscurity of exposition, of matters which, thanks to the pro- 
gress of science, have become for us elementary, and which, if 
presented in the little attractive form of the original text, would 
tend rather to conceal than to develop the interesting facts which 
it contains, I have decided to translate, in full, only the preface 
and introduction of the work, its exposition of the principles 
of centres of gravity, and its researches into the specific gravi- 
ties of metals, precious stones, and liquids, and to limit myself, 
beyond this, to citing the words of the author as pieces justifica- 
tives, to show whether I have fully apprehended the sense of his 
reasonings. 

I have had at my disposal only a single manuscript copy of 
this work, which moreover lacks a few leaves in the middle and 
at the end, so that it has been impossible to determine its age: 
to judge from the chirography, however, it is quite ancient, and 
the absence of diacritical points sufficiently indicates that it is a 
work of the scribes of Ispahan, who have the bad habit of omit- 
ting these points, so essential to the correct reading of oriental 
texts. The original of each extract, whether longer or shorter, 
will be found accompanying its translation. It only remains for 
me to say that I have been scrupulous to render as faithfully 
as possible the text of my author, wherever I have cited from 
him; in the cases where I have had to fill out the ellipses so 
common in Arabic, I have marked the words added by placing 
them in brackets. 

The work commences thus: 

,59iTi S o> O ^Lo s 3 \ 0 .S f45 L 

L a. oI s .h 
. 

f Go, t L , 'C . ., . LA, th c f l 3 

In the name of God te o ssio , the Compassionate, the Merciful. 
Praise be to God, beside whom there is no deity, the Wise, the True, 

the Just! and may the blessing of God rest upon all His prophets and 
ambassadors, whom He has sent to His servants in order to justice, 
singling out our Prophet Muhammad, the Elect, to be the bearer of the 
law mild in righteousness! 

Now, then, to our subject. Justice is the stay of all virtues, and the 
support of all excellencies. For perfect virtue, which is wisdom in its 
two parts, knowledge and action, and in its two aspects, religion and the 
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course of the world, c onsists of perfect knowledge and assured action; 

and justice brings the two [requisits] together. I t s confluence of 
the two perfections of that virtue, the means of reaching the limits of all 

g reatn , ad th of securin the p in all excellence. In o 

to place justice on the pinnacl of ,perfection, the Supreme Creator made 

llk= Uo LaJ-XA I; P,-= e19 ,5 J + a& j ;X 

xiwU.UL 3,jlx (j0 LxX^-L s^Lx.Jt J^ L ^ J l^l Ji 
L.51t 

course of the world, consists of perfect knowledge and assured action; 
and justice brings the two [requisites] together. It is the confluence of 
the two perfections of that virtue, the means of reaching the limits of all 
greatness, and the cause of securing the prize* in all excellence. In order 
to place justice on the pinnacle of perfection, the Supreme Creator made 
Himself known to the Choicest of His servants under the name of the 
Just; and it was by the light of justice that the world became complete 
and perfected, and was brought to perfect order-to which there is 
allusion in the words of the Blessed: "by justice were the heavens and 
the earth established ;" and, having appropriated to justice this elevated 
rank and lofty place, God has lavished upon it the robes of complacency 
and love, and made it an object of love to the hearts of all His servants; 
so that human nature is fond of it, and the souls of men yearn after it, 
and may be seen to covet the experience of it, using all diligence to 
secure it. If any thing happens to divert men from it, or to incline 
them to its opposite, still they find within themselves a recognition of it 
and a confirmation of its real nature; so that the tyrant commends the 
justice of others. For this reason, also, one sees the souls of men 
pained at any composition of parts which is not symmetrical, and so 
abhorring lameness and blindness, and auguring ill therefiom. More- 
over, in order to the preservation of the empire of justice, the Supreme 

* st o *J i. e. reed of precedence. By this name is designated a lance 

planted in the middle of a plain, where horse-races are held, and which the leader 
in the race seizes in passing. 
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I ~ ~ ~ k~~~o 4 c. I xI 

God has made the side-members of man's body in pairs, and its middle 
members single; and He calls men to pursue the paths of felicity by 
the practice of justice, and adherence to uprightness, according to the 

divine words: "and do justly-verily, God loves them who do justly,"* 

and again: "as for them who say ' our Lord is God,' and are upright"f- 
wishing to do them good, and lavishing mercy upon them. God has 
even set up justice as the criterion of judgment between His creatures, 

being content with equity; so that no one will pass the bridge of salva- 

tion without a certificate of uprightness in action, nor repose in the 
paradise of felicity without a diploma of justice in knowledge. 

Justice in knowledge is the verification of the object of knowledge in 
accordance with its scope, in the way appropriate to it, kept clear of 

God has madthe de-members of doubt and uncertainty. Justice body in pairs, and is two-fomiddle 

1. self-government, which is the harmonizing of the natural endow- 

members she maingle; ance of equilibrium between the paths of felicity byso 
and the practie bringing of them und adherence to uprightness, accordingeeably to the 
sayin the words: and do justverily, God loven is he who lets his reason arbitrate forly," 

and again: " as for them who say 'our Lord is God,' and are upright"t- 

is desire;" and it is a part of them good, and lavishing a mercy upon them. God h 
devenset up justice among those ritnferion of judgment between Hiand wards off fcreatues, 
others any injurytent with equity;he has experienced, so that no onare will pass the bridge of salva- 

to is doing evil; 2. control over of uprihtness in actionsists, nor repos the in the 
paradise of felicity without a diploma osel together with a power of con-dge. 

Justice in knowledge is the verification of the object of knowledge in 
accordance with its scope, in the way appropriate to it, kept clear of 
the defect of doubt and uncertainty. Justice in action is two-fold: 
1. self-government, which is the harmonizing of the natural endow- 

straint, in respect to the maintenrformance of obuilibrium between the powers ofand the soul 
and the bquiring of them under beautiful control-agreea their part. 

saying: " the most just of men is he who lets his reason arbitrate for 
his desire;" and it is a part of the perfection of such a man that he 
dispenses justice among those inferior to himself, and wards off from 
others any injury which he has experienced, so that men are secure as 
to his doing evil; 2. control over others, which consists in the main- 
tenance of moderation within one's self, together with a power of con- 
straint, in respect to the performance of obligations to men, and the 
requiring of that performance on their part. 

* Kur. xlix. 9. t Kur. xlvi 12. 
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Justice is the support of both religion and the course of the worid, 

, L :O;j ai s. .l) 41 3l2 wOj= L jS. -w wt 

and the stay of future as well as present felicity; so that whoever takes 

hold of it, or of one of its branches, takes hold of a strong handle to 

wich there is no breaki. Furterore, because te mercy of te 

Supreme God intended to secure the rewards of virtue to His servants, 

cy \3 (c ; R OtHz rSL> D O5T . t 

justice should abide among them to the last day, uninterrupted, andt 

84N -Silt 0 St rAa= uS@9t! LcJ.&N *i 

injure one another by cmpliance with the requirements! of their natural 
and the stay of fture self-c ma as entfelicity; sothatwhoeve takes 
hold of it, or of one of its branches, takes hold of a strong handle to 
which there is no breaking. Furthermore, because the mercy of the 

provided for them, with cons tant g oodness, by raisi ng up among them 
just judges, their never-failing securities for justice. Of these there are 

Supreme God intended te secure the rewards of virtue to His servants, 
and to establish them in the open way of His rectitude, He willed that 
justice should abide among t o the last day, uninterrupted and dota 
unimpaired by the lapse of times and ages. Knowing that men would 
injure one another by compliance with the requirements of their natural 
impulses, 2e gave them self-command, as an inherent prerogative of 
their being-which they are naturally capable of and fitted for-and, 
in the amplitude of His mercy, and the breadth of His compassion, has 
provided for them, with constant goodness, by raising -p among them 

just judges, their never-failing securities for justice. Of these there are 
three, answering to the several divisions of justice: 1. the glorious 
Book of God, which, from beginning to end, is without any admixture 
of error, is the supreme canon, to which both legal rules and doctrinal 

principles refer back, the arbiter between the Supereminent and the 

subject creature, to which the tradition of the Blessed Prophet is the 

sequel; 2. the guided leaders and established doctors, set up in order 
to the dissipation of uncertainties and the removal of doubts, who 
are the vicars of the Prophet, and his substitutes, in every age and 
time, who protect the way of religion, and guide men into the paths of 
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~LWJ ~J~i>W 5L t ) . AJ; j-'- N LU ..f .cwJ L5 & L X 

elicity, when attacked by doubts and uncertainties; of whom is the just 

F314 (i^A 3.LaJ O^it4jJ tC I JL,;^Jt c5L^ r sj- Lia^' vJL J 

ruler alluded to in the words of the Blessed: "the Sult'n is tLh sLadow 

and the judge ;" . the balance, which is the tongue of justice, the 
article of mediation between the commonalty and the great; the crite- 

teion of just judg ment which with its fiial decision satisfies all the 

good anlicity, when attacked just-doers and douncertainties; of whom isniquity; the standard, by its 

ruler alluded to in the words of the Blessed : 'i the Sultan is the shadow 
of the Supreme God, upon His earth, the refuge of every one injured, 
and the judge;" 3. the balance, which is the tongue of justice, the 
article of mediation between the commonalty and the great; the crite- 
terion of just judgment, which with its final decision satisfies all the 
good and wicked, just-doers and doers of iniquity; the standard, by its 
rectitude, for the settlement of men's altercations; the security of order 
and justice among men, in respect to things which are left to them and 
committed to their disposal; made by God the associate of His Kiuran, 
which He joins on to the pearl-strings of His beneficence, so that 
the Supreme says: "God who hath sent down the True Book and the 
balance,"* and connects the benefit of the institution of the balance 
with that of the raising of the heavens, in the divine words: "and as 
for the heavens, He hath raised them; and He hath instituted the 
balance; transgress not respecting the balance, do justice in weighing, 
and diminish not with the balance."t The Supreme God also says: 
" weigh with an even balance."t Indeed, the balance is one of the Su- 
preme God's lights, which He has bountifully bestowed upon His serv- 
ants, out of the perfection of His justice, in order that they may thereby 
distinguish between the true and the false, the right and the wrong. 
For the essence of light is its being manifest of itself, and so seen, and 
that it makes other things manifest, and is thus seen by; while the 
balance is an instrument which, of itself, declares its own evenness or 
deflection, and is the means of recognizing the rectitude or deviation 
therefrom of other things. It is on account of the great power of the 
balance, and its binding authority, that God has magnified and exalted 
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it to such a degree as to rank it with is Book and the sword , in the^ 

2 i,l t 
+l r L -j I . 

divinel words "and we have sent down, w ith them, the Book; and 

1is oe of th the su rt s of tt justice by which te world stds 

and j <us tice is called "God's balance among His servants," both o 

accounJtof this relationship of the balance thereto, and because it 

typifies te juti of te la t day, clr of inju stic in its sntnc 

it to such a degree as to rank it with His Book and the sword, in the 
divine words: t and we he sent down, withem, m, the Book; and 
the balance, in order that men may do justice ; and we have sent down 
the cutting blade, which has exceeding force." So, then, the balance 
is one of the three supports of that justice by which the world stands; 
and justice is called "God's balance among His servants," both on 
account of this relationship of the balance thereto, and because it 
typifies the justice of the last day, clear of all injustice in its sentence, 
which is signified by the words of the Supreme God: c shall not, then, 
a soul be wrongedt t all "t and "he to whom the balance with just 
measure shall be given, will have much good done to him; and none 
are mindful thereof, save those who have hearts." 

Sect. 1. Enumeination of the Adv eand ism, ad uderstansce of 
Wisdom. 

Says 'al-Khazini, after speaking of the balance in general,-The bal- 
ance of wisdom is something worked out by human intellect, and perfected 
by experiment and trial, of great importance on account of its advantages, 
and because it supplies the place of ingenious mechanicians. Among 
these [advantages] are: 1. exactness in weighing: this balance shows 
variation to the extent of a mithkal, or of a grain, although the entire 
weight is a thousand mithkals, provided the maker has a delicate hand, 
attends to the minute details of the mechanism, and understands it; 

* Kur. lvii. 25. f Kur. xxi. 48, with VI for . 
t Kur. ii. 272, altered. 
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2. that it distinguishes pure m etal fros ct counterfeit, each being recog- nid by itself, who 3at. that c - leads to a knowledge o c)g Jt ASt g r * v j,. JI ^ LQJ J^js ? tiJU 5xj^3 ^M 

the cnstituents of a metallc body composed of any two metals, without 

i^1^s 'Ji L+Utj3 Su-i ^^ -^W^ ^ ^^*5 ^ ^ ^J)^ 

,js 33-, t oT 24 LMY "sA L* oA 443j ct k 

7Jt 5Puu Q .H) laJ l o j_klx &. LtJjA j Cr3o LA L.. }3L. S 

2. that it distinguishes pure metal from its counterfeit, each being recog- 
nized by itself, without any refining; 3. that it leads to a knowledge of 
the constituents of a metallic body conlposed of any two metals, without 
separation of one from another, either by melting, or refining, or change 
of form, and that in the shortest time and with the least trouble; 4. that 
it shows the superiority in weight of one of two metals over the other 
in water, when their weight in air is the same; and reversely, in air, when 
their weight in water is the same; and the relations of one metal to an- 
other in volume, dependent on the weight of the two [compared] in the 
two media; 5. that it makes the substance of the thing weighed to 
be known by its weight-differing in this from other balances, for they 
do not distinguish gold from stone, as being the two things weighed; 
6. that, when one varies the distances of the bowls from the means of 
suspension in a determined ratio, as, for example, in the ratio of impost 
to the value of the article charged therewith, or the ratio of seven to ten, 
which subsists between dirhams and dinars,* surprising things are ascer- 
tained relative to values, without resort to counterpoises-[for instance,] 
essential substance is indicated, and the [mere] similitude of a thing is 
decisively distinguished; and theorems relative to exchange anfd legal 
tenders and the mint, touching the variation of standard value, and 
certain theorems of curious interest, are made clear; 7. the gain above 
all others-that it enables one to know what is a genuine precious stone, 

* Impost, s..J, in this passage, denotes the valuation in units of money of a 

unity of provisions of a given sort; and this unity is the thing charged with the 

impost, ilw . Hence the relation of one to the other must be numerical, like 
that between dirhams and dinars, which are proportioned to one ariother as 7 to 10. 
This explanation is derived from the second chapter of the eighth lecture of our 
author's work, which is not of sufficient importance to be translated. 

VOL. VI. 2 
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^x^ t ,S, LA Ld - ^'j3 K4 >US! OM LJ ^ \, 

?L55J 3JL't.,. 'so o , l -I tp, C( u- RAu . 'JJ '> cr . -t' 

a..Jt Ob S ox.' D up,~I W ..I CL fx jt (L-.,, ~i^ 
'p3..'( Xif* L,jL:^l5 C)Lk &f 3 La-3. . *e0 w3U x j L-u .,- 

Mj .itj;z L^ S Lk, oLj f?ty>-t O^I .Jxt7 3J-II & J jLaj^K 

s,LW6LJ^ ^*xiit KLLi4aSt Iu; t 
LA=s* 

f^T^ rlu; l L5FI 
' 

bas l*> = .av 3 4 LtL Z-y. 

.Luj3 f.A^LhaJ Qp U-lA"It L4 k,*^t 1<\P 0c ^-?^ ( \jC) 

^isft^j& &Jw n^*^ Ir LAjl A:2A 1^0L cr Lo+i 1JLj 

such as a hyacinth, or ruby, or emerald, or fine pearl; for it truly discrim- 
inates between these and their imitations, or similitudes in color, made 
to deceive. 

These views have led us to the consideration of the balance of wisdom, 
and to the composition of this book, with the help of God and His 
fair aid. 

Sec. 2. Theory of the Balance of Wisdom. 
This just balance is founded upon geometrical demonstrations, and 

deduced from physical causes, in two points of view: 1. as it implies 
centres of gravity, which constitute the most elevated and noble depart- 
ment of the exact sciences, namely, the knowledge that the weights of 
heavy bodies vary according to difference of distance from a point in 
common-the foundation of the steelyard; 2. as it implies a knowledge 
that the weights of heavy bodies vary according to difference in rarity 
or density of the liquids in which the body weighed is immersed-the 
foundation of the balance of wisdom. 

To these two principles the ancients directed attention in a vague way, 
after their manner, which was to bring out things abstruse, and to declare 
dark things, in relation to the great philosophies and the precious scien- 
ces. We have, therefore, seen fit to bring together, on this subject, what- 
ever useful suggestions their works, and the works of later philosophers, 
have afforded us, in connection with those discoveries which our own 
meditation, with the help of God and His aid, has yielded. 
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J )\v*, + 5L> &A^ WL , o t L S. uj I LLAI L 

uS .%4mY LO .. c" c , o tl, c -J 

MD ) l eg j t^ji^j 0J b;j^ oLl .L_t 5t L> ( Lwt .y& ?N Hj 

.^^ 3 i F u t P plt4t of JC t os r ut - .t 

c\j^J ,L ( 3syo KJgf r L^ b^ AS L^^ p=iJ 

Every art, we say, ha os its fundamental (principles, upon which it is 

based, and its prelimna ri t r , Lwhich onj who woud 

naries class themselves under tire a those which rise up [in the 

sensatij spontaneously; whict r inciples, ad c Laom 

J Ax J,L b L Lo h ^>L4 l hXL A. K = 9 z 5jJts ^U ril 

fSec. . Fundamental Principles of the Art of Constructing this 
Balance. 

Every art, we say, has its fundamental principles, upon which it is 
based, and its preliminaries to rest upon, which one who would discuss 
it must not be ignorant of. These fundamental principles and prelinei- 
naries class themselves under three heads: 1. those which rise up [in the 

mind] from early childhood and youth, after one sensation or several 
sensations, spontaneously; which are called first principles, and comron 
familiiar perceptions trated principles, belonging to other 
departments of knowledge; 3. those wich are obtained by experiment 
and elaborate contrivance. Now as this art which we propose to investi- 
gate involves both geometric h we shal art, u i ans h rt t es does the 
consideration of quantity and quality; and as to each of these two arts 
pertain the fundamental principles mentioned, it has itself, necessarily, 
such fundamental principles; so that one cannot possess a thorough 
knowledge of it, without being well grounded in them. But inasmuch 
as some of the familiar perceptions relative to this art are so perfectly 
evident that it is useless to draw upon them in books, we leave them 
unnoticed; pursuing a different course in respect to certain first princi- 
ples not perfectly evident, which we shall speak of as there is occasion. 
As for those derivative fundamental principles, obtained by experiment 
and ocular proof, and likewise, as to demonstrated principles belonging 
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^ J t 

the way of allusion and passing notice. 

Sect. 4. Institutio of the Water-balance; Names of those who have 

ditcussed it, in the order succession; aJ nd Specific Form of.t 

It is said that the [Greek] philosophers were first led to think of setting 

p this balance, and moved thereto, by the book of Menelaus addressed 

to Domitian, in w hich he says: "l King, the re was brough t one day to 
ier o King of S icily a crown of grat price, presented to him on the 

part of several provinces, which was strongly made and of solid work-a 

mlanship. No i t occured to o J tht th is crown s not of pure 

gold, but alloyed with some silver; so he inquired into the matter of 

the crown, and clearly made out that it was composed of gold and silver 

togethier. He therefore wi hed to ascertain the proportion of each metals 

to other sciences, we shall call them up so far as may be necessary, in 
the wyn of alcou of isnd passing no estice.ed th 

Sectu 4 Institation of the, Wter-balance; Nim es of tehoseri who have 

discussr it, in the order of their successionse ad Specic anirms of 

Balances used in Water, with their Shapes and Naimes. 

It is said that the [Greek] philosopbers were first led to think of settingth 
up this balance, and moved thereto, by the book of Menelaus addretssed 
to Domitian, in which he says: 0 King, there was brought one day to 

which, by delof Sicilatey a crown of reat price, preseaed him to inform ero how 

part of several provinces, which was strongly made and of solid work- 

manship. Now it occurred to iver w as in the crown, while yet it pure 
gold, but alloyed was besome time of Alexander. Afinto the matter oflaus 

the crown, and clearly made out that it was composed of gold and silver 

together. He therefore wished to ascertain tlhe proportion of each metal 
contained in it; while at the same time he was averse to breaking the 
crown, on account of its solid workmanship. So he questioned the geom- 
etricians and mechanicians on the su1ject. But no one sufficiently skill- 
ful was found among them, except Archimedes the geometrician, one of 
the. courtiers of Hiero. Accordingly, he devised a piece of mechanism 
which, by delicate contrivance, enabled him to inform king Hiero how 
much gold and how much silver was in the crown, while yet it retained 
its form." That was before the time of Alexander. Afterwards, Menelaus 

12 
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versal arithmetical methods to be applied to it; and there exists a treatise 
by him on the subject. It was then four hundred years after Alexander. 
Subsequently, in the days of MAmfin, the water-balance was taken into 
consideration by the modern philosophers Sand Bin 'All, Yfihanna Bin 

Samnide dvynasty, by Muhiammad Bin Zakariya of Rai, who composed 

a treatise on the subject, which he speaks of in his Book of the Eleven, 
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and iamed this balance the physical balance;" and in the days o f the 
rsail arithmetical methods to be applid and the philosopere exists a treatise 

by him on the subject. It was then four hundred years after Alexander. 

Subsequently, in thed [the components of] a compoun, the water-balance wasci takentifically 

consideration by the modern philosophers Sand Bin 'Ali, Yuhanna Bin 

siand exactly, but composed Bin 'al-Fawork on the surveyor; and in the days of the 
the nidouse of nasty, by Muad-Dn Bin Zakariby 'Abu-r-Rof ai, ho compok observations on 
a treations of [different] metallsubject, which he speaks of iand precious stones, of the Eleven, 
and named this indicated by the physical balance and carried hisn the deductions so far as 

Dailamite dynasty, by 'Ibn 'al-'Amid and the philosopher 'Ibn-Sina, both 

of whom distinguished one from aponents of] a compound], exactly and scientifically 
and exaly, witut melting or refining, by ariposed no wok on the subject; and in methe days of 

thome house of irthe philosophers-Rai who havetook observaen mentioned added to the 

the relations of [different] metallic bodies and precious stones, one to 
another, as indicated by this balance, and carried his deductions so far as 
to distinguish one from another [in a compound], exactly and scientific- 
ally, without melting or refining, by arithmetical methods. 

Some one of the philosophers who have been mentioned added to the 
balance a third bowl, connected with one of the two bowls, in order to 
ascertain the measure, in weight, of the rising of one of the two bowls in 
the water: and by that addition somewhat facilitated operations. Still 
later, under the victorious dynasty now reigning--may the Supreme 
God establish it!-the water-balance was taken up by the eminent teacher 
'AbfA-Hafs 'Umar 'al-Khaiyami, who verified what was said of it, and 
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demonstrated the accuracy of observation upon it, and the perfection of 
operation with it-supposing a particular sort of water to be used- 
without having a marked balance. The eminent teacher 'Ab-I-Hatirm 
'al-Muzaffar Bin 'Isma'il of 'Isfazar, a cotemporary of the last named, also 
handled the subject, for some length of time, in the best manner possible, 
giving attention to the mechanism, and applying his mind to the scope 
of the instrument, with an endeavor to facilitate the use of it to those 
who might wish to employ it. He added to it two movable bowls, for 
distinguishing between two substances in composition; and intimated 
the possibility of the specific gravities of metals being [marked] upon its 
beam, for reading and observation, relatively to any particular sort of 
water. But he failed to note the distances of specific gravities from the 
axis, by parts divided off and numbers; nor did he show any of the 
operations performed with them, except as the shape of the balance 
implied them. It was he, too, wh o named it "e the balance of wisdom." 
He passed away, to meet the mercy of the Supreme God, before perfecting 
it and reducing all his views on the subject to writing. 

Sect. 5. Forms and Shapes of the Water-balance. 

Says 'al-Khmzini, coming after all the above named,-Balances used 
in water ar e of tree varieties of shape: 1. one with two bowls arranged 
in the ordinary way, called "the general simple balance"; to the beam 
of which are frequently added round-point numbers; 2. one with three 
bowls for the extreme ends, one of which is suspended below another, and 

14 
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tbalance withouSt movable bowl ;" 3. b.wit 3owls, called "the com- 
prehensive balance,"W the same as the balance of wisdom; three of the 
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bowls of which are a water-bowl and two movable bowls. The knowl- 
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-edge of the relations of one metal to another d epends upon that perfect- 

ing of the balance, by delicate contrivance, which has been accomplished 
is the water-bo which is cf alled "those who have satisfactory balance, or thpre- 
balance without movably fixing upone with five bowls, indicating]lled "the specificom- 
pmetals, rehensive balance,"nsity to the 
bowls of which are a water-bowl and two movable bowls. The knowl- 

edge of the relations of one metal to another that perfect- 
ing of the balance, by delicate contrivance, which has been accomplished 
by the united labors of all those who have made a study of it, or pre- 
pared it by fixing upon it [points indicating] the specific gravities of 
metals, relatively to a determined sort of water, similar in density to the 
water of the Jaihun of Khuwarazm, exclusively of other waters. 

It is also possible, however, for one who is attentive and acute, by 
means of this balance, to observe the specific gravities of precious stones 
and metals [marked] upon it, with any water agreed upon, at any time, 
with the least trouble, at the shortest notice, and with the greatest facility 
of operation; as I shall set forth in the course of this book, with the help 
of the Supreme God, and the felicity of the imperial power of the most 
magnificent Sultan, the exalted Shah of Shahs, the king of subject 
nations, the chief of the Sultans of the world, the Sultan of God's earth, 
the protector of the religion of God, the guardian of the servants of 
God, the king of the provinces of God, designated as God's Khalif, the 
glory of the course of the world and of religion, the shelter of Islamism 
and of Muslims, the arm of victorious power, the crown of the illustrious 
creed, and the helper of the eminent religion, 'Abfi-l-Harith Sanjar Bin 
Malikshah Bin 'Alparslan, Argument for the Faith, Prince of the Be- 
lievers-may God perpetuate his reign, and double his power! For his 
felicity is the illuminating sun of the world, and his justice its vivifying 
breath. 
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plishment in this work, and composed a book on the balance of wisdom, 

for his high treasury, during the months of the year 515 of the Hijrah* 

of our Elect Prophet Mu. lammad-may the benedictions of God rest 
upon him and h is family, and may he have peace!<Ljt 

This book is finished by means of his auspiciousness, and the felicity 

of his high reign, embracing all sovereignties, by virtue of the Supreme God's special gifts to him of fortitude and valor-so that he has subdued 

purity of lineage, noblenes \ s of nature, exalted nationality, and lofty 
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the world, and was thereby guided to the extent of my power of accom- 
plishment in this work, and composed a book on the balance of wisdom, 
for his high treasury, during the moths of the year 515 of the iworld, trah of 
of our Elect Prophet Muham m aiay the benedictions of God rest 
upon him and his family, and may he haise peace, his power, his rule, 

T his book is fshed by means of his auspiciousness, and the felicits 
of his hh reign, embracing all sovereinties, by virtue of the Supreme 
Godps special gifts to him of fortitude and valor- so that he has subdued 
the imes iof the East and West and the excellencies united in hia, 
purity of lineage, nobleness of nature, exalted nationality, and lofty 
grander, both by inheritance and conquest. So then, may God perpetu- 
ate his reign, who is the chief of the people of the world, the possessor of 
all the distinctions of humanit! We ask the Supreme God thate e he 

and his fsway-God is equal to thate, and able to bring it to pass. 

rSect . Division of the Book. 

I have divided the book into three parts: 1. General and funda- 
mental topics: such as heaviness and lightness; centres of gravity; 
the proportion of the submergence of ships in water; diversity of the 
causes of weight; mechanism of the balance, and the steelyard; mode 

* A. D. 1121-22. 
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volume; sayings of ancient and modern philosophers with regard to 
the water-balance, and their intimations on the subject. This part in- 

clud, t four lectu o.f theok in ti o trder. 2. Mechnism of t 
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of weigh pnts iaing wit it in air and in iquids; the instrument for easuring 
liquids, in order to ascertain which is the lighter and which the heavier 
of two, without resort to counterpoises; knowledge of the relations 
between different metals and precious stones, in respect to [given] 
volume; sayings of ancient and modern philosophers with regard to 
the water-baance, and distion o their ntimations on the subject This part in- 
cludes four lecture of the book in their er order 2 Mechanism of the 
balance of wisdom; trial of it; fixing upon it of the points indicating] 
the specific gravities of metals and precious stones; adoption of coun- 
terpoises suited to it; application of it to the verifcation of metals and 
distinguis hing of one from another [in a compound], without melting or 
refining, in a manner applicable to asll e balances; recognition of precious 
stones, and dist inction of th ee genuine om their imit ations, or siili- 
tudes in color. There are here added chapters on exchange and the 
mint, in connection withe the mode of proceeding in general, as to 
things saleable and legal tenders. This part embraces three lectures. 
3. Novelties and elegant contrivances in the way of balances, such as: 
the balance for weighing dirhams and dlnars without resort to counter- 
poises; the balance for levelling the earth to the plane of the horizon ; 
the balance known as "the even balance," which weighs from a grain 
to a thousand dirhams, or dlnars, by means of three pomegranate- 
counterpoises; and the hour-balance, which makes known the passing 
hours, whether of the night or of the day, and their fractions in minutes 
and seconds, and the exact correspondence therewith of the ascendant 
star, in degrees and fractions of a degree. This part is in one lecture. 

voL. VI. 3 
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The book is therefore made up of eight lectures. Each lecture in- 
cludes several chapters, and each chapter has several sections, as will be 
explained by the following table of contents, if the Supreme God, who 
is the Lord of Providence, so wills. 

TABLE OF CONTENTS OF THE BOOK OF THE BALANCE OF WISDOM, CALLED 
THE COMPREHENSIVE BALANCE, IN EIGHT LECTURES. 

LECTURE FIRST. 

Fundamental Principles, Geometrical and Physical, on which the Com- 
prehensive Balance is based. In Seven Chapters. 

Chap. 1. Main Theorems relative to Centres of Gravity, according to 
'Ibn 'al-Haitham of Basrah and 'AbA-Sahl of Kfhistan, in Nine Sections. 

Chap. 2. Main Theorems, according to Archimedes, in Four Sections. 
" 3. Main Theorems, according to Euclid, in Two Sections. 
" 4. Main Theorems, according to Menelaus, in Two Sections. 
" 5. Statement of Divers Theorems relative to Heaviness and 

Lightness, in Three Sections. 
Chap. 6. Theorems relative to the Ship and the Proportion of its 

Submergence, in Four Sections. 
Chap. 7. Instrument of Pappus the Greek for measuring Liquids, in 

Six Sections. 
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Fundamental Princle s of Centres of Gravity; and Mechanism of the 
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Steelyard, according to a 4aar of Isfazr. In Five C hapters. 
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LECTURE SECOND. 

ESplanation of Weight and its Various Causes, according to Thdbit; 
Fundamental Principles of Centres of Gravity; and Mechanism of the 
Steelyard, according to 'al-Muzaffar of 'Isfazdr. In Five Chapters. 

Chap. 1. Quality of Weight, and its Various Causes, according to 
Thabit Bin Kurrah, in Six Sections. 

Chap. 2. Explanation of Centres of Gravity, in Four Sections. 
" 3. Parallelism of the Beam of the Balance to the Plane of the 

Horizon, in Five Sections. 
Chap. 4. Mechanism of the Steelyard, its Numerical Marks, and Ap- 

plication of it, in Five Sections. 
Chap. 5. Change of the Marked Steelyard from one Weight to an- 

other, in Six Sections. 

LECTURE THIRD. 

Relations between different Metals and Precious Stones in respect to 
[Given] Volume. according to 'Abu-r-Raih.an Muhammad Bin 'Ahmad 
of Birun. In Five Chapters. 
Chap. 1. Relations of the Fusible Metals and their Weights, proved 

by Observation and Comparison, in Six Sections. 
Chap. 2. Observation of Precious Stones and their Relations to one 

another in respect to [Given] Volume, in Four Sections. 
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Chap. 3. Observation of Substances occasionally required, in Two 
Sections. 

Chap. 4. Observation of a Cubic Cubit L of Water, Weight of a Vol- 

of the Metals one Cubit cube, and Weight of so much Gold as 

would fill the Earth, in Three Sections. 

ChLap. 5. iDirhams doubled [successively] for the Squares of the Chess- 

board, 3. Oservating of them in Chests, their Preservationally reasquired in Two 

and Statement of the Length of Life in which one might expend them, 

in Two Sections. 

Chap. 4. Observation of a Cubic Cubit1 of Water, Weight of a Vol- 

LECTURE FOURTH. 

Notice of the Metalances entioned by Ancientbe, and Weight of so much Gold as 

their Shapes, and the Manner of Using them. In Five Chapters. 

Chap. 1. Balance of Archimedes, which Menelaus tells of, and Manner 

would fill the Earth, in Fou Three Sections. 
Chap. 2. Dihas doubled ucceelus, ad r the Squares of tle Che ss- 

guished between Metals compounded together, in Three Sections. 

hoard, Dexpositing of what Menelaus the Philosopher says reasury,pect- 
and Stateme the Length of LifeMetals, in Two Sections.might expend them, 

in Two Sections. 

LECTURE FOURTH, 

Notice of Water-balances mentioned by Ancient and Mbodern Philosophers, 
their Shapes, and the Manner of Using them. In Five Chapters. 

Chap. Balanotice of the Physical Balance of Mnlau tll of, anhammad Bin Zakar 
of Raing it, in Four Sections. 

Chap. 2. Balance of Menelaus, and the Ways in which he distin- 
guished between Metals compounded together, in Three Sections. 

Chap. 3. Exposition of what Menelaus the Philosopher says respect- 
ing the Weights of Metals, in Two Sections. 

Chap. 4. Notice of the Physical Balance of Muhammad Bin Zakarya 
of Rai, in Three Sections. 
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Demonstration, in For Sec 

Chap. 1. Mechanism of its Constituent Parts, as indicated by al-Mu- 

zaffar Bin Jsma'il of Isfaz&r, in Four Sections. 

Chap. 2. Adjustment of i ts Mechanism, and Arrangement of the 

Connection between its Constituent Parts, in Four Sections. 
Chap. 3. Explanation of it, and Express Notice of its Names and the 

Names of its Constituent Parts, in Four Sections. 
Chap. 4. Trial of it, and S tatement of what h appens or may happen 

to the Weigher i o in otherewith, i Sections. 
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Cha. lu . Dsater-balance i the Form spoken ofta by anthe Eminent 

Teacher 'Umar 'al-Khaiyami, Manner of Using it, and its Basis of 

Demonstration, in Four Sections. of E Constituen 

ILECTURE FIFTH. 

Mechna na ansm of the Balan ofd Price nt Trial of it, and 

its h Explaanation. In Four Chapters. 

Chap. 1. Mechanism of its Constituent Parts, as indicated by 'al-Mu- 
zaffar Bin 'Isma'il of 'Isfazar, in Four Sections. 

Chap. 4. Trial of it, and Statement of what happens or may happen 
to the Weigher in connection therewith, in Six Sections. 

LECTURE SIXTH. 

Selection of Appropriate Counterpoises; Mode of Operating thereby, in- 
claud in,: 1. iin One cation between Mixed Metals, by means of the two 
Movable Bowls, and Distinction of Each One of two Constituents of 
a Compound, scientifically, with the least labor, 2. Arithmetical Deter- 
mination [as to Qua7ntity] of the Two; and Prices at which Precious 
Stones have been rated. In Ten Chapters. 

Chap. 1. Selection of Appropriate Counterpoises, as regards Lightness 
and Heaviness, in One Section. 
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Chap. 2. Lvellieng of the Bennce of Wisdom, ly ode of Weighing 
Things by it, and Applicat of Numbers tone t th Conditions of eight, 
in One Section 

Constituentap. 3. Mode of fixing upon the Balance the points for] the Specifin 
Gravities of etabors and recious Stones, by bservation and they are com-able, 
in One Section. 

Chap. 4. Knowledge of the Genu;:neness of Metals, by use of the two 
Movable Bowls, as well as of Precious Stones, whether in the State of 
Nature or partly Natural and partly Colored, and Discrimination of one 
Constituent from another of a Compound, without melting or refining, 
with the least labor and in the shortest time, provided they are com- 
pounded Two and Two, without any thing adverse, in Three Sections. 

Chap. 5. Arithmetical Discrimination between Constituents of Com- 
pounds, through Employment of the Movable Bowl, in the plainest 
way, and by the easiest calculation, and its Basis of Demonstration, in 
Six Sections. 

Chap. 6. Relations between Metals in respect to two Weights: 
Weight in Air and Weight in Water, and their Mutual Relations in 
respect to [Given] Volume, when the two [compared] agree in Weight, 
one with the other, ascertained by Pure Arithmetical Calculation, with- 
out Use of the Balance, in Two Sections. 

Chap. 7. Certain Singular Theorems, in Two Sections. 
" 8. Knowledge of the Weight of two Metals in Air, when they 

agree in Water-weight, in Two Sections. 
Chap. 9. Certain Singular Theorems, and Knowledge of a Metal by 

its Weight, and the reverse, in Three Sections. 
Chap. 10. Statement of the Values of Precious Stones in Past Times, 

as given by 'Abu-r-RaihAn, in One Section. 
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Stone, without Resort to Counterpoises; Adjustment of it to the Rela- 

between Price dth A atppraised; and Settlement of Things by 

Lmeansl of it. In Five Chapters. 

Case of Legal Tenders, in Four Sections. 

LECTURE SEVENTH. 

Echane-baance; Adjustment of t it, for E any determnd Leelation s to 
thep Weight of Dirhams and Dinars, by Suitable Counterpoes; 

Stone, without Resort to Counterpoises; Adjustment of it to the Rela- 
tion between Impost and the Article charged therewith, as also to that 
between Price and the Article appraised; and Settlement of Things by 
means of it. In Frive Chapters. 

Chap. 1. Statement concerning Relations, and their Necessity in the 
Case of Legal Tenders, in Four Sections. 

Chap. 2. Adjustment of the Exchange-balance, and Levelling of it, 
in Two Sections. 

Chap. 3. WBeights of Dirhams and Dinars, estimated by Suitable 
Counterpoises, in Four Sections. 

Chap. 4. Exchange, and Knowledge of Values without Resort to 

Counterpoises, in Three Sections. 
Chap. 5. Theorems pertaining to the Mint, and Singular Theorems 

relative to Exchange, in Four Sections. 

LECTURE EIGHTH. In Eight Chapters. 

Chap. 1. Balance for weighing Dirhams and Dinars, without Resort 
to Counterpoises, in Four Sections. 
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Chap. 2. Earth-balance, Levelling of the Earth's Surface parallel with 
the Plane of the Horizon, and Reduction of the Surfaces of Walls to a 
Vertical Plane, in One Section. 

Chap. 3. Even Balance, and Weighing with it from a Grain to a 
Thousand Dirhams or Diners, by means of three Pomegranate-counter- 
poises,2 in Four Sections. 

Chap. 4. Hour-balance, Mechanism of its Beam, and Arithmetical 
Calculation [put] upon it, in Two Sections. 

Chap. 5. Mechanism of the Reservoir of Water or Sand, and Matters 
therewith connected, in Seven Sections. 

Chap. 6. Numerical Marks and three Pomegranate-counterpoises, in 
Five Sections. 

Chap. 7. Knowledge of Hours and their Fractions, in One Section. 
" 8. Mechanism of the Delicate Balance, and Employment of it 

for Times and their Fractions, in One Section. 
In all, Eight Lectures, Forty-nine Chapters and One Hundred and 

Seventy-one Sections.* 

* Although our autor has taken pains to define by synchronisms the periods of 
most of the philosophers whom he refers to in his introduction and table of con- 
tents, I think it proper to add, here, some more exact intimations of the dates 
which concern them. 

The Hiero mentioned must be Hiero ii., who died B. 0. 216, at the age of not 
less than ninety years; and our author is evidently wrong in placing Archimedes 
before the time of Alexander the Great. It is well known that the great Greek 
geometrician was killed at the taking of Syracuse by Marcellus, B. C. 212. Euclid 
composed his Elements about fifty years after the death of Plato, B. 0. 347. Mene- 
laus was a celebrated mathematician of the time of Trajan, A. D. 98-117. But I have 
not been able to find any notice to guide me in identifying ])DmitiyAins. Pappus 
was probably coteinporary with Theodosius the Great, A, D. 379-395. The philos- 
ophers of the time of Mamun must have lived between A. D. 813 and 833. The 
great geometrician Thabit Bin Kurrah was born in the reign of Mutassirn, A. H. 221 
(A. D. 835), at Harran, and died at Baghdad A. H. 288 (A. D. 900). See 'Ibn-Khal- 
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Before going farther I must endeavor to discover who our 
author may have been, thus supplying a deficiency occasioned 
by his too great modesty. 

Our author continues as follows: 

9a.J JC ,j ir2 ANj CJL& ,jr ysU ^ ^y ^531 Hm S ) z, 
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We now enter upon the First Part of the book, relying upon God, and 
imploring benedictions upon His Prophet Muhammad and his family. 
This Part includes four Lectures, which we shall set forth distinctly and 
clearly, if the Supreme God so wills. 

LECTURE FIRST. 

Fundamental Principles, Physical and Mathematical. 
We say-God ordering all things by His Providence-that the com- 

prehension of the main theorems relative to centres of gravity, and 

likan's Wafayat, ed. De Slane, p. 147. As to Muhammad Bin Zakariya of Rai, he 
is said to have died A. H. 320 (A.D. 932), at a great age. [See Wistenfeld's Gesch. 
d. Arab. Aerzte u. Naturforscher, p. 41.] Consequently, he was cotemporary with 
Nasr Bin Ahmad the Samanide. According to Haji Khalfah, 'Ibn 'al-'Amid died 
A. H. 360 (A.D. 970), so that he was cotemporary with the Dailamite Rukn 'ad- 
Daulah. The same authority gives us the date A.H. 428 (A.D. 1036) for the 
death of 'Ibn-Sini. See Haji Khalfae Lex., ed. Fliigel, iv. 496. The Habib 'as- 
Siyar of Khondemir places it in the Ramadhan of A. H. 427, at Hamadan, where I 
saw his tomb, in ruins, in 1852. 'Abu-r-Raihan Muhammad, "surnamed 'al-Birfni, 
because originally of the city called Birin, in the valley of the Indus, passed his 
youth, and perhaps was born, in Kharizm. He was one of the society of savans 
formed in the capital of Kharizm, at the court of the prince of the country, and of 
which the celebrated Avicenna ['Ibn-Sina] was a member. Avicenna, so long as 
he lived, kept up relations of friendship with him. When Mahmud undertook his 
expeditions into India, 'al-Birtini attached himself to his fortunes, and passed many 
years of his life in India, occupied in making himself master of the Indian sciences; 
he also endeavored to instruct the Hindus in Arab science, by composing certain 
treatises which were translated into Sanskrit." See Reinaud's learned paper in 
Journ. Asiat. for Aug. 1844, 4me Serie, iv. 123. Mahmnld of Ghaznah, as is well 
known, made his first expedition into India A.D. 1000. 'Abu-Hafs 'Umar 'al- 
Khaiyami, author of an algebraic treatise lately translated by Woepcke, was born, 
according to a learned notice by this savant in Journ. Asiat. for Oct.-Nov. 1854, 
5me Serie, iv. 348, at Nisapir, and died in that same city A.D. 1123. 

Being limited to the resources of my own library, I am unable to assign more 
definite dates to the other philosophers mentioned in this treatise. 
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jheaviness and lightness, and the mode of difference sc ti rs thereto, in 

the comprehension of what is known, in general, respecting heaviness and 
lightness, and the sinking of heavy bodies in water, considered in the 
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reference to the science of the balance of wisdom, and facilitates the 

the comprehension of what is known, in g reve spert ting heaviness and 
lightness, and the sinking of heavy bodies in water, considered in the 

an investigator of the grounds of demonstration on which they rest, 
one lays hold of them by a simple act of thought, without any toiling 
in all directions at once. What is to be said on these main theorems 
occupies seven chapters. 

CHAPTER FIRST. 

.Main Theorems relative to Centres of Gravity, according to 'Abi-Sahl of 
Kihistdn and 'Ibn 'al-Haitham of Basrah-to aid the Speculator in 
the Science of the Balance of Wisdom to the Conception of its Ideas. 
In Nine Sections. 

SECTION FIRST. 

1. Heaviness is the force with which a heavy body is moved towards 
the centre of the world. 2. A heavy body is one which is moved by an 
inherent force, constantly, towards the centre of the world. Suffice it to 
say, I mean that a heavy body is one which has a force moving it towards 
the central point, and constantly in the direction of the centre, without 
being moved by that force in any different direction; and that the force 
referred to is inherent in the body, not derived from without, nor sepa- 
rated from it-the body not resting at any point out of the centre, and 
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are dense bodies. 2. Some of them have a less force, which are rare 

4. Any body whatever, exceeding in rarity, has less force. ,5. Bodies 
alike in force are those, of like density or rarity, of which the correspond- 

ing dimensions are similar, theirl tsp b ti aleao gravity. Such3 

<^^^ut wL5 .1ji C UI^; 8x1 3f -3; Oxt - AJ? jii 

we call bodies of like force. 6. Bodies differing i force are those which 

SECTION SETHCOND. 

1. Of heavy bodi y moves in force some iave a gTeater force, which 
are dense bodies. 2. Some of them have a less aiforce, which are e 
bodies. 3. Anhatever excee dinfg in density, has motin re force. 
4. Any body whatever, exceeding in raritv, has less force. 5. Bodies 
alike in force are those, of like density or rarity, of which the correspond- 
i dimensions are similar, the ir shap es being alike as to gravit. Such 
we callike i fore, b dies of like ffering in se m force a rel those which 
are anots such. These toced b t he all bodies ering in force. 

SECTION THIPD. 

1. When a heavy body moves in liquids, its motion therein is propor- 
tioned to their degrees of liquidness; so that its motion is most rapid in 
that which is most liquid. 2. When two bodies alike in volume, similar 
in shape, but differing in density, move in a liquid, the motion therein of 
the denser body is the mlore rapid. 3. When two bodies alike in volume, 
and alike in force, but differing in shape, move in a liquid, that which 
has a smaller superficies touched by the liquid moves therein more 
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move in Aa liquid, the motion therein of the larger is the slower 
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io~h;~~l%2t tSECTION FOUR TH. 

1. Heavy bodies may be alke in gravity, although di g in forc 

rwhich, w4. When two e a s jst alidescribed , bum differentlg; olu tht 

molike bodin a liquid, theavy motion thereia of the centre ofis the slworld has the.* 

1.world's centre in the may biddle ofalike it; and all parts of the body iffering clin force, with 
alld differing ins shequally, towardies alithe ent gre of those world; and every plane 
projectey moved fiom the entre of the world divides the body into twomean, parts 
overwhich bequal spances in equal times. 3. Bodies diffhoerin in gravity, with reference to thosat plane. 

6. Every plane whien they move acuts justhe bodyescr, withouve d passing through the centre 
of the world, divides it into thewo parts which do nd in mot balanc. 4. e eah other 
in force, volume, shape, and distance from the centre of the world, are 
like bodies. 5. Any heavy body at the centre of the world has the 
world's centre in the middle of it; and all parts of the body incline, with 
all its sides, equally, towards the centre of the world; and every plane 
projected fiom the centre of the world divides the body into two parts 
which balance each other in gravity, with refereDce to that plane 
6;. Every plane which cuts the body, without passing through the centre 
of the world, divides it inato two parts which do not balance each other 

whih blane ech the ingraity wih efrnetthtpa. 

* The MS. reads ." I, but it is evident that our author would say sLU= . 
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with refrence to that plane That point any heavy body which 
with reference to that plane. 7. That point in any heavy body which 
coincides with the centre of the world, when the body is at rest at that 
centre, is called the centre of gravity of that body. 

SECTION FxITn. 

1. Two bodies balancing each other in gravity, with reference to a 
determined point, are such that, when they are joined together by any 
heavy body of which that point is the centre of gravity, their two [sepa- 
rate] centres of gravity are on the two sides of that point, on a right 
line terminating in that point-provided the position of that body [by 
which they are joined] is not varied; and that point becomes the centre 
of gravity of the aggregate of the bodies. 2. Two bodies balancing 
each other in gravity, with reference to a determined plane, are such that, 
when they are joined together by any heavy body, their common centre 
of gravity is on that plane-provided the position of that body [by which 
they are joined] is not varied; and the centre of gravity common to all 
three bodies is on that plane. 3. Gravities balancing each other rela- 
tively to any one gravity, which secures a common centre to the aggre- 
gate, are alike. 4. When addition is made to gravities balancing each 
other relatively to that centre, and the common centre of the two is 
not varied, all three gravities are in equilibrium with reference to that 
centre. 5. When addition is made to gravities balancing each other, 
with reference to a determined plane, of gravities which are themselves 
in equilibrium with reference to that plane, all the gravities balance with 
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reference to that plane. 6. When subtraction is m ade from gravities 

balacing eh othr, of grvities which are thmselvs in e uilibrium 

d so ;te cete of gravity of te agggate is t x r ie, the r ainin 
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grav ities balance each o^ther. 7. Any heavy body in equilibrium withs 

any heavy body does not balance a part of the latter with the whole of 

t ion of neither of the two is varied. . Bodies a like in force, alike in 

a single point, balance each other in gravity with reference to that point; 
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reference to that plane . . When subtraction is made from gravities 
balancing each other, of gravities which are themselves in equalibrium, 
n san o the centre of gravity of the aggregate is not varied, the remaining 

gravities balance each other. 7. Any heavy body in equilibrium with 
any heavy body does not balance a part of the latter with the whole of 
its own gravity, nor with more than its own gravit, so long as the posi- 
tion of neither of the two is varied. 8. Bodies alike in force, alike in 
bulk, similar in shape, whose centres of gravity are equally distant from 
a single point, balance each other in gravity with reference to that point; 
and balance each other in gravity with reference to an even plane passing 
through that point; and such bodies are alike in position with reference 
to that plane. 9. The sum of the gravities of any two heavy bodies is 
greater than the gravity of each one of them. 10. Heavy bodies alike 
in distance from the centre of the world are such that lines drawn out 
from the centre of the world to their centres of gravity are equal. 

SECTION SIXTH. 
1. A heavy body moving towards the centre of the world does not 

deviate from the centre; and when it reaches that point its motion 
ceases.* 2. When its motion ceases, all its parts incline equally towards 

* This proves that the theory of momenta was entirely unknown to the Arabs 
of the twelfth century, excepting for the case of the lever. 
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the centre. 3. When its motion ceases, the position of its centre of 
gravity is not varied. 4. When several heavy bodies move towards the 
centre, and nothing interferes with them, they meet at the centre; and 
the position of their common centre of gravity is not varied. 5. Every 
heavy body has its centre of gravity. 6. Any heavy body is divided by 
any even plane projected from its centre of gravity into two parts bal- 
ancing each other in gravity. . When such a plane divides a body into 
two parts balancing each other in gravity, the centre of gravity of the 
body is on that plane. 8. Its centre of gravity is a single point. 

SECTION SEVENTH. 

1. The aggregate of any two heavy bodies, joined together with care as 
to the placing of one with reference to the other, has a centre of gravity 
which is a single point. 2. A heavy body which joins together any two 
heavy bodies has its centre of gravity on the right line connecting their 
two centres of gravity; so that the centre of gravity of all three bodies 
is on that line. 3. Any heavy body which balances a heavy body is 
balanced by the gravity of any other body like to either in gravity, when 
there is no change of the centres of gravity. 4. One of any two bodies 
which balance each other being taken away, and a heavier body being 
placed at its centre of gravity, the latter does not balance the second 

body; it balances only a body of more gravity than that has. 
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1. The centre of gravity of any body h aving like planes and similar 

ters intersect. 2. Of any two bodies of parallel planes, alike in force, 
and alike in altitude-their common altitude being at right angles 

SECTION EIGHTH. 
1. The centre of gravity of any body having like planes and similar 

parts is the centre of the body-I mean, the point at which its diame- 
ters intersect. 2. Of any two bodies of parallel planes, alike in force, 
and alike in altitude-their common altitude being at right angles 
with their bases-the relation of the gravity of one to the gravity of 
the other is as the relation of the bulk of one to the bulk of the other. 
3. Any body of parallel planes, which is cut by a plane parallel with two 
of its opposite planes, is thereby divided into two bodies of parallel 
planes; and the two have [separate] centres of gravity, which are con- 
nected by a right line between them; and the body as a whole has a 
centre of gravity, which is also on this line. So that the relation of the 
gravities of the two bodies, one to the other, is as the relation of the two 
portions of the line [connecting their separate centres of gravity and 
divided at the common centre], one to the other, inversely. 4. Of any 
two bodies joined together, the relation of the gravity of one to the 
gravity of the other is as the relation of the two portions of the line on 
which are the three centres of gravity--namely, those pertaining to the 
two taken separately, and that pertaining to the aggregate of the two 
bodies-one to the other, inversely. 

SECTION NINTH. 

1. Of any two bodies balancing each other in gravity, with reference 
to a determined point, the relation of the gravity of one to the gravity of 
the other is as the relation of the two portions of the line which passes 
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one to the other. 2. Of any two heavy bodies balan ing a single heavy 
b ody relatively to a s ingl in tane ferrom th at point has more 
gravity that which is farther frot i t. 3. Any heavy body bal- 
aning another heavy bodyint, and relativeso passes to a cetheir two centres and afterwardsvity, 
moved in the direction towards that other body, while its centre of grav- 
ity is still on the same right line with the [common] centre, has more 
gravity the farther it is from that point. 4. Of any two heavy bodies 
alike in volume, force, and shape, but differing in distance from the centre 
of the world, that which is farther off has more gravity. 

End of the theorems relative to centres of gravity. 

The sec ond chapter is entitled Theorems of Archimedes with 
respect to Weight and Lightness. I shall not give a translation 
of it, since it contains nothing which is not known. Our author 
commences by quoting from the Greek geometrician, though 
without specifying the work from which he derives the quota- 
tion, to the effect that different bodies, solid and liquid, are dis- 
tinguished by their respective weights; then he proceeds to 
enunciate, without demonstration, the principle of Archimedes, 
that the form of a liquid in equilibrium is spherical; that a 
floating body will sink into the water until it shall have displaced 
a volume of water equal in weight to its own entire weight; 
and finally, that if a body lighter than a liquid be plunged into 
that liquid, it will rise from it with a force proportionate to the 
difference between the weight of the submerged body and that 
of an equal volume of the liquid. 

vOL. VI. 5 
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The title of the third chapter is Theorems of Euclid respecting 
Weight and Lightness, and respecting the Measuring of Bodies 
by one another. It contains sundry geometrical definitions re- 
specting volumes, the enunciation of the well-known equation of 
dynamics expressing the relation between the velocity of motion, 
the space traversed, and the time, v=-, and that of the princi- 
ple that gravity acts upon a body in the direct ratio of its mass. 

The fourth chapter has for its title Theorems of Menelaus 
respecting Weight and Lightness. It contains only a few well- 
known developments of the principles of Archimedes applied to 
solid and hollow bodies (-4.j r.- and L _. ,.), and I shall 
do no more than cite from it some of the technical terms made 
use of. The water into which a solid is plunged is called 
J I sl J, " like water," if the water displaced by the immersed 
body be of the same weight with that body; and the latter is 
designated ';Jt r5-JI, "like body." If of less weight, the 
body is called .1J}t t,, "sinking body;" if of greater weight, 
it is styled j LL2 t, "floating body." 

The fifth chapter contains a recapitulation of the principles of 
centres of gravity, and is here given entire, with a translation: 

of theL World. 
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CHAPTER FIFTH. 
Theorems recapitulactedfor the sake of Explanation. In Three Sections. 

SECTION FIRST. 

Difference in the Weights of Heavy Bodies, at the sanme Distance from the Centre 
of the World& 

1. I say that elementary bodies-differing in this from the celestial 
spheres -are not without interference, one with another [as to motion], 
in the two directions of the centre and of the circumference of the 
world, [as appears] when they are transferred from a denser to a rarer 
air, or the reverse. 2. When a heavy body, of whatever substance, is 
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transferred from a rarer to a denser air, it becomes lighter in weight; 
from a denser to a rarer air, it becomes heavier. This is the case uni- 
versally, with all heavy bodies. 3. When one fixes upon two heavy 
bodies, if they are of one and the same substance, the larger of the two 
in bulk is the weightier of them. 4. When they are of two different 
substances, and agree in weight, and are afterwards transferred to a 
denser air, both become lighter; only that the deficient one, that is, the 
smaller of the two in bulk, is the weightier of them, and the other is 
the lighter. 5. If the two are transferred to a rarer air, both become 
heavier; only that the deficient one, that is, the smaller of the two in 
bulk, is the lighter of them in weight, and the other is the heavier. 

SECTION SECOND. 

1. When a heavy body moves in a liquid, one interferes with the 
other; and therefore water interferes with the body of any thing heavy 
which is plunged into it, and impairs its force and its gravity, in pro- 
portion to its body. So that gravity is lightened in water, in propor- 
tion to the weight of the water which is equal [in volume] to the body 
having that gravity; and the gravity of the body is so much diminished. 
As often as the body moving [in the water] is increased in bulk, the 
interference becomes greater. This interference, in the case of the bal- 
ance of wisdom, is called the rising up [of the beam]. 2. When a body 
is weighed in air, and afterwards in the water-bowl, the beam of the bal- 
ance rises, in proportion to the weight of the water which is equal in 
volume to the body weighed; and therefore, when the counterpoises are 
proportionally lessened, the beam is brought to an equilibrium, parallel 
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of the body, not to its volume. 6. The air interferes with heavy bodies;j 

on the contrary, when moved to a denser air, they are lighter. 

1. The weight of any heavy body, of known weight at a particular 

centre, it becomeis (LJheavier, and when brought nearer to it, is lighter. 
On this account the relation of gravity to gravity is as the relation of 

distance to distance from the centre. 2. Any gravity inclines towards 
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with the plane of the horizon. 3. The cause of the differing force of the 
motion of bodies, in air and in water, is their difference of shape. 4. Yet, 
when a body lies at rest in the water-bowl, the beam rises according to 
the measure of the volume of the body, not according to its shape. 
5. The rapidity of the motion of the beam is in proportion to the force 
of the body, not to its volume. 6. The air interferes with heavy bodies; 
and they are essentially and really heavier than they are found to be in 
that medium. 7. When moved to a rarer air, they are heavier; and, 
on the contrary, when moved to a denser air, they are lighter. 

SECTION THIRD. 

1. The weight of any heavy body, of known weight at a particular 
distance from the centre of the world, varies according to the variation 
of its distance therefrom; so that, as often as it is removed from the 
centre, it becomzes heavier, and when brought nearer to it, is lighter. 
On this account, the relation of gravity to gravity is as the relation of 
distance to distance from the centre. 2. Any gravity incelines towards 
the centre of the world; and the place where the stone having that 

gravity falls, upon the surface of the earth, is its station; and the stone, 
together with its station, is on a straight line drawn from the centre of 
the world to the station mentioned. 3. Of any two like figures, stand- 

ing on one of the great circles of the surface of the earth, the distance 
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between the apexes is greater than that between the bases, because the 
two are on two straight lines drawn from the centre of the world, making 
the two legs of a triangle, of which the apex is the centre of the world, 
and the base [includes] the two apexes. When the stations of the two 
figures are connected [by a right line], we get the shape of two simi- 
lar triangles, the longer of which as to legs to is the broader as to base. 
4. The place of incidence of a perpendicular line from the centre 
of the world, falling upon any even plane parallel with the horizon, is 
the middle of that plane, and the part of it which is nearest to the 
centre of the world. Thus,4 let the plane be ab, the centre h, and the 
perpendicular line upon ab from the centre hz-that is the shortest 
line between the centre and the plane. 5. Let any liquid be poured 
upon the plane a b, and let its gathering-point be h, within the spherical 
surface a hb, [formed by attraction] from the centre h, then, in case the 
volume of the liquid exceeds that limit, it overflows at the sides of ab. 
This is so only because any heavy body, liquid or not, inclines from 
above downwards, and stops on reaching the centre of the world; for 
which reason the surface of water is not flat, but, on the contrary, con- 
vex, of a spherical shape. On this account, one who is on the sea, with 
a lighthouse in the distance, first descries its summit, and afterwards 
makes out to discover, little by little, what is below the summit, all of 
which was before, as a matter of course, concealed; for, excepting the 
convexity of the earth, there is nothing to hide every other part but the 
summit, in the case supposed. 6. Let any sphere be formed by gravita- 
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tion over the plane ab- after being so formed, and oscillating to and 
fro, it stops at a point d, contrary to the opinion of those who think that 
it is accumulated and oscillates perpetually. 7. Of liquids in receptacles, 
they contain a greater volume when nearer to the centre of the world, 
and when farther from it contain a less volume. Thus, let a bh be [the 
bulge of water in] a receptacle, at the greater distance from h [the cen- 
tre], and within the spherical surface of the water, ahb, over the top of 
the receptacle [by attraction] from the centre of the world, let the 
liquid in the hollow of the receptacle be contained, and let a section of 
the surface of the sphere-which you perceive to be not a plane-be 
ahb by azb, and let the right line between these two be zh; and, on 
the other hand, let there be a receptacle at the less distance tz, in case 
we fix upon t as the centre of the world, and let the new section of the 
surface of the sphere be ad b, over the top of the receptacle, [by azb], 
and let the right line between these two be zd. So then, what is in the 
receptacle increases by the excess of z d [over z h], namely, the interval 
between two spherical surfaces at different distances from the centre of 
the world-which is what we wished to state. 

I shall not stop to point out certain inaccuracies in the fore- 
going theorems of centres of gravity, since each reader will 
readily discover them for himself; but I will observe, in gen- 
eral, that the vagueness of the ideas of the Arab physicists 
respecting force, mass, and weight, a vagueness which is the 
principal cause of these inaccuracies, seems to have troubled 
them very little, for our author is no where at the pains to estab- 
lish a distinction between those three ideas. But the ideas of 
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the Arab philosophers with regard to gravitation are, in my opin- 
ion, much more remarkable; I will not call it universal gravita- 
tion, for our author expressly exempts the heavenly bodies from 
the influence of this force (see Chapter Fifth, Sect. First, 1.), but 
terrestrial gravitation. That this great law of nature did not 
present itself to their minds in the form of a mutual attraction of 
all existing bodies, as Newton enunciated it five centuries later, 
is quite natural, for at the time when the principles exhibited by 
our author were brought forward, the earth was still regarded as 
fixed immovably in the centre of the universe, and even the 
centrifugal force had not yet been discovered. But what is 
more astonishing is the fact that, having inherited from the 
Greeks the doctrine that all bodies are attracted toward the cen- 
tre of the earth, and that this attraction acts in the direct ratio 
of the mass, having moreover not failed to perceive that attrac- 
tion is a function of the distance of the bodies attracted from 
the centre of attraction, and having even been aware that, if the 
centre of the earth were surrounded by concentric spheres, all 
bodies of equal mass placed upon those spherical surfaces would 
press equally upon the same surfaces, and differently upon each 
sphere-that, in spite of all this, they held that weight was 
directly as the mass and the distance from the centre of the 
earth, without even suspecting, so far as it appears, that this 
attraction might be mutual between the body attracting and the 
bodies attracted, and that the law as enunciated by them was 
inconsistent with the principle which they admitted, that the 
containing surface of a liquid in equilibrium is a spherical sur- 
face. Many geometricians of the first rank, such as Laplace, 
Ivory, Poisson, and others, have endeavored to establish the con- 
sequences of an attraction which should act directly as the dis- 
tance from the centre of attraction; thus Poisson says :* "Among 
the different laws of attraction, there is one which is not that of 
nature, but which possesses a remarkable property. This law is 
that of a mutual action in the direct ratio of the distance, and 
the property referred to is this, that the result of the action of 
all the points of a body upon any one point is independent of 
the form and constitution of that body, whether homogeneous 
or heterogeneous, and is the same as if its whole mass was con- 
centrated in its centre of gravity." Farther on, he shows that 
under the influence of this law the containing surfaces of a re- 
volving liquid are ellipsoid or (with sufficient velocity) hyperbo- 
loid; the latter form being possible as a permanent figure only 
when the liquid is contained within a vessel. It is thus seen that 
none of the immediate effects of an action in the direct ratio of the 
distance were of such a character as to set the Arab philosophers 
on their guard against the consequences of their law of terres- 

* Trait de MWcanique, 2de edition, ii. 550-553. 
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trial gravitation, for they had not the means of arriving at these 
conclusions. On the other hand, the principle of Archimedes, 
and the suspicion which they had of the different density of the 
atmosphere at different heights, taught them that the farther a 
body was removed from the earth's surface, and consequently 
from its centre, the less of its weight it would lose from the 
effect of the medium, that is to say, the heavier it would become; 
they did not, therefore, hesitate to admit the direct ratio of the 
distance. It is evident that the Arabs admitted the heaviness of 
the air, and even that they had, so to speak, discovered the 
means of estimating it, for they say that a given body loses less 
of its weight in a rarer than in a denser atmosphere; but in 
all probability they never made application of this means to 
ascertain the weight of a volume of air at different altitudes. 
Finally, neither the Greeks nor the Arabs, so far as appears, 
were in possession of. any positive demonstration of the princi- 
ple according to which a liquid in equilibrium takes the form of 
a sphere, but they admitted it as an evident principle, founded 
on the spherical form of the surfaces of great sheets of water. 
Upon the whole, it seems to me allowable to believe that the 
Arabs had one great advantage over the ancients with respect to 
the study of nature; this, namely, that they were to a much less 
degree than their predecessors in civilization bent upon fitting 
the facts observed into artificial systems, constructed in advance, 
and that they were vastly more solicitous about the fact itself than 
about the place which it should occupy in their theory of nature. 

I shall make no extracts from the sixth chapter, which pre- 
sents nothing at all worthy of note, but shall pass directly on 
to the seventh chapter. 

It reads as follows, in the original and translated: 

cPi 58 b,. MN W jL l j\ (J1 ?j j^ & .t cr? s^r UfIj Li Sj i 
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CHAPTER SEVENTH. 

Mechanism of the Instrument for measuring Liquids, as to Heaviness or 
Lightness, and Application of it, according to the Philosopher Pappus 
the Greek. 
It is evident, from the theorems already stated, and from what is to 

be presented respecting the relations between the gravities of bodies, 
that the relation of any volume of a heavy body to any volume of an- 
other heavy body, in direct ratio, when the two weigh alike in air, is as 
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instrument, and of its basis of demonstration. This will occupy six 

in water. The force of this fundamental principle, once nce.,ceded, leads 

in weight of all liquids, one to another, with the least labor, provided 
their bodies are of the same volume, definitely determining the light- 
ness of one relatively to another; and which is very useful in respect to 
things concerning the health of the human body; and all this without 

sections. 

SECTION FIRST. 

resort to counterpoises or balance. We shall, therefore, speak of the 

~~~~con Cons truction omet, the marking of lines upon it, and the 

half a hand-cubit; and the breadth is equal to that of two fingers, or 

development of a rule for the putting upon it of arithmetical calculation 

and lettes madexpresse of brass, is hollow, not solid, and the lighter particles 
of brass are carefully turned of by demonstrhe lation. This will occupy sixt 

sections. 
SECTION FIRST. 

Construction of the Instrument. 
The length of this instrument, which is cylindrical in shape, measures 

half a hand-cubit; and the breadth is equal to that of two fingers, or 
less. It is made of brass, is hollow, not solid, and the lighter particles 
of brass are carefully turned off by the lathe. It has two bases, at its 
two ends, resembling two light drum-skins, each fitted to the end, care- 
fully, with the most exact workmanship; and on the inner plane of one 
of the two bases is a piece of tin, carefully fitted to that plane by the 
lathe, shaped like a tunnel, the base of which is the drum-skin itself. 
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Form of Pappus the Greek's Instrument for Measuring Liquids.6 
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the instrument being thus made, when put jto liquid in a reservoir or 
vessel, it stands upon it in an erect position, and does not incline any way. 

SECCION SECOND. 

yarking of tLines upon the Instrument. 
You draw, in the first place, lengthwise, along the whole cylinder, a 

line sab, forming its side; and let the upper part of this line remain 
above [water] in the vessel, namely, a small piece measuring a sixth of 
the height of the cylinder, or less, as, making a part of the lines a b] 
contiguous to the line of one of the bases, sr'. You also draw other lines 
parallel with the line a , namely, the lines rh, wm t, extending to 
the limit 8s'a] mentioned. Moreover, you bisect the line a b at k, and 

lay off each of the lines tr, md, Iht equal to ksa, and over the points 
A, t, d, I, you place a bent ruler, fitted to the bulge of the cylinder, and 
draw a circular line over those points; and, in like manner [after laying 
off the lines jl, tn, khd], you draw, over the points ajn kh, a circle 
ajnkh, which you call the equator of equilibrium. That part of the 
instrument above the equatorial line is the side of lighter gravities 
[than that of water], and that part below the same is the side of heavier 
gravities. 

Afterwards, you divide the line a b into ten parts, for number-letters, 
and over the points of the several parts you make stripe-like arcs, rest- 
ing upon the lines n r and a b; and you divide the distance between each 
two parts into ten parts, on the line nr, so that the line nr is divided 

parallel ~4 with th ieab aey h iesrh x ,etnigt 
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into a hundred like parts. Then you connect the hundred points of 
that line with the line tj, by small arcs at even distances one from an- 
other, which are consequently parallel with the circles of the two bases; 
and you are to write on the surfaces [divided off] between the two lines 
a b and tj the [appropriate] number-letters, beginning at b and pro- 
ceeding towards a, which make what we call the line of even number. 

SECTION THIRD. 

Arithmetical Development of a Rule for the Proportioned Part-numbers 
[indicating Specific Gravities], and Putting of them upon the Instrument. 

You are now to understand how to find all numbers indicating the 
weights of liquids. In the first place, we fix, in imagination, upon any 
vessel whatever, as, for example, the daurak, capable of containing [a 
weight of] water equal to a hundred mithkals, or a hundred dirhams, 
or ist&rs, or any thing else, at our pleasure; and we put down, for the 
height of the instrument [to the water-line], one hundred numbers, cor- 
responding to the quantity of water assumed. Then, when we wish to 
make up a table, putting into it the proportioned part-numbers, we mul- 
tiply 100 by 100, producing 10,000, which we keep in mind, it being 
the sum to be constantly divided; and if, then, we wish to obtain the 
proportional for each part of the line of numbers marked upon the 
instrument, we take [the number of] that part, from the line of num- 
bers, and divide 10,000 constantly by it, and the quotient of the divis- 
ion is set down, opposite to [the number of] that part, in the table of 
part-numbers and fractions of part-numbers. But that portion of the 
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line of numbers below 100 is the basis of calculation for liquid heavier 
than water. [So that, for liquids lighter than water, we must have 
numbers above 100 to calculate upon.] 

The basis of demonstration upon which this calculation rests will be 
stated hereafter; 'Abu-r-Raih.&n alludes to it in his treatise. 

So much of the instrument as is above the equator [of equilibrium], 

this instrument does not require to have upon it [for the calculation of 
specific gravities] numbers either greater than the one or less than the 
other of the two. 

The rule drawn out in a tabular form follows presently. 
When we wish to mark the proportioned part-numbers upon the 

instrument, we set the units of the part-numbers on the line h r, and 

than ter.s and ths on the line i , in such mannter than w r the [pro- 
portioned] number-letter of each of the parts of the line of numbers on 

The instrument, from 1 to 120, shall be just wh at th e table makes i be 
and with a bent ruler, in the mode spoken of you make lines of con- 

nection between hr and wm from 110 to 50. We begin with placing 

owards a; but those of the m wih come above the a ine of equilibrium 
constitute the mease for light liqui,e and those below that liuidne are 

lighter than water, such as oil and the like. [In our table] we have 
contented ourselves with lines of numbers from 50 to 110, inasmuch as 

the istandard for heavy liquid- bo h being relative o the gravity of 
sategr ter. than the ne 

other of the twato. 

When we wish to mark the proportioned part-numbers upon the 

their fifths and tenths on the line em, in such manner that the [pro- 
portioned] number-letter of each of the parts of the line of numbers on 
the instrument, from 1 to 120, shall be just what the table makes it; 
and with a bent ruler, in the node spoken of, you make lines of con- 
nection between hr and wm from 110 to 50. We begin with placing 
the number-letters hderived from the table] on the side of b, and proceed 
towards a; but those of them wHich come above the line of equilibrium 
constitute the measure for light liquid, and those below that line are 
the standard for heavy liquid-both being relative to the gravity of 
water. 
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Table of Calculation by the Rule.8 

Line of Numbers. 

110 
109 
108 
107 
106 
105 
104 
103 
102 
101 

100 
99 

98 
97 
96 

95 
94 

93 
92 
91 

90 

89 
88 

87 
86 

85 
84 

83 
82 
81 

Parts. 

90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 

96 

97 
98 
99 

100 
101 

102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
111 
112 
113 
114 
116 

117 
119 

120 
121 

123 

Sixtieths. 

54 
45 
35 
27 
21 
14 

9 
5 

.2 
1 

1 
2 
6 

10 

15 
23 

31 
42 
54 

7 
21 
38 
57 
17 

39 
3 

29 
57 
28 

Line of Numbers. Parts. 

80 125 
79 127 
78 128 
77 129 
76 131 
75 133 

74 135 
73 137 

72 138 

71 140 

70 142 
69 144 
68 147 
67 149 

66 151 
65 153 
64 156 
63 158 
62 161 
61 163 
60 166 
59 169 
58 172 
57 175 

56 178 
55 181 
54 185 
53 188 
52 192 
51 196 

50 200 

Sixtieths. 

35 
12 
53 
35 
20 

8 

54 

51 

51 

56 

3 
15 
30 
51 

15 
44 
17 
56 
40 

30 
25 

26 

34 
49 

11 
40 
18 
5 
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SECTION FOURTH. 

Specification of the Proportzion in WeighAt of the Piece of Tin. 
It is necessary that the piece of tin which has been mentioned, the 

tunnel-like thing upon the base bm, on the inner plane of that base, 
should be of such proportion [in weight] that the liquid-balance, when 
put into water, stands even upon it, and sinks, without aly agitation, 
either of the liquid or of the balance, until the equator of equilibrium 
is reached, upon which one's determined weight of the liquid is marked, 
as, for instance, the 100 for water in our diagram. In order to deter- 
mine this proportion, experiment is resorted to; for the tin is either too 
heavy or too light, until the motion of the instrument is arrested at the 
line spoken of; and you carefully reduce the deficit, the he excess, [in the 
weight of the tin,] by the lathe, until the cylinder, being of the allotted 
size, is evenly balanced. When the surface of the water is even with 
the equator [of equilibrium], the instrument is finished. So much for 
the determination of the proportion of the piece of tin, adapted to water 
from some known stream of a city or valley, such as the Jaihin or the 
Euphrates, or others-that being taken as the standard for all waters, 
as to lightness or heaviness; and we may change from one water to an- 
other by varying the weight of the piece of tin, and making observations 
thereupon. Let this, then, be kept in mind. 

SECTION FIFTH. 

Knowledge of the Application of the Instrument. 
This instrument is such that, when cast into a liquid not having con- 

sistence, it sinks therein without hindrance; and if you hold it up erect, 
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the submerged line, provided that number is even with the level surface 

f the liquid, so that the line of submergence is upon it, or nearly so. 

The number found for the liquid in question you keep in mind, and you 

say that so much of that liquid, with its mark according to the number 

not inclind, it sh would fi the imagined dauraby some proportioned to 100, 
the weight of ang the difvalent volume of wat-numbers looked for, marked upon 

mind is to the specific gravity of water. 

te submerged ine, provided the same manner is even we compare the level surface 
of ther country withid, so that of the of submergence is upon; and thus it is maderly so. 
The number whichfound for the liquid in question you keep in mind, and you 

surface of water coincides with any line of less number than kh, that 
water is rarer than water of the stream fixed upon; and if it exceeds 

say that is, comes on the sidemuch of threater gravityliquid, it is mar according to theavier, by the 
kept in mind, as woud i the ouimagined to the surface], is proportioned to 100, 

Should weight of an equivalent volume of water, as the number of the round poin 

mincd is to the specific gravity of water. 

eproceed in the same manner when sight.we compare the water of an-which 

other country with that of the stream fixed upon; and thus it is made 
to appear which of the two is the rarer and lighter in weight. If a 

arks] the point of water coincidence on th any line withof less number thanwe divide, that 

water is rarer than water of the stream fixed upon; and if it exceeds 
kh, that is, comes on the side of greater gravity, it is heavier, by the 
measure of the round points [counted to the surface], relatively to 100. 

Should we be unable to distinguish the number of the round points, 
the line of even numbers is in plain sight. By [the number which 
marks] the point of coincidence on this line with the water we divide, 
constantly, 10,000; and the quotient of the division is the number of 
the round points looked for. This is what we wished to state. 
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SECTION SIxTH. 

Basis of Demonstration to the Foregoing Statement.9 

Let the cylinder nm be made, and set upon some liquid into which it 
drops down, even and erect, until the line td is reached; and, on the 
other hand, [let it be put] into some liquid of great gravity, so that it 
descends [only] until the line 'as is reached. Accordingly, each of the 
two lines td and 'as-two lines circling round the cylinder, parallel 
with each other, and parallel with the two bases of the cylinder-rests 
upon the level surface of the liquid. I say, then, that the relation of 
the line 'aj to the margin j t is as the relation of the weight of the light 
liquid to the weight of the heavy liquid. For, the relation of the line 
'aj to the line jt is as the relation of the cylinder 'am to the cylinder 
t m; and so much of the light liquid, in which 'am is held up and im- 
mersed, as is equal in bulk to that cylinder, bears the identical relation 
to so much of the same liquid as is equal in bulk to the cylinder tm, 
which the line 'aj bears to the line jt. But [that volume of] the 
liquid mentioned which is equivalent to the cylinder tm, equals, in 
weight, [a volume of] the liquid having more gravity equivalent to the 
cylinder 'am; because these two cylinders [of liquid] are each of equal 
gravity with the whole cylinder nm--as Archimedes has already ex- 
plained in the first lecture of his book on the sustaining of one thing by 
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the weight of the light liquid, equivalent in volume to the cylinder 'a m, 
bears to the weight of the heavy liquid, equivalent in volume to the 
cylinder 'am; which is what we wished to explain. 

This having been made clear, we go back to the figure of the instru- 

position, not inclined, and it sinks until the line akh is reached, the 
weight of a daurak of that liquid is according to the measure of the 
part-numbers at the line a kh; and so, when it sinks, in a liquid of more 
gravity, [only] until the line fy is reached, the weight of that liquid is 
according to the measure of the part-numbers at the line fy. For, the 
relation of the line a to the line bf, agreeably to the preceding expla- 
nation, is the relation of the weight of the lighter] liquid in which the 
cylinder sinks to akh to the weight of the [heavier] liquid in which it 
sinks tofy, inversely. But the relation of the weight of the liquid in 
which the balance sinks to the line fy [to the weight of the lighter 
liquid], is t the meas relation of the number upon the line fy to 
the number upon the line akh; and the number upon the linefy is the 
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looked for weight of a daurak of that liquid in which the liquid-balance 
sinks to fy; while the number marked upon the line a kh is the weight 
of a daurak with the determined 100 [mithkals, dirhams, istars, or the 
like] of that liquid in which the liquid-balance sinks to akh; ivhich is 
what we wished to explain. 
The chapter on Pappus the Greek's instrument for measuring liquids is 

ended; and herewith ends the first lecture. 

The substance of this demonstration, which our author states 
in a somewhat intricate manner, may be presented as follows. 

A floating body always displaces a volume of liquid equal in 
weight to the entire weight of the body itself. The liquid acts 
upward with a force equivalent to this weight, and, the body 
acting in a contrary direction with the same force, equilibrium 
is maintained. If afterwards the same body is plunged into a 
liquid less dense than the former, the part of it which is sub- 
merged will be greater than when it was immersed in the denser 
liquid, because the volume of the rarer liquid required in order 
to weigh as much as the floating body will be greater. The 
absolute weight of these two bodies being the same, their spe- 
cific gravities will be in the inverse ratio of their volumes; that 
is, g: g':: v' v; g and g' being the specific gravities of the two 
bodies, and v and v' their volumes. The most interesting circum- 
stance connected with the statement of these principles is that the 
author professes to have derived it from the first chapter of a work 
of Archimedes, which he describes as L J.u L. LS : J^= u 
" on the sustaining of one thing by another," and which is proba- 
bly the same with his treatise 7eql -rv VaT ELtucrzaywvco or reql TZ 

I have copied the figure of the areometer of Pappus as given 
by our author, with the corrections required by his description 
of it. One may easily perceive that the instrument is nearly 
identical with the volumeter of Gay-Lussac, and that it was pro- 
vided with two scales, the one with its numbers increasing up- 
wards, to indicate the volume submerged in liquids of different 
density, the other with its numbers increasing downwards, to 
show the specific gravities corresponding to those submerged 
volumes. The table called "table of calculation by the rule" 
merely repeats the same thing. Let us take, for example, the 
line of the first scale marked 88. We find in the table that the 
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line of the second scale corresponding to this division is 113 and 
38 sixtieths; or, expressing the latter fraction by decimals, 88 
corresponds to 113.63333+. Now it is clear that the specific 
gravity of water, taken as the unit, will be to the specific gravity 
of a liquid into which the areorneter sinks to 88, as 88 to 100; 
the specific gravity of the latter will accordingly be 1.1363636+, 
or, if multiplied by 100, 113.63636+, which differs from the 
figure adopted by our author by 0.00303, or a fifth of a sixtieth, 
a fraction of which his table makes no account. So also 93, 
according to our author, corresponds to 107.51666+, and ac- 
cording to us, to 107.526881+, the difference of which is 
0.010215+, or six tenths of a sixtieth; and so on. From this 
it appears, also, that by adopting the method of sixtieths our 
author gained the advantage of being able to make the figures 
in his table fewer, without affecting thereby the thousandths of 
his specific gravities. In order to understand why he supposes 
that the limits 50 and 110 are more than sufficient for all pos- 
sible cases, I would remark that, as we shall see farther on, the 
Arabs at this period were acquainted with the specific gravities 
of only seventeen liquids, besides water, which they took for 
their unit, and mercury, which they classed among the metals, 
and not among the liquids. In this series, the heaviest liquid 
was, in their opinion, honey, of which the specific gravity, being 
1.406, fell between 71 and 72 of the first scale of the areometer; 
the highest was oil of sesame, having a specific gravity of 0.915, 
which corresponded on the areometer to the interval between 
108 and 109; while the table gives in addition specific gravities 
from 2 to 0.902. 

The table of contents will have already excited the suspicion 
that the second lecture of the work, treating of the steelyard and 
its use, would be found to contain only elementary matters, of 
no interest. In truth, our author exhibits in the first chapter 
the opinions of Thabit Bin Kurrah respecting the influence of 
different mediums upon the weight of bodies transferred to them; 
in the second chapter he reverts to the theory of centres of 
gravity, and demonstrates that the principle of the lever applies 
equally to two or three balls thrown at the same moment into 
the bottom of a spherical vase ; 1 the third chapter contains a 
recapitulation of what had been already demonstrated respecting 
the parallelism with the plane of the horizon of the beam of a 
balance when loaded with equal weights; chapters four and five, 
finally, exhibit the theory, construction, and use of the steelyard. 

The third lecture is beyond question the richest of all in re- 
sults, which it is moreover the easier to exhibit, inasmuch as our 
author has taken the pains to collect them into a limited number 
of tables. The first chapter, according to the table of contents, 
should treat of the relations of the fusible metals, as shown by 
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observation and comparison. In my manuscript of the Book of 
the Balance of Wisdom there remain only a few leaves of it, 
the contents of which cause the loss of the rest to be greatly 
lamented. Notwithstanding the multiplied errors of the copyist, 
omissions, and inaccuracies of every kind, which prevent me 
from giving the text itself, it is possible to perceive what is being 
treated of, and I shall cite here and there fragments of intelligi- 
ble phrases, which have guided me in the following exposition. 
The first of the remaining leaves, after a few unintelligible words, 
which evidently belong to a phrase commenced upon the pre- 
ceding leaf, contains a figure representing an instrument devised 
by 'Abu-r-Raihan for the determination of specific gravities. I 

Form of the Conical Instrument of 'Abu-r-Raihan. 

E e r a LOL.e Neck of the Instrument. 
b .bJI Perforation. 

/e 

I | c UT].. I)_C (s3 ' ._ JS1 Tube in the Form 
of a Water-pipe. 

d LEji3 , Handle of the Instrument. 
e YJ%Sf e Mouth of the Instrument. 

f "\ X _ Place of the Bowl [of the 

.J-?fa/w7 ,- /^--- . Balance]. 

give an exact copy of it,1 with all the explanations which ac- 
company it. A mere inspection of it will suffice to show that 
we have here to do with an instrument made for determining the 
volumes of different heavy bodies immersed in the water which 
fills a part of the cavity, by means of the weight of the water 
displaced by these bodies, which is ascertained by conducting it 
through a lateral tube into the bowl of a balance. The descrip- 
tion given by our author of the use of this instrument, which he 
calls oLk.JIt 'J ' 1 'J9 t, '"the conical instrument of 'Abu-r- 
Raihan," confirms this idea; but he adds that the instrument 
is very difficult to manage, since very often the water remains 
suspended in the lateral tube, dropping from it little by little into 
the scale of the balance: X 'i '2 or- ". . ' ' L . ' cjl . 
Capillary action was accordingly known to the Arabs; and 
our author asserts that 'Abu-r-Raihan had ascertained that, if 
the lateral tube had a circular flexure given it, was made 
shorter than a semicircle, and was pierced with holes, the 
water would flow readily through it, no more remaining in the 
tube than just enough to moisten its inner surface: ~i< 3 

jit (j lj I sLt 4y; . A. 
5 .& L 
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,zat JJ.Lt o. 5JLL0t. 'Abu-r-Raih$n understood very well 
that the size of the neck of this instrument affected the sensi- 
bility of its indications, and he says that he would have made it 
narrower than the little finger, but for the difficulty of removing 
through a smaller tube the bodies immersed in the water, but 
that this size was small enough to mark a sensible variation of 
the level of the water if a single grain of millet were immersed 
in it: Lo ;WL LfJ. jJ3. 5LAo3i cr,. 'AM- ' . lj 5! 

In the third section of this chapter, our author gives the re- 
sults of his experiments with the instrument of 'Abu-r-Raihan 
to ascertain the specific gravity of the various metals. 1. Gold. 
He says that he purified this metal by melting it five times; after 
which it melted with difficulty, solidified rapidly, and left hardly 

any trace upon the touchstone: U*> sUJL 3.LJ.L .1JA-jt . 

?. N L J, &. r^) a~ . 
5 s r w4,; after that, he 

made ten trials, to obtain the weight of the volume of water dis- 
placed by different weights of the gold, and he found, for a hun- 
dred mithkals of gold, weights varying from 5 mithkals, 1 danik, 
and 1 tassuj, to 5 m., 2 d.: as mean weight, he adopts 5 m., 1 d., 
2 t. 2. Mercury. Our author begins by saying that this is not, 
properly speaking, a metal, but that it is known to be the mother 
of the metals, as sulphur is their father. He had purified mer- 
cury by passing it several times through many folds of linen 
cloth, and had found the weight of a volume of water equal to a 
volume of a hundred mithkals of mercury to be from 7 m., 1 d., 
1? t., to 7 m., 2 d., 2] t.; of which the mean, according to him, is 
7 m., 2 d., 1 t. 3. Lead. The weights found for a volume of water 
equal to that of a hundred mithkals of this metal were from 8 m., 
4 d., 1 t., to 9 m.; of which the mean, according to our author, is 
8 m., 5 d. 4. Silver. This metal was purified in the same man- 
ner as the gold, and the weights of the corresponding volume of 
water were from 9 m., 2 d., 2 t., to 9 m., 4 d., 2 t.; the mean 

adopted by our author being 9 m., 4 d., 1 t. 5. Bronze, an amal 
gam of copper and tin; the proportion of the two metals is not 
given: the mean weight which he adopts is 11 m., 2 d. 6. Cop- 
per. Least weight, 11 m., 4 d., 1 t.; mean, 11 m., 3 d., t. 7. A 
metal of which the copyist has omitted to give the name: the 
weights found for it vary from 11 m., 2 d., to 11 m., 4 d., 3 t., 
their mean being 11 m., 4 d.; this value identifies it with the 
metal given as brass in the later tables. From these same tables 
we are able also, by reversing our author's processes, to discover 
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the mean weights adopted by him for the two metals iron and 
tin, respecting which no notices are derivable from this part of 
the manuscript; and for the sake of clearness, and of uniformity 
of treatment with the other classes of substances given later, we 
present annexed, in a tabular form, the water-equivalents of the 
metals, or the weights of a volume of water equal to that of a 
certain fixed weight of each metal respectively. 

Weights of a volume of water equal to that of a hundred 
Metals. mithkals of each metal. 

MithkAls. Daniks. Tassujs. Reduced to Tassujs. 
Gold, 5 1 2 126 
Mercury, 7 2 1 177 
Lead, 8 5 212 
Silver, 9 4 1 233 
Bronze, 11 2 272 
Copper, 11 3 1 277 
Brass, 11 4 280 
Iron, 12 5 2 310 
Tin. 13 4 328 

For the reduction of these weights to the form of an expres- 
sion for the specific gravity, and for a comparison of the specific 
gravities thus obtained with those accepted by modern physic- 
ists, the reader is referred to the general comparative table, to 
be given farther on, at the conclusion of our presentation of this 
part of our author's work.' 

bi 
.t kliy Sjcs Li t! J% sk Jt 

BUelations of Grav ity between the two [Miet 

*s-Lv W.. ^t r,,cj? (Lo ,.j, kSwj 
. ^ ^^o K^2SJ i*3 J^C^^ (,j,:l- 

%ilJ .I oL H I<3L iT L i L\ 'i L; wj: C ) 
SECTION FOURTH. [Lect. 3, Chap. 1.] 

Relations of 9Gravity between the two [Metals]. 

When the volumes of the two agree, and because all water-equivalents 
are related by gravities, the two [water-equivalents of the two metals 
compared] are related to each other by inverse ratio of gravity. There- 
fore, in case one desires to ascertain the weight of one of these bodies 
equivalent in volume to a hundred mithkals of gold-for example, silver 
-the relation, in weight, which the water-equivalent of gold bears to 
the water-equivalent of silver is not as the relation of the weight of the 
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body of gold to the weight of the body of silver, but is as the relation 
of the weight of the body of silver to the weight of the body of gold, 
by an inverse ratio. So then, if the weight of the gold is multiplied 
by the weight of its water-equivalent, and the product is divided by the 
weight of the water-equivalent of silver, or of any other body of which 
we wish to ascertain the weight [of an equivalent volume, the desired 
result is attained]. But we have designated a hundred mithkAls as the 
weight of the gold, so that the product of the multiplication of that 
into its water-equivalent is an invariable quantity, namely, 525 mithkals. 
That number, then, must be kept in mind, in order to the results which 
we aim to obtain, until the division of it by these [several] water- 
equivalents brings out, as quotients, the weights of [equal volumes of] 
the bodies having the [several] water-equivalents. We have done ac- 
cordingly, and have placed the results in the following table. 
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Table of Resultsfrom Water-equivalents of Bodies. 

Metals. Weights of Bodies equal in 
Volutmae. 

MithkAls. 
100 

71 

59 

54 

46 

45 

45 

40 

38 

Diniks. TassAjs. 
0 

1 

2 

0 

2 

3 

0 

3 

2 

0 

1 

2 

2 

0 

0 

0 

3 

2 

Weights reduced to Tass6js. aumerals. 

Two thousand four hundred. 2400 
One thousand seven hun- 1709 

dred and nine. 
One thousand four hun- 1426 
dred and twenty-six. 

One thousand two hun- 1298 
dred and ninety-eight. 

One thousand one hun- 1112 
dred and twelve. 

One thousand and ninety- 1092 
two. 

One thousand and eighty. 1080 
Nine hundred and seven- 9 

ty-five. 
Nine hundred and twen- 922 

ty-two. 

The fifth section is entirely wanting in my manuscript. As 
regards the sixth section, which is the last one in this chapter, it 
contains a recapitulation of all that had been before stated re- 
specting the specific gravities of bodies, and may be summed up 
in the familiar enunciation that the specific gravity of a body 
is the ratio between its absolute weight and the weight of the 
volume of water which it displaces. 

From this point onward, the condition of the manuscript per- 
mits me to resume the citation and translation of longer extracts. 

v)I' &'JI L^# ,j Lz I 

X5ri5 0^ P Yc J;iS L.j r lo aIc. HLJ t U4l^^ C + 

ilij^ w'x^ j 4 L jc (j?Ju^u ^, r \j 35 i LJj ^?L X x^\L5 t 

CHAPTER SECOND. 

Observation of Precious Stones. In several Sections. 

"Men prize these metals," says 'Abu-r-Railhan, "only because, under 
the action of fire, they admit of being made into conveniences for them, 
such as vessels more durable than others, instruments of agriculture, 
weapons of war, and other things which no one can dispense with who 
is set to possess himself of the good things of life, and is desir- 

Gold. 

Mercury. 

Lead. 

Silver. 

Bronze. 

Copper. 
Brass. 

Iron. 

Tin. 
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ous of the adornments of wealth. Moreover, the only token by which 
men show a preference of some of the metals [over others] is their tech- 
nical use of the letter h, stamped upon any precious metal of which 
articles wanted are made; and in regard to that they are controlled bys 
the rarity of the occurrence of the metal, and the length of time that 
it lasts; both which are distinctive characteristics of gold." But if, 
beside the rarity of its occurrence, and its durability, and the little 
appearance of moisture on it, whether moisture of water or humidity of 
the earth, or of its being cracked or calcined by any fire, and consumed, 
together with its ready yielding to the stamp, which prevents counterfeit- 
ers from passing off somlething else for it, and, lastly, the beauty of its 
aspect-if there is not [beside all these characteristics] some inexplicable 
peculiarity pertaining to gold, why is the little infant delighted with it, 
and why does he stretch himself out from his bed in order to seize upon 
it? and why is the young child lured thereby to cease from weeping, 
although he knows no value that it has, nor by it supplies any want ? 
and why do all people in the world make it the ground of being at 
peace one with another, not drawing their swords to fight, though at 
the sacrifice of the powers of body and soul, of family-connections, 
children, ground-possessions, and every thing, with even a superfluity 
of renunciation, for the sake of acquiring that; and yet are ever 
longing for the third stream,* to stuff their bellies with the dust? 

* There is here an evident allusion to the traditional saying: {3 i.) O. _f5j 
6J' L-5. 'SJL ?J 'KA3t . ~ I C. .. ( ... 3t.) "and if the son 

of Adam were to possess two flowing rivers of gold and silver, doubtless he would 
desire a third." 
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ere it not for my fear of the physicians, I might also say that the 
soul's gladness at the sight of gold, the fine pearl, and the silk robe, 

soul take quietly the grinding up of gold, the pulverizing of the fine 

contraity youo may feten oi toe psubsans, It fuibh lae. t Of the sthe 
red hyacntht [rby isequivalt t gold, one paccon oa f the rait rofeC 

of value for articles o f ne cesl ansi tyfe 
Nor does the description apply only to fusible minerals. On the 

contrary, you may extend it to substances not fusible. Of these, the 
red hyacintht [ruby] is equivalent to gold, on account of the rarity of 
its occurrence, the hardness of its crust, the abundance of its water, its 
lupear, d the depthi of its redness, its bearing of fire, its withstading 
causes of injury, and its durability. Next to this come the yellow hya- 
finth [topaz], that which imeans [blackish] like collyrium, the enerald, and 
the chrysolite, which differ [from the ruby] and are equivalents of 
silver. To all the above named the fine pearl is manifestly inferior, as 
appears from the softness of its body, its being generally composed of 

* Our author evidently alludes, in jest. to the famous mention, exhila- 

rating confection," of the oriental physicians. 
N For want of a better word, we use "hyacinth" in a generic sense in this chap- 

ter, to represent the Arabic o, as applied to all precious stones alike, a word 
which has no proper equivalent in any European language. See De Sacy's Chrest. 
Arabe, 2de ad. iit. 4o64. Arabe, 2de Ed. iii. 4B4. 
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pellicles, doubling one upon another, like the coats of an onion, its being 
reduced by fire to ashes or rotten bone, and its change of color from the 
action upon it of medicine or perfume, or other like causes of deteriora- 
tion. Yet one finds no fault with its price, nor at all undervalues it. 

The number of the precious stones is not thus exhausted. But suffice 
it to say, on the other hand, that certain gems are mentioned, of which 
the mines are no longer found, and the specimens once in the hands 
of men have disappeared, so that people are now ignorant of what sort 
they were. There appear, also, from time to time, gems not before 
known, such as that red gem of Badakhshan, which, were it not for its 
softness, and that the water of its surface lasts but a little time, would 
be superior in beauty to the [red] hyacinth, and is no antiquated gem. 
The mountain containing it was fissured by an earthquake, and the 
windings of the rent brought to view, here and there, egg-like lumps of 
matter deposited in layers, resembling balls of fire, of which some were 
broken, so that a red light gleamed forth beneath where they lay. 
Lapidaries stumbled upon the gem, and gathered specimens, and, hav- 
ing nothing to guide them respecting [the purification of] its water, and 
the polishing of its face and making it brilliant, were, after a while, led 
by experiments to make use of the stone called, on account of likeness 
of color, the golden marcasite, and with that succeeded; and the mine 
has yielded abundantly. 

It is not impossible that both fusible and infusible substances, now 
unknown, may be brought to light, at any time, from the undercliffs of 
mountains, and from the beds of rivers, the depths of seas, and the 
bowels of the earth. In respect to such, however, we will not barter 
away ready money for a credit, nor turn from the known for the sake of 
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the unknown. For I am interested in the subject of which we are in- 
vestigating the rudiments, and endeavoring to get at the main supports, 
and to tread upon the foundations, on account of the counterfeitings of 
those who put in circulation vitiated and spoiled money, and practice 
adulteration in the goldsmith's art. But precious stones are counter- 
feited as well as metals, nay, oftener and more successfully, because the 
eye is little accustomed to them, and wants the guidance of habit in the 
choice of them; while, on the other hand, no one in any city fails to 
see dirhams, and no trading is possible without the handling of dinars. 
The possessors of precious stones and jewelry are few in number among 
men, while those who make use of metals are ever to be found. We 
must, therefore, treat of precious stones as we have treated of metals, if 
the Supreme God so wills. 

SECTION FIRST. 

Statement of the Results which we have obtained, by the [Conical] Instru- 
ment, in respect to Precious Stones. 

We will first enumerate the precious stones which have been com- 
pared, and afterwards exhibit their proportions [of weight], as proved 
by comparison. 

1. Hyacinths. When the common people hear from natural philoso- 
phers that gold is the most equal of bodies, and the one which has 
attained to perfection of maturity, at the goal of completeness, in re- 
spect to equilibrium, they firmly believe that it is something which has 
gradually come to that perfection by passing through the forms of all 
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[other metallic] bodies, so that its gold-nature was originally lead, after- 

wards became tin, then brass , then silver, and finally reached the per- 

fection o Ld; not i g that the natural philopers , ,i 

saying so, oy somethig like wat they mea wh ey se k of 

and afterwards into after that into an ape , and finally be- 

came man. The common people have the same false notion, also, in 
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[other metallic] bodies, so that its gold-nature was originally lead, after- 
wards became tin, then brass, he and finally reached the per- 
fection of gold; not knowing that the natural philosophers mean, in 
sacyig so, only something like what eahe e they mean when they speak of man 
and attribute to him a completeness and equilibrium in nature and con- 
stitution-not that man was once a bull, and was changed into an ass, 
and afterwards into a horse, and after that into anpe apeeand ffinally be- 
came man. The common people have the same false notion, also, in 
regard to the species of hyacinth, and pretend that it is first white, 
afterwards becomes black, then dusky, then yellow, and at last be- 
comes red, whereupon it has reached perfection; although they have 
not seen these species o tgeth in any one mine. Moreover, they 
imagine the red hyacinth to be perfect in weight and specific gravity, 
as they have found gold to be; whereas we have ascertained that the 
celestial species [sapphire]3 and thee ithe diamond] exceed the red 
in gravity. Of the yellow I never happened to have a piece sufficiently 
large to be submitted to the same reliable comparisons already made 
with other species. 

2. Ruby of Badakehsh n. I have, in like manner, never obtaied such 
a piece of e elo ee s g the at I could distinguish it 

beet-like, or basil-like, which has an equally diffused green hue, and 

ifom the choice t red, called piy n zak, that is, the bulb-like. 
3. Emerald and Chrysolite. These names and 

are interchangeable, whether applied to one and the same thing or 
to two things of which one has no real existence; and the name of 
emnerald is the more common. I have, however, seen a person who 
gave the name of emerald to all varieties of the mineral excepting the 
beet-like, or basil-like,14 which has an equally diffused green hue, and 
is perfect, transparent, and pure in color; and who denominated the 
latter clhrysolite. 
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we have submitted it to comparison), and precious stones similar to 
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hole class of stones is not highly pr ized; exceptin g the onyx, for a 

sox-hoof cires, a ndr likew se j to thse in which .th re happns to 

presen ted the form of an animal, o r som e strange shape. Men have 

stone tjfose al-rings, evn fo r t ."e hdis of c romn people, to sy 

no in of the ge a. Te lapis lazuli is emta ploe d Gon ao unt o the-a 

tinting and variegation of its several species. 

hoe Fine Pearl. The pearl is not a stone at all, but only the ontrary, kidred to 

ef an v alu i attd nt to cmppen ous in its pats. asso ite i withlr 
these, citch sr its beaut, T s I oinse, thseeith n the r ald b oth fo it 

chite itself], on account of t he rarity of its o ccurrence, from there being 

beno y ne d itnow kwnty. thearefre os btinale s, t, thas e tug d rqase, 
thole class of stones, there is not ig such differencd;e of oepting the on respectingo 

ox-hoof circlesan, o aid likewise to those in which there happens to be 
prthe minerals which have been mentional, oras exi sts in regsar to the 
been long tired of the cornelian, so that it has ceased to be used as a 
stone for seal-rings, even for the hands of common people theo saye 
nothing of the great. The lapis lazuli is employed on account of the 
tinting and variegation of its several species. 

iof an animal, and not womogeneous in its parts. Yet I associate it with 
the hyacinth for its beauty, as I join therewith the emerald both for its 
beauty and its rarity. It therefore comes in here with as good reason 
as they do. Besides, there is no such diference of opinion respecting 
the minerals which have been mentio,ed, as exists in regard to the 
water-equivalents obtained in the case of pearls; nor have the acces- 
sions or losses, as between small and large ones, been recorded -a point 
on which there is great diversity. What I shall state, as to the pearl, 
applies to those which are large, full, and rounded. 
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6. Coral. This is a plant, though petrified, like the Jews' stone16 and 
the sea-crab. 7 There is a white species of it, coarser than the red, per- 
forated throughout, and divided; which I have not compared, because 
men use it but little, and also because I have heard speak as if the red 
were white when torn off, and became red by exposure to the air. 

We have put together the following table. 
VOL. VI. 9 
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Table of Weights of the Water-equivalents of Precious Stones, 
supposing all the Weights in Air to be a Hundred Mithkdls. 

Names of Precious 
Stones. 

Celestial Hyacinth. 
Red Hyacinth. 

[Ruby] of Badakh- 
shan. 

Emerald. 

Lapis Lazuli. 

Fine Pearl. 

Cornelian. 

Coral. 

Onyx and Crystal. 

Pharaoh's Glass.18 

Weights of Water-equiv- 
alents. 

MithkAls. DAniks. Tassijs. 
25 

26 

27 

36 

37 

38 

39 

39 

40 ! 

40 i 
I 

1 

0 

5 

2 

1 

3 

0 

0 

0 

1 

2 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

0 

0 

Water-equivalents re- Tassljs in 
duced to Tassfijs. Numerals. 

Six hundred and six. 
ISix hundred and 

twenty-four. I Six hundred and sev- 
enty. 

Eight hundred and 
seventy-two. 

Eight hundred and 
ninety-two. 

Nine hundred and 
twenty-four. I Nine hundred and 
thirty-six. I Nine hundred and 
thirty-nine. 

j Nine hundred and 
sixty. I Nine hundred and 
sixty-four. 

606 

624 

670 

872 

892 

924 

936 

939 

960 

964 

SECTION SECOND. 

Relations between Weights of Precious Stones alike in Volume. 

By way of correspondence with the computation already given of the 
weights of equal masses of metals, a similar estimate is [here] furnished 
relative to precious stones of like volume, supposing that each mass is 
equal in volume to a hundred mithkals of the collyrium-like hyacinth; 
in order that one who would ascertain any proportion [of weight] re- 
quired may be enabled to do so, through the properties of four mutu- 
ally related numbers. 
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Table of Weights of Precious Stones alike in Volume. 

Weights, when the Vol- 
Names of Fre- ume is equal to a Hundred 
cious Stones. Mithkalsofthe ollyrium- Reduction to Tassjs. 

like Hyacinth. 
MithkAls. Daniks. Tassujs. 

Celestial o d Two thousand four hun- 
Hyacinth. 

* 
100 0 0 dred. 

Red 0 3 Two thousand three hun- 
Hyacinth. ( dred and thirty-one. 
Ruby [of Ba- 90 2 Two thousand one hun- 

dakhshAn]. dred and seventy-one. 
Emerald. 69 3 0 One thousand six hundred 

LEmerald~. 69 3 0 \ and sixty-eight. 

Lapis Lazuli. 67 5 2 jOne 
thousand six hundred 

and thirty. 

.1 

3.'! 
f3~.. .. I 

V, 
**- it )su t 

t ' o;U( 

'D@ 

d# + 

Tassijs in 
Numerals. 

2400 

2331 

2171 

1668 

1630 
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[TABLE CONTINUED.] 

Names of Pre-ume is equal to a Hundred R d t t T ?. Tassujs in 
ciousStones. MithkalsoftheCollyrium- eduction to Tassjs. Numerals. 

like Hyacinth. 
Mithklls. Dani.ks. Tassujs. 

One thousand five hundred Fine Pearl. 65 3 2 Oneoand seventfour. 15 74 

Cornelian. 64 4 2 One thousand five hundred 1554 and fifty-four. 
Coral. 64 3 1 ( One thousandfive hundred 15;49 

and forty-nine. 
Onyx and } 6t3 O 3 g One thousand five hundred 1515 
Crystal. and fifteen. 

aa s 62 5 1 One thousand five hundred 159 
~~~~AGlass. & 3)3and nine. 

SECTION THIRD. 

Relations of Air-weights to Water-weights. 
We resort again to water and the just balance, and propose thereby 

to ascertain the measure of the difference between the weight of any 
one of the several precious stones in water and its weight in air. When 
the bowl containing the precious stone is once in the water, that is 
enough-you thus get its weight in water, after having weighed it in 

'Abu-r-Raihan does not speak of this matter, but at the same time his 
statement given in the first section of this chapter facilitates the settle- 
ment of it; that is to say, we may take the weight of its water-equivalent 
[there] stated, for each precious stone, and subtract it constantly from 
the hundred mithklls constituting its air-weight, and the remainder will 
be its water-weight. 

Now we have set down these water weights in the following table. Now we have 'set down these water,welights in the followilng table. 
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Table of Water-weights to a Hundred Mithkdls in Air, 
added by 'al-Khazinf. 

Names of Precious 
Stones. 

Celestial Hyacinth. 

Red Hyacinth. 

[Ruby] of Badakh- 
shan. 

Emerald. 

Lapis Lazuli. 

Water-weights. 
Mithkals. Daniks. Tassfijs. 

74 

74 

72 

63 

62 

4 

0 

0 

4 

5 

2 

0 

2 

0 

0 

Reduction to Tassfijs. 

One thousand seven 
hundred and ninety- 
four. 
One thousand seven 
hundred and seven- 
ty-six. 
One thousand seven 
hundred and thirty. 
One thousand five 
hundred and twenty- 
eight. 
One thousand five 
hundred and eight. 

) c - 

&J.yjl rL--;-p 

Tassujs in 
Numerals. 

1794 

1776 

1730 

1528 

1508 
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[TABLE CONTINUED.] 

Names of Precious Tassfjs in Nam esof Peous Water-weights. Reduction to Tassfijs. a l in 

?Fine Pearl. 61 3 0 hundred and seven- 
ty-six. 
One thousand four 1464 

^SCornelian . 61 0 0 4hundred and sixty- 

(One thousand four 1461 
Coral. 60, 1 hundred and sixty- 

one. 

One thousand four 1440 
OFine Pearl.ysta 601 30 0 ^ hundred and forty. 

(One thousand four 1436 
Corane lian. 61 0 hundred and thirty- 

six. 

SECTION F four. 

Instruction and Direction relative to Difference of Wtrater-equivalents. 

There s not the same assurance to be obtained in regard to these1461 
precious stones as in hundregard to fusibe bodies. For the latter bear 

one. 

to be beaten, until their parts lie even, which expels the air that may 

Onyxhave got into them in crucibles, and Crystalseparates them from earthy mat- 

ter. Moreover, we know not what is in the interior of stones, unless 
they are transparent, and can be seen through (for, in that case, what- 

(One thousand four 1436 

ever iaohs Glass.within them appears), so that doubt has arisen in my mind as toirty- 

six. 

SECTION FOuRTH. 

Instruction and Direction relative to Difference of Water-equivalents. 

the l ightness oft the same assurarenc e in weight b etween 
precit and the dusky species. For, both thfusible bodusky and the yellowatter being 

to be beaten, until their parts lie even, which expels the air that may 
have got into them in crucibles, and separates them from earthy mat- 
ter. Moreover, we know not what is in the interior of stones, unless 

they are transparent, and can be seen through (for, in that case, what- 
ever is within them appears), so that doubt has arisen in my mind as to 
the lightness of the red hyacinth, and the dilFerence in weight between 
it and the dusky species. For, both the dusky and the yellow being 
very hard, no earthy matter, or air, or any thing else, mingles with 
them; which is rarely the case in respect to the red, inasmuch as most 
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m ixd with earthy matter, are not witho ut air tthat acoun. Nor is 

J the red hyacinth so U sUplendid LA eLLo ctr tfi 

is air in the gem, i t l , ad b sts, in ode r to the 

esape [of e a ir] . Pople, trefor, bre i st ge, by mens 

specimens o this species ve bubble or particle of air, or, being 
mixed with earthy matter, are not without air on that account. Nor is 
the red hyacinth so splendid in color when first gathered, until fire 
tindled upon it, has purfied i n t becomes hot, whenever there 
is air in the gem, it swells and is puffed up, and bursts, in order to the 
escape [of the air]. People, therefore, bore into this gem, by means 
of the diamond, opposite to every bubble or particle of dirt, to make 
way for the air, that it may escape without injuring the gem, and to 
prevent a violent and rupturing resistance to expansion. When such 

borings are not made, or are too small to allow of water entering into 
them, on our immersing the gem in the [conical] instrument, the quan- 
tity of water displaced is not precisely in accordance with the volume 
of the gem, but, on the contrary, is as that and the penetrated air- 
bubbles together determine. In like manner, when the emerald is 
broken, seams appear within, or, in their place, some foreign matter is 
found. Possibly, empty cavities always exist in this mineral. But its 
rarity prevents any diminution of its price on that account. 

Whoever looks into our statements, and fixes his attention upon our 
employment of water, must be in no doubt as to well-known particulars 
concerning waters, which vary in their condition according to the reser- 
voirs or streams from which they come, and their uses, and are changed 
in their qualities by the four seasons, so that one finds in them a like- 
ness to the state of the air in those several seasons. We have made all 
our comparisons in one single corner of the earth, namely, in Jurjaniyah 
[a city] of Khuw&razm, situated where the river of Balkh becomes low, 
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at its outlet upon the little sea of Khuwarazm,* the water of which 
river is well known, of no doubtful quality; and [all our operations 
have been performed] early in the autumnal season of the year. The 
water may be such as men drink or such as beasts drink, not being 
fresh :t either will answer our purpose, so long as we continue to make 
use of one and the same sort. Or we may use any liquid whatever, 
though differing from water in its constitution, under the same limita- 
tion. If, on the other hand, we operate sometimes with water which 
is fresh and sometimes with that which is brackish, we may not neglect 
to balance between the conditions of the two. 

This is what we wished to specify. 

* This is positive testimony that, already at the commencement of the twelfth 
century, the Oxus no longer emptied into the Caspian, but into the little sea of 
Khuwarazm, that is, into the Sea of Aral. In order to contribute to a complete 
collection of those passages of oriental authors which relate to this interesting fact 
in the geographical history of our globe, I will cite a passage from Kazwini's 'Ajd'ib 
'al-Makhlukdt, referring to the same fact in the following century. In speaking of 
the Jaihun, this author says: ,J~ ')$r k C '" ; . L=)o . 

?j;[^> .C JcQ, ^ ? k. )> L3U Cj ^ & CL i 

?L\j lj) L;9 LJ, 5 )-> , . (5 J us, c, &*3 ,. "it [the 
Jaihun] then passes by many cities, until it reaches Khuwairazm, and no region 
except Khuwarazm profits by it, because all others rise high out of its way; after- 
wards it descends from Khuwarazm and empties into a small sea, called the sea 
of Khuwarazm, distant three days' journey from Khuwarazm." See el-Cazwini's 
Kosmographie, ed. Wiistenfeld, lr Th., 177.19 

t The Tibydn, a commentary on the Kdmus, thus defines the two terms . r.. 
and .A.: L4 , Ju:S ~ -L . 2 X '.A= Ai 'j .&J L I j, lJt 

^. J A <!) ia.,s,xS L>S MI S (J^ ;Lo 
,, .i 3 ? jS .' oo .,.. 

.z4.l J " water called sharib is that which is not fresh, and is drunk by men just 
as it is; and that called sharub is water not fresh, which men do not drink except 
from necessity, but which is drunk by beasts." 
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CHAPTER THIRD. 

Observation of Other Things than Metals and Precious Stones. 
We are [now] led to [consider] the proportionate weights of wax, 

pitch, resin, pure clay, enamel, amber, and woods of well known trees 
-being the materials of models and patterns formed by goldsmiths, or 
others practising their art-for the sake of any one who may wish to 
cast an equivalent weight of some metal, after the goldsmith has pre- 
pared, by his art, a pattern [of] known [material and weight]; including 
also the proportionate weights of other substances necessarily or option- 
ally made use of. We have set down all these substances, with their 
water-equivalents, and their weights [in equivalent volumes], in two 
tables. Let, then, the water-equivalent be measured by the [proper] 
table, and by that let the proportion of metal sought for be determined. 

Here may be diversity of opinion-to every one his own! 
This chapter has two sections. 

SECTION FIRST. 

Knowledge of Weights of the [ Water-equivalents of] Materials of Models, 
when the Weght obtaned ou the Wei obthe Water is a Hundred Mithkals. 

Names. 

Clay of Siminjin. 
Pure Salt. 
Saline Earth. 
Sandarach. 
Amber. 
Enamel. 
Pitch. 

VOL. VI. 

Mithkals. Daniks. Tassiijs. Reduction to Tassujs. 
50 
45 
90 

140 
118 

25 
96 

2 
3 
1 
4 
0 
2 
1 

10 

0 
2 
0 
2 
0 
2 
2 

1208 
1094 
2164 
3378 
2832 

610 
2310 

Floating and 
Sinking. 2 o 

S. 

fl. 

S. 
44 

73 
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[TABLE CONTINUED.] 

Names. Mithkals. Daniks. Tassuijs. Reduction to Tassujs. Floating and 
.aii.. Sinking. 

Wax. 105 1 0 2524 fl. 
Ivory.2 1 61 0 0 1464 s. 
Black Ebony. 88 3 0 2124 
Pearl-shell. 40 2 0 968 
Bakkam-wood. 106 2 0 2552 fl. 
Willow-wood. 248 0 3 5955 

SECTION SECOND. 

Knowledge of Weights of Liquids in a Vessel which holds twelve hundred 
[of any measure] of Sweet Water. 

Names. 
Sweet Water. 
Hot Water. 
Ice. 
Sea-water. 
Water of Indian Melon. 
Salt Water. 
Water of Cucumber. 
Water of Common Melon. 
Wine-vinegar. 

Weights. 
1200 
1150 
1158 
1249 
1219 
1361 
1221 
1236 
1232 

Names. 
Wine. 
Oil of Sesame. 
Olive-oil. 
Cow's Milk. 
Hen's Egg. 
Honey. 
Blood of a Man in good health, 
Warm Human Urine. 
Cold " 

i^f 

oof' IIA 
r 

(10l' 

u11. 

I r ,'v 
IPA 
trrv 

tV 
rt". 

Weights. 
1227 
1098 
1104 
1332 
1242 
1687 

. 1240 
1222 
1230 
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Device for !ifeasuring Water, Comparison between a Cubic Cubit of Water 

and the same of the etals , and Quantity of Gold sucient to f ll the 

Eart. In Three Sections.> 
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CHAPTER FOURTH. 

Device for Measuring Water, Comparison between a Cubic Cucbit of Water 
and the same of the Metals, and Quantity of Gold suficient to 1fill the 
Earth. In Three Sections. 

SECTION FIRST. 

Device for Measuring Water, in order to the Determination of Relations 
between Heavy Bodies, on Premises of Superficial Mensuration. 

'Abu-r-Raihan ordered a cube of brass to be made, with as much 
exactness as possible, and that it should be bored on its face, at two 
opposite angles, with two holes, one for pouring water into it, and the 
other for the escape of air from it; and he weighed it in the flying 
balance, first empty and hollow, then filled with fresh river-water of the 
city of Ghaznah; [and] 392 mithkals and Q and - of a mithkal [proved 
to be the weight of that water which it would contain]. Wanting, now, 
to get the superficial measure of one [inner] side of the cube, he h]ad 
recourse to a thread of pure silver, so finely drawn that to every three 
mithkals [of its weight] there was a length of fourteen of the cloth-cubits 
used in clothing-bazaars. He trimmed off from the length of a side [of 
the cube] the thickness of two of its opposite surfaces, and wound the 
thread around the remainder; and what this would hold of the thread 
wound around it, was 259 diameters. Now, the [length of a] side of 
the cube [thus shortened] would go into a cubit four times, with a re- 
mainder which would go five times into that length, leaving a [second] 
remainder which was one-ninth of that length. The [length of a] side 
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of the cube [ts therefore uderst od to be divie 
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Consequently a cubit would take in 1082 2 of the mentioned diameters 

of the thread; which being multiplied by 45, 48,692 is produced as the 

The cube of the [number of] diameters in the [shortened length of a] 

side, namely, 259, is 17,373,979; and the weight of water of the same 

volumet L asss. But we have said that the number o f diame- 
X~;;L(j w wc ;L; X 5JS Lsl 

of the cube [thus shortened] was therefore understood to be divided 
into forty-fifth parts, of which the first remainder, the excess of a cubit 
above four times tand die that , madnen forty-fifths, and the second 
remainder of that length, (of which the first remainder was one-fifth,) 
made five forty-fifths, which is the same as one-ninth of that length. 
Consequently a cubit would take in 1082an of the mentioned diameters 
ofh the thread; wich being multiplied by 45, 48,692 is produced as the 
[number of] diameters of the thread to forty-five cubits. 

The cube of the [number of] diameters in the [shortened length of a] 
side, namely, 259, is 1,373,99 ; and the weight of water of the same 
volume is 9415 tassujs. But we have said that the number of diame- 
ters of the thread to a cubit was [found to be] 1082 3 , of which the 
cube is 273,650,180,698,467 [.603 216,000]. So then, if we multi- 
ply [this sum] by the [nurber of] tassujs of [water contained within] 
the brazen cube, and divide the product by the third power of [the 
number of diameters of the thread lield within the length of an inner 
side of] this cube, the quotient is the [weight in] tassujs of a [cubic] cubit 
of water, namely, 686,535 and about 13 and I more. If we divide this 
weight by 24, the result is in mithkals, of which there are 28,605, with 
a remainder of 15 tassujs and i and J. That is the weighlt of a cubic 
cubit of water. The fractions in this sum are consolidated [by multiply- 
ing it] into 360 which gives tthe weight of] three hundred and sixty 
cubits cube [of water], amounting, in mithkals, to 10,298,033. 

This is what we wished to explain.22 
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SECTION SECOND. 

Knowledge of Numbers for the Weights of the measured Cubit of all 
Metals. 

The principle last considered having been made out, we turn to an- 
other, which is a difference [in weight] between heavy bodies of like 
masses, but differing in kind, by virtue of relations subsisting between 
metals in respect to volumes. We have already stated, in the first chap- 
ter of this lecture, that whatever may be the relation between heavy 
bodies alike [in volume], as to [absolute] weight, is known from their 
water-equivalents; and that the relation of the weight of the less water- 
equivalent to the weight of the greater water-equivalent is as the relation 
of the weight of that bo d of which the greater quantity of water is the 
equivalent to the weight of that body of which the less quantity of water 
is the equivalent. Consequently there must be an inverse relation be- 
tween the [absolute] weights of heavy bodies and the dimensions in 
length, breadth, and height, of those water-equivalents put down. 

Now for a second principle. Since the weight of a volume of water 
equivalent to the cube of the measured cubit is 28,605 mithkals, together 
with 15 tassujs and A and -, and since 182 mithkals make a mann (one 
mann being computed at 260 dirhams), [a cube of] the measured cubit of 
water weighs 157 manns, 6 'istars and i and i and |. It is also known 
that the weight of the [cube of the] measured cubit of any metal what- 
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ever is to the wei of its equivalen of waer as 2400 asss of tha 

siteto it in the table [above given]. The first of these Proportionals 
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being unknown, if the so i s multiplied into the third-I mean, the 

is, in tassjs , 686,535, beng multpled by 2400-and if this [product- ] 
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those metals, t he quotient is the weight in .assujs of a [cubic] cubit of 
that metal. 

It will do no harmi t o put down, opposite to eah metal , t he weight 

ugof [a cub e o the m easured cubit there of, i n mithkls , tassis, 

fractions of tassujs, and the number of manns and 'ist&rs which that 

n ber is divid hht of the wae-qiaent of eacvavt s of 

;.Xi Z ) tt t t - IAV 

It will do no harm to put down, opposite to each metal, the weight 
of [a cube of] the measured cubit thereof, in mithkals, tassujs, and 

amounts to, in a table, as follows: 

uev mbers o r the Wieights of the measured Cubit of all Msetals.2 
Names of Metas. Mithkeils. Tassuijs. Fractions. M anns. l str s. Fractions. 

Gold. 544,869 11 ] 2993 31 ?-[-. 
Mercury. 387,873 4 ^ 2131 6 -+j 
Lead. 323,837 12 1779 14 
Silver. 294,650 10 1618 38 
Copper. 247,846 18 1361 31 -wof 
Brass. 245,191 6 - 1347 8 - 

Gold. 544,869 11 1 2993 31 + L 

Iron. 221,463 1 - +-5 1216 33 5 
Tin. 209,309 14 6 1150 2 Iro. 21 43 1121 3 
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This exhausts all the more interesting matter which admits of 
being extracted from the work now under analysis. In the sec- 
tion following the last translated, our author sets himself to calcu- 
late the quantity of gold which would compose a sphere equal to 
the globe of the earth. He prescribes to himself this task almost 
as a matter of religious obligation, in order to find the ransom 
which, according to the Kur,n, the infidels would offer to God 
in vain for the pardon of their sins; for he begins with citing 
the eighty-fifth verse of the third chapter of the Kuran, which 
reads: "truly there will not be accepted as ransom from those 
who were infidels and died infidels as much gold as would fill 
the earth; for them there are severe pains; they shall have no 
defender." We will not follow the author in his laborious calcu- 
lations, but will content ourselves with merely noting some of 
his results. He says that the cubit of the bazaar at Baghdad is 
twenty-four fingers long, each finger being of the thickness of 
six grains of barley placed side by side. The mile contains four 
thousand cubits, and three miles make a farsang. The circum- 
ference of the earth is 20,400 miles, and its diameter is 6493IfR 
miles. Finally, the number of mithkals of gold capable of fill- 
ing the volume of the globe is, according to him: 

36,124,613,111,228,181,021,713,101,810. 
For the purpose of comparing these numbers with ours, I will 

observe that the radius of a sphere equal in volume to the 
spheroid of the earth is 6,370,284 metres; this would give us 
one mile = 1962.048 m., and one cubit = 490.512 millimetres: 
that is to say, if these measures admitted of a rigorous compari- 
son; but Laplace has very justly observed" that the errors of 
which the geodetical operations of the Arabs were susceptible 
do not allow us to determine the length of the measure which 
they made use of, for this advantage can only be the result of 
the precision of modern operations. I have endeavored to meas- 
ure the thickness of six grains of barley placed side by side, and 
in sixty trials I have obtained as maximum thickness 17.3 mm., 
as minimum 13 mm., the average of the sixty determinations 
being 15.31 mm.; which would give us for the length of the cubit 
367.44 mm., a result evidently inexact, by reason of the want of 
delicacy of the standard by which the valuation was made. We 
shall return to this subject later, and shall attempt to find a more 
probable result, such as will show which of the two values is 
nearer the truth. 

In the fifth and last chapter of our author's third lecture, he 
takes up the problem of the chess-board, of which he supposes 
the squares to be filled with dirhams, each square containing 
twice the number in the preceding. He begins with finding the 

* Exposition du Systeme du Monde, p. 395, 6me 6dition, 1835. 
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total number of dirhams to be 18,446,744,073,709,551,615, ex- 
pressed by him in abujad signs thus: lo.)~-oj l. 
Then he applies himself to find the dimensions of the treasury 
in which this treasure should be deposited, and finally cites the 
verses of the poet 'Ansari, chief of the poets of the Sultan Mah- 
mud of Ghaznah, which fix the time in which one might spend 
this sum at 200,000,000,000,000,D00 years. The verses are as 
follows: 

JlX jt:)>j jL; tSJL. glj (5 .?. < , o t 2; 31JUL^ LQL^ 

" king I live a thousand years in power; after that, flourish 
a thousand years in pleasure: be each year a thousand months, 
and each month a hundred thousand days, each day a thousand 
hours, and each hour a thousand years." 

Before giving a succinct description of the physical instru- 
ments described and mentioned in the Book of the Balance of 
Wisdom, I think it well to pause and review the results arrived 
at by the Arab physicists, and recorded by our author in the 
first part of his work. I will begin by attempting to give a 
little more precision than has been done hitherto to the units of 
measure, as the cubit and the mithkal. 

We have seen that the cubic cubit of water weighed by 'Abu-r- 
Raihan at Ghaznah weighed 28,605.647 mithkals. The eleva- 
tion of Ghaznah, according to Vigne, is 7000 English feet, or 
about 2134 metres, which would correspond to a medium baro- 
metric pressure of 582 millimetres. The temperature of the 
water made use of by 'Abu-r-Raihan in this experiment is not 
known to us; but not only have we seen our author state in the 
clearest manner that he was aware that temperature had an in- 
fluence upon the density of liquids; we may also see, upon com- 
paring the specific gravities of liquids obtained by the Arabs 
with those obtained by modern physicists, that their difference 
between the density of cold and of hot water was .041667, 
while, according to the experiments of Hallstrom (see Dove's 
Repert. d. Physik, i. 144-145), the difference between the densi- 
ties of water at 3?.9 and at 100? (Centigrade) is .04044. We can 
assume, then, with great probability, that a physicist so experi- 
enced as 'Abu-r-Raihan would not have taken water at its maxi- 
mum summer-heat, but that he would have made his experiments 
either in the autumn, as our author advises, or in the spring. 
The temperature of the rivers in those regions in autumn has 
not, to my knowledge, been directly determined by any one, but 
the temperature of the Indus, at 24? N. lat., in February, 1838, 
was measured by Sir A. Burnes (see Burnes' Cabool, p. 307), and 
was found to be, on an average, 64? 2 Fahrenheit, which is 
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equivalent to 17?.89 Centigrade; and we may, as it seems to me, 
with sufficient probability, admit that the water used by 'Abu-r- 
Raihan was of a temperature about 62? Fahrenheit, and that its 
density, according to Hallstrom, was .999019, considered in refer- 
ence to water at the zero Centigrade, and .998901, considered in 
reference to water at its maximum density. Now we know that 
a cubic metre of distilled water, at 4? C., weighed at Paris in a 
vacuum, weighs 1,000,000 grammes; if, then, we know the value 
of the mithkal in grammes, we shall be able to compare the 
metre and the cubit. 

According to the Kamus, the mithkal is 13 dirhams, the 
dirham 6 daniks, the danik 2 klrats, the kirat 2 tassujs; our 
author, however, makes use of a much less complicated mithkal, 
which is composed of 24 tassfjs; if, then, these tassujs are the 
same as those of the IKamus, his mithkal is equivalent to the 
dirham of the latter. I shall not follow the methods pointed 
out by Oriental authors for determining the weight of the mith- 
kal, for they are all founded upon the weight of different grains, 
no notice whatever being taken of the hygrometric condition of 
such grains; but I shall pursue an independent method. I 
would remark, in advance, that almost nowhere, not even at 
Baghdad, has the Arab dominion of the first times of the Khalifs 
left so profound traces as in the Caucasus, where, as in Daghistan, 
for instance, while no one speaks Arabic, correspondence is car- 
ried on exclusively in that language. Now I have made, by 
order of the Government, and conjointly with M. Moritz, Di- 
rector of the meteorological observatory at Tiflis, a comparison 
of the weights and measures used in the different provinces of 
Transcaucasia, and have found the value of the mithkal in 
grammes to be as follows: 

In the district of Kutais, 4.776 grammes. 
" Thelawi, 4.227 " Georgia. 
" Sighnakh, 4.226 " J 
" Nakhjiwan, 4.590 " 
" Ordubad, 4.499 " 
(" Shemakhi, 4.305 " 

In the city of Shemakhi, 4.704 " 
(t" " (another), 4.572 " 
" <" " 4.621 " 

In the district of Baku, 4.175 " "Muslim" 
i( t (" " 4.660 " k Provinces. 
" KarabAgh, 4.610 " 
" Sheki, 4.496 " 
t" " canton Eresh, 4.272 " 
cc ' " < " (another), 4.426 " 

" " " Khajmasi, 4.869 " 
(" Lenkoran, 4.660 " 
" Derbend, 4.538 " 
6" Samur, 4.792 " Daghistan. 

Average of nineteen values, 4.527 grammes. 
VOL, VI. 
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Hence it is seen that the particular values vary in either direc- 
tion from this average, to as much as +0.342 gr. and -0.352 gr., 
and I accordingly believe that the value of the mithkal may be 
taken at 4.5 gr. without fear of any considerable error. 

Accepting, then, 41 grammes as the equivalent of a mithkil, 
we shall find that the weight of a cubit cube, 28,605.647 mith- 
kals, is 128,725.41 grammes. In order to compare with this 
the weight of a cubic metre of water, it will be necessary to 
reduce the latter to the conditions of Ghaznah with respect to 
temperature, atmospheric pressure, and intensity of the force of 
gravity. Calling m3 the weight of the cubic metre of water, and 
considering only the temperature of the water of 'Abu-r-Raihan, 
we shall find m3= 998,901 gr., which would be the weight of a 
cubic metre of water in Paris at 16?.67 C. in a vacuum. Now, 
according to the experiments of M. Regnault, a litre of dry air in 
Paris, at zero of temperature, and under a barometric pressure of 
760 mm., weighs 1.293187 gr.; a metre, then, will weigh, under 
the same conditions, 1293.187 gr. The intensity of gravity at 
Paris, g, is 9.80895 m.; and at Ghaznah, g', 9.78951 m.; then d', the 
weight of a cubic metre of dry air at Ghaznah, will equal 931.241 
gr.* As we have no means of ascertaining the hygrometric con- 
dition of the atmosphere during the experiment of 'Abu-r-Raihan, 
we are compelled to treat it as if perfectly dry: by deducting, 
then, d' from m 3, we shall render this latter number in all respects 

C3 
comparable with c3, and we shall have -3 =0.1291, and c= 

m 
= 0.505408: c, then, equals 505.408 mm., a value which dif- 
fers from that which we obtained by comparing the Arab meas- 
urement of a degree with our own, by 14.896 mm., that is to 
say, by about the average thickness of six grains of barley laid 
side by side; and I think we may assume, without danger of too 
great an error, c = 500 mm. Notwithstanding the hypotheses 
which I have been compelled to introduce into this calculation 
in order to render it practicable, the result obtained by it seems 
to me preferable to that derived from a comparison of the dimen- 
sions of the earth, for here we can at least form an approximate 
idea of the amount of possible error, while in the other case we 
are deprived of all power of applying a test, by our ignorance 
respecting the degree of precision of the geodetic instruments of 
the Arabs.24 

This furnishes us the means of ascertaining the fineness of the 

* The accelerating force of gravity is here calculated by the formulas g' -g 

(1- 0.002588 cos. 21) (1-22, and r = 20,887,538 (1+ 0.001644 cos. 21); where 

1=34?, and z=7000 Eng. ft.; and by the formula d'=d g- 3000+11t' where 

gt is the temperature in degrees of Ceigrade. t is the temperature in degrees of Centigrade. 
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silver wire by which 'Abu-r-Raihan measured the side of his 
45c 

cube, for w = 486' or .000924c, or .462 mm. This neplus ultra 

of the skill of the Arab jewellers will seem to us coarse enough, 
compared with the silver threads obtained by the ingenious pro- 
cess of Wollaston, of which the diameter is only .0008 mm., or 
3 o0 o of an English inch. But it should not be forgotten that 
it is not long since .006 mm. was regarded as the limit of the 
ductility of gold thread, and that accordingly, considering the 
imperfect mechanical means which the Arabs had at their dispo- 
sal, a metallic wire of a thickness less than half a millimetre 
was in fact something remarkable. 

On examining the determinations by the Arabs of specific 
gravities, we see that they had weighed, in all, fifty substances, 
of which nine were metals, ten precious stones, thirteen mate- 
rials of which models were made, and eighteen liquids. The 
smallness of the list ought not to surprise us, for most of the 
substances which figure in our modern lists of specific gravities 
were entirely unknown to the Arabs. What is much more sur- 
prising is the exactness of the results which they obtained; for 
the coarseness of their means of graduating their instruments, 
and the imperfection at that time of the art of glass-making, ren- 
dered incomparably more difficult then than now this kind of 
investigation, which, in spite of the immense progress of the 
mechanical arts, is still regarded as one of the most delicate 
operations in physical science. It is very remarkable that the 
Muslim physicists, who had detected the influence of heat on 
the density of substances, did not notice its effect upon their vol- 
ume: at least, the dilatation of bodies by heat is nowhere men- 
tioned by our author; and this circumstance, together with their 
ignorance of the differences of atmospheric pressure, introduces 
a certain degree of vagueness into the values which they give 
for specific gravities. In comparing, as I have done in the fol- 
lowing table, our author's valuation of specific gravities with that 
obtained by modern science, I shall regard the former as having 
reference to water at the freezing point, and under a pressure of 
760 mm., both as not knowing what else to do, and as supported 
by these two considerations: first, that we have already noticed 
the slight difference between the densities given by our author for 
cold and hot water, and that which is true of water at the freez- 
ing and boiling points;* secondly, that our author, according to 
his own statement, made the greater part of his determinations 
at Jurjaniyah, which, in my opinion, is no other than the modern 
Kuna-Urghenj, a city situated about four geographical miles from 
the point where the Oxus empties into the Sea of Aral, where 
he was able to raise the temperature of water to 100? C., and 

* See p. 80. 
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which consequently must be at the level of the sea. The mod- 
ern values of the specific gravities are given, for the most part, 
and when not otherwise noted, from Schubarth's Sammlung 
physikalischer Tabellen (Berlin: 1849); a few are taken from 
the Annuaire du Bureau des Longitudes, Paris, for 1853 (marked 
"Ann."), from Schumacher's Jahrbuch for 1840 ("S."), from 
Brande's Encyclopedia ("Br."), from Hallstrom, as cited above 
(" H."), and from Gmelin's Chemistry (" G."). The substances 
are arranged in the same order as they have been given in our 
author's tables. 

Substances. Specific Gravities: 
ace. to 'al-Khazini. ace. to modern authorities. 

Gold, 19.05 cast, 19.258-19.3 
Mercury, 13.56 13.557 
Lead, 11.32 11.389-11.445 
Silver, 10.30 10.428-10.474 

Bronze, 

Copper, 
Brass, 
Iron, 
Tin, 
Celestial Hyacinth, 
Red Hyacinth, 
Ruby of Badakhshan, 
Emerald, 
Lapis Lazuli, 
Fine Pearl, 
Cornelian, 
Coral, 

Onyx and Crystal, 

Pharaoh's Glass, 
Clay of Siminjan, 
Pure Salt, 
Saline Earth, 
Sandarach, 
Amber, 
Enamel, 
Pitch, 
Wax, 
Ivory, 
Black Ebony, 
Pearl-shell, 
Bakkam-wood, 
Willow-wood, 
Sweet Water, 
Hot Water, 
Ice, 
Sea-water, 

8.82 1 statuary, 8.95 Ann. 
* gun-metal, 8.46 

8.66 cast, 8.667-8.726 8.85 Ann.; 
8.897 S. 

8.57 
7.74 forged, 
7.32 English cast, 
3.96 Oriental Sapphire, 
3.85 "' Ruby, 
3.58 
2.75 
2.69 
2.60 

8.448-8.605 
7.6-7.79 

7.291 
4.83 
3.99; 4.28 Ann.,S. 

2.678-2.775 
2.055; 
2.684 

2.9 Ann. 
2.75 Ann.; 
2.617 S. 

2.56 2.62 
2.56 2.69 
2.50 Onyx, 2.628-2.817 

Mountain-crystal, 2.686-2.88 
2.49 English mirror-glass, 2.45 I4 " flint- " 3.442 
1.99 Clay, 1.068-2.63 
2.19 2.068-2.17 
1.11 
.71 1.05-1.09 
.85 1.065-1.085 

3.93 
1.04 white, 1.072 
.95 yellow, .965 

1.64 1.825-1.917 
1.13 1.18 
2.48 Shell of Mactra podoli- 2.647' 

ca, of the Caspian Sea, j 
.94 Brazil-wood, 1.031 
.40 .585 

1. 1. 
.958 boiling, .9597 H. 
.965 .916-.9267 

1.041 1.0286; 1.04 S. 

* At 17?.5 C., according to M. Abich. 
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Substances. Specific Gravities: 
ace. to 'al-Khazini. ace. to modern authorities. 

Water of Indian Melon, 1.016 
Salt Water, 1.134 saturated solution, 1.205 G. 
Water of Cucumber, 1.017 
Water of Common Melon, 1.030 
Wine-vinegar, 1.027 Vinegar, 1.013-1.080 Br. 
Wine, 1.022 various kinds, .992-1.038 
Oil of Sesame, .915 
Olive-oil, .920 .9176-.9192 
Cow's Milk, 1.110 1.02-1.041 
Hen's Egg, 1.035 1.09 
Honey, 1.406 1-450 
Blood of aManin good health,1.033 1.053 Br. 
Warm Human Urine, 1.018 1.011 
Cold (" " 1.025 

This table shows us that the Arabs conceived much earlier 
than we the idea of drawing up tables of specific gravities, for 
the first European tables of this character are, according to 
Liber (Hist. Philos. des Progrbs de la Physique, iv. 113-114), 
due to Brisson, who died in 1806. The first person in Europe 
to occupy himself with determining the specific gravity of liquids 
was Athanasius Kircher, who lived 1602-1680: he attempted 
to attain his purpose by means of the laws of the refraction of 
light. After him, the same subject drew the attention of Galileo, 
Mersennes, Riccioli, the Academicians of Florence, assembled as 
a learned body in 1657, and finally of the celebrated Boyle, born 
1627. The latter determined the specific gravity of mercury 
by two different methods: the first gave as its result 13-9A-, or 
13.76, the other 13?8, or 13.357; both are less exact than the 
value found by the Arab physicists of the twelfth century. 

I will conclude this analysis by a brief description of the dif- 
ferent kinds of balance mentioned in this work; I shall cite the 
text itself but rarely, and only when it contains something 
worthy of special notice. 

Our author first describes a balance which he calls Balance of 
Archimedes, and professes to quote the details respecting its use 
word for word from Menelaus: lIj I, - -. eJi f ' .Z. tL lJ, 
without, however, giving the title of the latter's work. 

In order to ascertain the relation between the weight of gold 
and that of silver, Archimedes took, according to our author, 
two pieces of the two metals which were of equal weight in air, 
then immersed the scales in water, and produced an equilibrium 
between them by means of the movable weight: the distance of 
this weight from the centre of the beam gave him the number 
required. To find the quantity of gold and of silver contained 
in an alloy of these two metals, he determined the specific grav- 
ity of the alloy, by weighing it first in air and then in water, 
and compared these two weights with the specific gravities of 
gold and of silver. 
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This is the figure of the Balance of Archimedes given in my 
manuscript:25 

Figure of the Balance of Archimedes. 

b 

a. J "h c. "t b. Sit "K' 
Bowl for Gold. Movable Weight. Bowl for Silver. 

Another balance described by our author is that of Mu- 
hammad Bin Zakariya of Rai. It is distinguished from that of 
Archimedes by the introduction of the needle, called by the 
Arabs o~L i, "the tongue," and by the substitution of a movable 
suspended scale for the movable weight. The following is an 
exact copy of the figure representing it : 6 

C I 

c. Kfor Siver, fixed. 
Bowl for Silver, fixed. 

.^ 
' 

d. ir Gold, JSmov 
Bowl for Gold, movable. 
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A note inserted in my manuscript between the two bowls, 
which I have copied and translated below, explains the mode of 
using this balance. 

O,J;t ^ Jb Tt lJl& 4^ jljl 
> S C.i SC^ o 

cr u L J ,*Lj ^p j^ La L i , 1' Z OiS ^L^l ^L\A^ 
js T .s6* 1 L5).r-:sd <zf 

*rj AL L 

When the body in question is pure silver, the bowl containing it will 
be balanced at a, which is the extremity of the beam, and the place 
where the scale commences. When it is the purest gold, the bowl will 
come as near to the tongue as possible, at b. When it is mixed, it will 
stop at h, between a and b; and the relation of the gold in the body 
to what it contains of silver will be as the relation of the parts [of the 
scale] ah to the parts a h b. Let this, then, be kept in mind with regard 
to the matter. 

A third balance described by our author is that of 'Abu- 
Hafs 'Umar Bin 'Ibrahim 'al-Khaiyami. I do not copy the figure 
of it, because it is in every respect similar to the balance of 
Archimedes, excepting the movable weight. Its application is 
very simple. A piece of gold is weighed in air, and then in 
water; the same thing is done with a piece of silver; and a 
piece of metal about which one is doubtful whether it is pure 
gold, or silver, or contains both metals at once, is also tried; 
and the comparison of specific gravities thus obtained serves to 
settle the question. 

Finally, in the fifth lecture, he gives a very minute description 
of the balance of wisdom, according to 'Abiu-Hatim 'al-Muzaffar 
Bin 'Isma'il of 'Isfazar. He begins by remarking that, the bal- 
ance being an instrument for precision, like astronomical instru- 
ments, such as the astrolabe and the zij 'as-safa'ih,2 7 its whole 
workmanship should be carefully attended to. He next de- 
scribes the beam, )oj, the front-piece, ",.. t, the two cheeks, 
e5' 

.t.J, between which the tongue moves, and the tongue itself, 
oLwJJ. As regards the beam, he advises that it be as long as 
it may, "because length influences the sensibility of the instru- 
ment;" and indicates a length of four bazaar-cubits, or two 
metres, as sufficient. He gives to his beam the form of a paral- 
lelopiped, and marks upon its length a division into parts, two 
of which must be equivalent to its breadth. It must be of iron 
or bronze. The tongue has the form of a two-edged blade, one 
cubit in length; but he observes, as in regard to the beam, 
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that the longer it is the more sensitive will be the instrument. 
He directs to fasten it to the beam by two screws, after having 
carefully determined the centre of gravity of the beam, by 
placing it, experimentally, across the edge of a knife; and to 
fit it with nicety, so that the centre of gravity may be as little 
displaced as possible. We do not stop to give the description 
of the tongue and its frame, and limit ourselves to copying 
exactly the accompanying figure, which represents these parts 
of the balance:2 8 

a. KA:=JA 

Front-piece. 

b. _t&i \ y 
Bending-place. ///, 

After this, our author exhibits the general principles which 
concern the suspension of the beam of the balance. The passage 
deserves to be transcribed and literally translated, as is done 
below. 

SECTION FOURTH. [Lect. 5, Chap. 2.] 

Scientific Principles of a General Nature, universally applicable, relative 
to Determination of the Axis, the Place of Perforation [for it], and 
the Point of [its] Support [to the Bean]. 
The beam being columnar in shape, detached from the tongue, there 

are three varieties of axis: 1, the axis of equipoise, at the centre of gravity 
of the beam, exactly in the middle of it, and perpendicular to its length; 
so that the beam readily gyrates in obedience to equiponderance [in its 
two equal arms], stopping, in its going round, wherever that [moving 
force] ceases to act, and not becoming, of itself, parallel with the horizon; 
because a right line drawn from the centre of the world to its centre of 
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gravity cuts it into like halves wherever it stops; 2, the axis of reversion, 
between the centre of the world and the centre of gravity of the beam, so 
that, when the beam is put in motion, it turns, of itself, upside down, be- 
cause a right line drawn from the centre of the world [through the axis, 
when the centre of gravity is thrown out of that line] divides it into two 
parts differing one from the other, of which the one going downward pre- 
ponderates, and the beam is consequently reversed; 3, the axis of [paral- 
lelism by] necessary consequence, above the centre of gravity of the beam, 
so that, when the beam is put in motion, a right line drawn from the 
centre of the world to its centre of suspension divides it into two parts 
differing one from the other, of which the one going upward exceeds 
in mass, and consequently preponderates and returns, and so the beam 
stops in a horizontal position; because, in this case, a right line [drawn 
from the centre of the world to the point of suspension] divides it 
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into two like halves, and parallelism with the horizon is a necessary 
consequence. 

Let a bjd2 be a detached beam, let the line m n divide it into halves, 
lengthwise, and the line s'a halve it across, and let h, the point where 
the two lines meet, be the centre of gravity of the beam. When, there- 
fore, we set the beam on an axis [at that point], so that it obeys [the 
equal weights of its two arms], it stops wherever it is left to itself; 
because the right line s h k, drawn from k, the centre of the world, to h, 
the centre of gravity, divides the plane a b id into like halves, according 
to an explanation which it would take long to state. This equal divis- 
ion occurs, however the beam may incline. When we set [the beam 
on an axis at r, above h, away from the centre of gravity, then the line 
k r s [drawn from the centre of the world to the point of suspension] 
divides the plane into two parts differing one from the other, of which 
the one going upward has the greater bulk, so that it preponderates 
and returns, and parallelism with the horizon is a necessary consequence. 
When we set the beam on an axis at h, below h, away from the centre 
of gravity, and the beam leans, then that part of it which goes down- 
ward preponderates; because the right line [drawn from the centre of 
the world to the point of suspension] divides abjd into two parts differ- 
ing one from the other, and the mass30 going downward preponderates, 
so that the beam turns itself upside down. 

So much for the beam when detached from the tongue. 
In case of the combination of its own gravity with the gravity of the 

tongue, placed at right angles to it, in the middle of it, the common cen- 
tre of gravity differs from that of the detached beam, and must neces- 
sarily be another point; and that other point corresponds to the centre 
of equipoise in the detached beam, so that, when the beam is set upon 
an axis [at that point], it stops wherever it is left to itself. 
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The tongue may be made fast above [the beam], in the direction of 
s, the point I becoming the common centre of gravity; and an axis at 
this point is the axis of equipoise. So that the axis of [parallelism by] 
necessary consequence is at any point fixed upon above 1, because a 
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down. 

Should the tongue be made fast below the beam, in the direction 

right line drawnnd so the ommon centre of gravity beom the ceointre ofs, the world 

[an axis at this point] is the axis of equipoise, and, therefore, when 
the beam is put in motion, it stops wherever it is left to itself. But, 
when the axis is put above s, it becomes the axis of [parallelism by] 

diecidessar th consequence, so that thewo parts, of which the beam] which going upward 
preponderates, so that it returns, and stops in a horizontal position. Whe the axis is put below 
and [an axis at any point fixed upon below I imes the axis of reversion 

Inasmuch as there is change [in the adjustment of the balance] in 

several ways 1, in respect to the beam's beines, that part of iter detach goes down- 
ward has the greater bulk, anding up or reversently tips until it turns upsidet is 

down. 

Should te tongue be made fast above or below the beam; 2, in respect to the [posdirection of te] 

axis [in each of the cases supposed with reference to the connection of 

the beam] either at, or above, or below, the cmmon centre of gravity become 3, then 
rean axis at th place oint] is the beam of the means of equipoise, and,sion of therefore when 

the beam is put in motion, it stops wherever it is left to itself. But, 

bowls, eithe axis is put, or above, it beomes the axis of [parallelism by]-seven 

necessary consequence, so that the part [of the beam] which goes upward 
returns, and stops in a horizontal position. When the axis is put below 

incidents [t becomenstituting changes of adjustment] are made out, togethersion. 
with a result [as re is change [in the adjustment of the balance] dependent upon 

several ways: l, in respect to the beam's being either detached or joined 
to the tongue-[the tongue] standing up or reversed [according as it is 
made fast above or below the beam] ; 2, in respect to the [position of the] 
axis [in each of the cases supposed with reference to the connection of 
the beam] either at, or above, or below, the centre of gravity; 3, in 
respect to the place on the beam of the means of suspension of the two 
bowls, either even with, or above, or below, the axis-twenty-seven 
incidents [constituting changes of adjustment] are made out, together 
with a result [as regards the action of the balance] dependent upon 
each particular adjustment, and we have drawn up for these incidents 
the following table: 
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Table of Variety of Incident pertaining to the Balance.3 1 
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The author farther describes the bowls of the balance, five 
in number. He advises to make them of very thin plates of 
bronze, and to give to three of them the form of hemispheres, 
measuring thirty divisions of the scale of the beam in diameter. 
The bowl destined to be plunged into water was finished at the 
bottom with a cone, in order that it might more easily overcome 
the resistance of the fluid during the immersion. The remaining 
bowl was spherical in shape. I here give the passage describing 
this last bowl, remarking only that it will be found not to corre- 
spond altogether with the figure d in the representation of all 
the bowls together, presently to be introduced, although evi- 
dently referring to that one.3 2 

T hen .w. t au c y [.tu.rnin on a-x A, of : ..whichthe 

~io t ^,. . ~ .t.m-x~i r~.~ L^J-iS . ~ ,cX.:. F lJ, ,t cLS, 
LU.J j2 L?, ,:,\, ~ .L35 o-.: K1 ,c,,,, ?., L.. ~,:' 

$ ~~ Op ~, s 3~ _,~ o.. ~ .s ..s 

uring five divisions [once and twice] in the direction of the axis, towards 

the centre of the bulge-of which cuts one is t n 1 and the other . m 

leaving, bet e and the point a d istn of fie disins 

R 

^f ( HA ^ L HLl A ;.s A ,Lr ( a lD 

and, between and the point , a distance of ten divisions, and calling 

Then we take a fourth clepsydra, [turning] on an axis h, of which the 
diameter measures thirty divisions [of the scale of the beam], as does that 
of the two air-bowls; and we cut it on the two sides [of the axis], meas- 
uring five divisions [once and twice] in the direction of the axis, towards 
the centre of the bulge-of which cuts one is tn I and the other hm k- 
leaving, between the axis h and the point n, a distance of five divisions, 
and, between h and the point , a distance of ten divisions, and calling tl the inner side, and h k the outer side; so that the remainder [of the 
diameter of the clepsydra] between the two cuts measures fifteen divisions 
of the standard-measure. In the next place, we take a thin plate [of 
bronze], as large as the clepsydra, and mark upon it a circle opening with 
a certain spread, namely, of fifteen divisions of the standard-measure, and 
cut off from that [plate] all that is outside of that [marked circle]; after 
which we cut that [circle] into two unequal parts, bend each part, and 
weld it, separately, to one of the outer edges of the two sides; and we 
call this the winged bowl. 

Two of these bowls bore the name of "the aerial," . sit, 
and were permanently attached to the beam. Another bowl, 
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hemispherical in shape, might be moved along tbe right arm of 
the beam; it was called "the movable" bowl, "KL,t. The spher- 
ical bowl, also, was moved along the right arm. The bowl in- 
tended to be plunged into water was made fast underneath the 
aerial bowl of the left arm, and bore the name of "the aquatic" 
bowl, .jL..3. As to the spherical bowl, its name, sufficiently 
explained by its form, just now described, and given to it in the 
extract, was "the winged" bowl, 'Xxt. Our author adds 
that it was indispensable to have at least one movable bowl, 
in order to balance the two which were used when the body 
weighed was plunged into the water. 

The following is a copy of our author's drawing of these five 
bowls grouped together: 

a. ^i J 
- 

First, Right-hand Bowl. 

b. (5 LA t l fSt 

Second, Left-hand Bowl. 

Third, Conical Bowl, called the 
Judge. 

e\ /t 1m 

e/ J3 V h Id e ~ ~ ~ ~ "*{ , .--- 1 

d. a^j:^ ^Jlt .s9t *^Jj 

Fourth, Winged Bwl, cut on the 
Fourth, Winged Bowl, cut on the 

two sides. 

t L ^S^\ ,9itjJ kjLY 
Inner, Nearer Side. 

e. "i IS LA- ' 

Fifth Bowl, which is the Movable 
Bowl. 

Having devoted a paragraph to describing the form which 
should be given to the rings of suspension for the bowls, all of 
which are shaped like m in the figure on the next page, the 
author at length presents a complete drawing of the balance of 
wisdom. This we here reproduce, with all the accompanying 
explanations:3 

3 

K 
- 
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Figure of the Balance of Wisdom, called the Comprehensive. 
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above, on the left: above, on the right: 

.t.-J r..u tRJ Left Half, o LJ i pt U I Right Half, 
for Substances. for Counterpoises. 

along the beam, on the left: along the beam, on the right: 

sUJS. ...-AlJt Plain Round- "i. l . .o.t Hidden34 Round- 

point Numbers. point Numbers. 
under the beam, on the right: 

.~LS. tk0 c3 Ja?Cl= ) .- The Specific Gravities are marked on 
this Side of the Beam. 

a. .xitI Means of Suspension. 
b. "m..J Front-piece. 
c. O[lJ1 Tongue, 
d. "5,.tL] Two Cheeks [of 

the Front-piece]. 
e, and under the beam on the left: 

, Tl h Foti aCnd lG tj t 
A.-toA The Front-piece and the 
Tongue as disconnected [from the 
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f. '.J. I "..'_aJt Air-bowl for the 
End. 

g. lJjt .'c-St " .AJ. Second 
Air-bowl for the End. 

h. '[I ItWS X&Y Third [or] Wa- 
ter-bowl. 

i. xju!S L'-v~ Fourth [or] Wing- 
ed Bowl. 

j. ';.ws0L "Ji Fifth [or] Movable 
Bowl. 
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Beam], because they are not con- k. JL2t Basin. 
nected until after Experiment LL t L t lJ 
with regard to the Place of Con- P a - . .. i 
nection, Pomegranate-counterpoise, which 

rides upon the Rising Half. 

Our author recapitulates, briefly, his description of the different 
parts of the balance of wisdom, and then proceeds to speak, in 
detail, of the mode of adjusting it. Nothing of what he says on 
this point deserves to be cited. I will only borrow from it the 
observation that the Arab physicists were accustomed to mark 
the specific gravities of different bodies, on the right arm of the 
beam, by points of silver enchased at different places along the 
scale, where the movable bowl was to be put in order to coun- 
terbalance the loss of weight of different metals and precious 
stones when plunged into water. This accounts for the term 
olI ..j', "round points," applied to marks of specific gravity 
upon the beam of the balance; and similar usage in respect to 
all marks of weight upon the beam led to the more general ap- 
plication of this term. 

But, before proceeding to describe the application of this bal- 
ance to the examination of metals and precious stones, as to their 
purity-which will bring out all the workings of the instrument 
-I think it incumbent upon me to transcribe and translate the 
following passage, which is, without doubt, one of the most re- 
markable in the whole work: 

o5 W 

05C:aiS s'Lo -dL .#5i * Da,~ - .i: *Ai 3 a' L > lJ~. '.. ̂ M b..s c, L"~ ..' 

SECTION FIFTH. [Lect. 5, Chap. 4.] 

Instruction relative to theL Application. 

Air-weight does not apparently vary, although there is actual varia- 
tion, owing to difference of atmospheres. 

As regards its water-weight, a body visibly changes, according to the 
difference between waters of [different] regions, wells, and reservoirs, in 
respect to rarity and density, together with the incidental difference due to 
the variety of seasons and uses. So then, the water of some determined 
region and known city is selected, and we observe upon the water- 
weight of the body, noting exactly what it is, relatively to the weight of 
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one hundred mithkanls; and we refer all] operations to that [result, as 
a standard], and keep it in mind against the time when we are called 
upon to perform them, if the Supreme God so wills. 

In winter, one must operate with tepid, not very cold, water, on 
account of the inspissation and opposition to gravity of the latter, in 
consequence of which the water-weight of the body [weighed in it] 
comes out less than it is found to be in summer. This is the reason 
why the water-bowl settles down when the water has just the right 
degree of coldness, and is in slow motion, while, in case it is hot and 
moving quickly, or of a lower temperature, yet warmer than it should 
be, the bowl does not settle down as when the water is tepid. The 
temperature of water is plainly indicated, both in winter and summer; 
let these particulars, therefore, be kept in mind. 

'Abu-r-Raih.an-to whom may God be merciful !-made his observa- 
tions on the water-weight of metals and precious stones in Jurjaniyah [a 
city] of Khuw&razm, early in autumn, and with waters of middling cold- 
ness, and set them down in his treatise already spoken of. 

This passage puts it beyond doubt that the Muslim natural 
philosophers of the twelfth century knew the air to have weight, 
though they were without the means of measuring it. The 
sentence italicized would lead one to believe that they had some 
means of measuring the temperature of water; and, not to resort 
to the supposition that they possessed any thermometrical in- 
strument, even of the sort used by Otto Guericke, which was 
a balance, I think that they simply used the areometer for that 
purpose; and that this instrument was the means of their 
recognizing that the density of water is greater exactly in the ratio 
of its increase in coldness. 

As a last citation of the words of the author whose work we 
have been analyzing, I shall transcribe and translate the passage 
in which he exhibits the application of the balance of wisdom to 
the examination of metals and precious stones, with regard to 
their purity. It is as follows: 
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CHAPTER FOURTH. [Leet. 6.] 

Appplication iof the Comprehensive Balance. 

Having finished experimenting with the balance, and fixing upon it 
the [points indicating] specific gravities, it only remains for us to go 
into the application of it, and the trial of a [supposed] pure metal or 
precious stone, by means of the two movable bowls [that called "the 
movablet and "the winged"], reference ing had to specific gravity, 
with the least trouble and in the shortest time, by way of distinguishing 
[such metal or precious stone] from one which is alloyed, or from imita- 

tions, or from its like in color-the substance being either simple or 

binary, not trinal, nor yet more complex. 
We adjust the two air-bowls of the balance, put the water-bowl into 

the water, and then set the nlovable bowl at the [point indicating the] 
specific gravit of the given subst a n equilibriumate by means of the 
pomegranate-counterpoise and the scale, until the tongue of the balance 
stands erect. Thus we proceed when the trial respects simple sub- 
stances. When the trial is in reference to a mixture of two substan- 
ces, or a fancy-likeness in color, we set the two movable bowls at the 

[two points indicating the] specific gravities of the two substances, and 

bring the balance to;an.equilibrium, with the utmost precision possible, 
and make the triaL 
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SEcTION FIuST. 

Trial of Single Simple Substances, after placing the Movable Bowl at 
the [Point indicating the] Specific Gravity of the Metal [or Precious 

Stone], and after the Poising of the Balance, 

When that is the trial which we wish to make, we weigh the substance- 
it being on the left, and the mithkals on the right, in the two air-bowls; 
then we let it down into the water-bowl, until it is submerged, and the 
water reaches all sides and penetrates all parts of it. If there happens 
to be a perforation or a hollow place in it, that must be filled with 
water; and the weigher endeavors to have it so, taking all possible care 
that the water reaches all its parts, in order that there may remain in it 
no hollow place, nor perforation, containing air, which the water does 
not penetrate, because a void place in the substance has the same effect 
as if it were mingled with something lighter than itself. After this 
we transfer the mithkals from the extreme bowl [on the right] to 
the movable bowl, placed at the [point indicating the] specific gravity 
of the substance; whereupon, if the balance is poised, and stands even, 
not inclining any way, the substance is what it is [supposed to be], pure, 
whether a metal or a precious stone. Should the balance lean any way, 
the substance is not what it is [supposed to be], if a precious stone; 
and, as to the case of a metal, it is not purely that, but only something 
like it, different from it. If the rising [of the beam] is on the side 
of the mithk.ls, the substance [being a metal] is mixed with some 
body heavier than itself; if on the side of the substance, then with 
some lighter body. 

On the other hand, since the substance may not be an imitation, but 
may have been tampered with, and expressly made hollow, blown with 
air, fissured, or the like, trickishly, let that be looked out for, and made 
manifest, with regard to metals, by striking them. 
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SECTION SECOND. 

Trial of a Binary, made up of ay two Substances [supposed], e. g. of 
two Metals, and similar to Gold; whereby the Assignment of their True 
Value to Dirhams and D)ndrs is determined. 

After having adjusted the two extreme bowls and the water-bowl, we 
set the two movable bowls at the two [points indicating the] specific 

cating the] specific gravity of a precious stone, and the other at [the 
point indicating the specific gravity of] its like in color, crystal or 
glass; and then we poise the balance, with the utmost exactness, until 
its tongue stands erect. Then we weigh the body [under examination] 
with the two air-bowls, taking the greatest care; and in the next place 
dip it into the water-bowl, being careful that the water reaches all its 
parts-which is a matter that th e weigher can manage, as t respects 
void places in sight, or seams, so as to be able to remove uncertainty- 
after which we transfer the nithklos [from the air-bowl on the right 
hand] to the movable bowl suspended at the [point indicating the] 
specific gravity [of one of the two subtances supposed], and watch the 
balance. If the balance is in equilibrium, the body is that substance, 
pure. If it is not even, we transfer the mith thls to the other movable 
bowl; and if the tongue then stands erect, the body is a colored imita- 
tion, having naturally the [latter] specific gravity. These remarks apply 
especially, though not exclusively, to preci us stones. 

In the case o f metals when neither movable bowl brings the bal- 
ance to an equilibrum, the body is compounded of the two [metals 

'supposed]; and, if we wish to distinguish [the quantity of] each compo- 
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two novable bowls [suspended at the two points indicating the specific 
gravities of the two metals supposed], givi some of the < t 
movable bowl [so cAlled], and some of them to the wiged bow, and 
watch. If, then, the right side [of the beam] goes up, we transfer [mith- 
k.ls] from the bowl nearer to the tongue to that which is farther from it; 

nentd, if the right side goes down, we tre ansfer mith ls the farththe 
te bowl to the nearer; and so on, unti the bealance is in equilibrium Then, 
a fter it i s even, e look to see how many mithkd s are in the bowl sus- 

pended at the point] of the specific gravity of a [supposed] metal, and 
those constitte the weight metal in the compound; and the 
mith.ls inf the otner bowl constitute the weight of the otrser com- 

kals] trom the bowl nearer to the tongue to that which is farther from it; 

ponent, If we fail to distri bute exactly between the two bowls by mithe 
bwls, we take the weigt n o on nti the itk al s i n akka-sand, or, w hen sand 
ai s not to b e ad, sifted seeds sppl y its place; and we distribute the sand 
or seeds] between the o two bowls. hen t he balange is brought t, and 
equilibrium, we weig h what is in each of the two m ovable bowls, and sthe 

is obtained a result as perfect as can be. 
Should the balance not be made even in either the first or the secondm- 

instance [namely, by putting all the mithk'als in one or the other of the 
two movable bowls], nor by distribut ion [between the two bowls], then 

the cotakpound either does not coigsist of the two substances which may 
have been mention ed, or i s com pose d of tdistribure e or mor e subst ances; or 
else the two [as compounded together] have been tampered with, and pur- 
posely fissured or hollowed. A cavity gives occasion for transfer of 
gravity and weight. One must be careful and considerate, therefore; and 
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the way to be considerate is to watch he balance]. If, now, ne of the 
the way to be considerate is to watch [the balance]. If, now, one of the 
two sides [of the beam] goes up, and if, upon the transfer of gravity to 
the other movable bowl, this side still goes up, the tampering which we 
have spoken of is made certain. If one of the two sides goes up, and 
then, when there has been a transfer [of gravity], the other side goes 
up, the body is compounded of the two substances. 

The distribution [of weight] must be made agreeably to instructions; 
and one must beware of being deceived in the second case concerning 
it, for example, in the case of a compound of gold and silver [supposed, 
but not proved by distribution]; and, considering that there may be 
some hollow place within, which opposes [the discovery in it of] gold, 
and makes it [appear as if] of the lightness of silver, one should remove 
its weight to the bowl [adjusted] for silver; whereupon, by reason of a 
hollow place, one's conclusion may be changed. 

It is evident from this passage that the Muslim natural philo- 
sophers of the twelfth century had so elaborated the balance as 
to make it indicate, not only the absolute and the specific gravity 
of bodies, but also, for bodies made up of two simple substances, 
a quantity dependent on the absolute and the specific gravity, 
which may be expressed by the formula 

1 1 
d' s. gr., xW -- d 

I 1 
d' d" 

where TV is the absolute weight of the body examined, s. gr. its 

specific gravity, d', d" the densities of its two supposed compo- 
nents, and x the absolute weight of the latter component.35 In 
order to accomplish that object, however, they were led to make 
their balance of enormous dimensions, such as rendered it very 
inconvenient for general researches. 

I will bring this analysis to a close by a concise exposition of 
the manner in which the Muslim natural philosophers applied the 
balance to levelling and to the measuring of time. 
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The balance-level consisted of a long lever, to the two ends of 
which were attached two fine silken cords, turning on an axis 
fixed at a point a little above its centre of gravity, and suspended 
between two sight-pieces of wood, .wr J i, graduated. At the 
moment when the lever became horizontal, the cords were drawn 
in a horizontal direction, without deranging its equilibrum, and 
the divisions of the scales of the sight-pieces, corresponding to 
the points where the cords touched them, were noted. For lev- 
elling plane surfaces, use was made of a pyramid with an equi- 
lateral, triangular base, and hollow and open to the light, from 
the sumnlit of which hung a thread ending with a heavy point. 
The base of the pyramid thus arranged was applied to the plane 
which was to be levelled, and carried over this plane in all 
directions. Wherever the plane ceased to be horizontal, the 
point deviated from the centre of the base. 

The balance-clock consisted of a long lever suspended similarly 
to the balance-level. To one of its arms was attached a reservoir 
of water, which, by means of a small hole perforated on the 
bottom of it, emptied itself in twenty-four hours. This reservoir, 
being filled with water, was poised by weights attached to the 
other arm of the lever, and, in proportion as the water flowed 
from it, the arm bearing it was lifted, the weights on the other 
arm slid down, and by their distance from the centre of sus- 
pension indicated the time which had elapsed. 

Recapitulating, now, briefly, the results brought out in this 
analysis, we see: 

1. That the Muslim natural philosophers of the twelfth century 
were much in advance of the ancients as regards their ideas of 
attraction. It is true, they ventured not to consider this attrac- 
tion as a universal force; they attributed to it a direction towards 
the centre of the earth, as the centre of the universe; and they 
excluded the heavenly bodies from its influence.36 Yet they 
knew that it acts in a ratio of distance from the centre of attrac- 
tion. As to their strange supposition that the action of this 
force is in the direct ratio of the distance, having gone so far as 
they had in physics, they must very soon have discovered that 
it was not in accordance with nature. 

2. That they had sufficiently correct ideas respecting certain 
mechanical principles; that they knew the equation which con- 
nects velocity with space traversed and time employed in going 
over it; that they were in possession of several theorems relative 
to centres of gravity; and that the theory of the loaded lever was 
very familiar to them. 

3. That, without yet daring to reject the ideas which had been 
handed down to them by antiquity as to heaviness and lightness, 
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they already recognized that the air has weight, by the influence 
which it exerts upon the weight of bodies. 

4. That they observed the action of a capillary force holding 
liquids in suspension within tubes of small diameters, open at 
both ends. 

5. That they made frequent use of the areometer, which they 
had inherited from antiquity, and that this instrument, very 
probably, served them for a thermometer, to distinguish, by 
difference of density, the different temperatures of liquids. 

6. That they already had sufficiently full and accurate tables 
of the specific gravities of most of the solids and liquids known 
to them. 

7. That they had attained, as Baron v. Humboldt very cor- 
rectly remarks, to experimentation; that they recognized even 
in a force so general as gravity, acting upon all the molecules of 
bodies, a power of revealing to us the hidden qualities of those 
bodies, as effective as chemical analysis, and that weight is a key 
to very many secrets of nature; that they formed learned asso- 
ciations, like the Florentine Academy; and that the researches 
of the students of nature in Khuwarazm, of the twelfth century, 
well deserve to be searched for and published. 

Here an inquiry very naturally suggests itself. It is generally 
known that, at the time when the taste for arts and sciences 
awoke to so brilliant a life in Europe, the Arabs powerfully 
influenced the development of several of the sciences. How 
comes it, then, that their progress in physics can have remained 
so completely unknown to the learned of Europe? The answer 
seems to me perfectly simple. The immense extent of the Kha- 
lifate was a cause which produced and perpetuated the separation 
and isolation of the interests of the various heterogeneous parts 
which composed it. A philosopher of Maghrib would doubtless 
understand the writings of a philosopher of Ghaznah; but how 
should he know that such a yerson existed ? The journeys so 
often undertaken by the Arabs were insufficient to establish a 
free interchange of ideas; even the pilgrimage to Makkah, which 
brought together every year representatives of all the nations 
subject, whether willingly or unwillingly, to the law of the Mus- 
lim Prophet, failed, by reason of its exclusive character, to modify 
in any degree that separation of moral interests which kept the 
different Muslim countries apart from one another. Moreover, 
the crusades had an effect to intercept communication between 
the Muslim East and West. At length, the Mongol and Turkish 
invasions split the Muslim world into two parts wholly estranged 
from one another, and, so to speak, shut up the scientific treasures 
of each part within the countries where they were produced. If, 
now, we reflect that the era of the renaissance in Europe pre- 
cisely coincides with that same invasion of the Turks, we shall 
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clearly see why Europe could scarcely at all profit by the 
scientific monuments of the East of the Khallfate, and why the 
scientific experience of true Orientals has been almost entirely 
withdrawn from its notice. 

Let me be allowed, in conclusion, to add a single observation, 
which is, that it is an error to attribute to Arab genius all the 
great results that the East has attained in the sciences. This 
error rests upon the fact that most of the scientific treatises of 
Orientals are written in the Arabic language. But would lan- 
guage alone authorize us to give the name of Roman to Coper- 
nicus, Kepler, and Newton, to the prejudice of the glory of those 
nations which gave them birth? Should, then, 'al-Hamadant, 
'al-Flruzabadi, 'al Khaiyaml, and many others, figure in the his- 
tory of science as Arabs, only because they enriched the litera- 
ture of this people with the Makamat, the Kamus, expositions 
of the Kuran, physical researches, and algebraic treatises ? It 
would be more just, as it seems to me, to restore these to the 
Iranian race, and to suppress the injuriously restrictive name of 
Arab civilization, substituting for it that of the contribution of 
the Orient to the civilization of humanity. 

Nihmat-Abad, 28-ct., 1856. 9 Nov. 

NOTES BY THE COMMITTEE OF PUBLICATION. 

Besides re-translating the Arabic extracts in the foregoing article, 
and making other changes which are specified in the following notes, 
we have freely altered whatever seemed to us to admit of improvement, 
ibeing desirous to do full justice to so valuable a communication,- acord- 
ing to our best judgment and that of scientific friends who have aided 
us, and fully believing that our correspondent, if we could have con- 
sulted him, would have approved of every alteration which we have 
made. COMM. OF PUBL. 

I. NOTES ON THE TEXT. 

Referred to by Letters. 
Page. 
4. 1. 8, a, , m. i?.s; 1. 11, b, ms. 'a. 
6. 1. 3, c, ms. l ..., 
8. 1. 11, d, (S.J3t omitted in ms. 

11. 1. 6, e, ms. K. l-.'t; 1. 9, f, ms. X^., ; 1. 14, g, ms. lUij>, 
h, ms. L4J. 
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Page. 
12. 1. 6, i, ms. jiLQLoJ ; 1. 8, j, ms. ; 1. 13, k, ms. pLt, 

Z, ms. Lkt, 

13. 1. 6, m, ms. .; 1. 14, n, ms. ITj4w^, and so wherever else the 
name occurs. 

15. 1.1, o, ms. wdo; 1. 4,p, ms. ?-; 1. 11, q, JIS omitted in ms. 

16. 1. 13, r, ms. yLwjl. 
17. 1. 2, 8, ms. ;.A; 1. 7, t, ms. &.A, 

18. 1. 6, u, ms. 8>-.lI; 1. 8, v, ms. scil-see note 3, p. 111. 

19. 1. 3, w, IS -~ omitted in ms. 

20. 1. 11, x, ms. L(j~V.. 

21. 1. 2, y, vi. '.. omitted in ms.; 1. 12, z, I omitted in ms., and 

so wherever else this numeral appears in the table of contents. 

22. 1. 3, a2, ms. . \; 1. 9, b2, ms. L2; 1. 11, c2, ms. c_9. 
23. 1. 5, d2, ms. "zL'- This correction is required by the statement 

of the contents of the second and third parts of the work given 
on page 17; 1. 11, e2, ms. 'w.:--see preceding note. The num- 

bering of the chapters of this lecture has been altered in accord- 

ance with the corrections of the text here made. 

24. 1. 10, f2, ms. o^: for o? J.s, g2, 2 ms. s.LA LUo 

-A collation of the whole ms. from which our extracts are made 

is necessary to verify this statement. Some of the numerals indi- 

cating the numbers of sections are obscurely written in the ms. 

which we have in our hands; and, though our correspondent's 

analysis has given us certainty in some of the doubtful cases, it 

?till remains uncertain whether the number of sections in chh. 1 

and 3 of lect. 4, chh. 4 and 10 of lect. 6, and ch. 4 of lect. 7 is 

. i. e. 3, as stated, or z i. e. 8. We have also doubted whether 

to read j i. e. 7, or J i. e. 4, for the number of sections in ch. 5 

of lect. 8; and what value to assign to a character, repeatedly 

used, which resembles the letter E. In our ms. of the table given 
on pages 73, 74, the same character is used for 0, but of course 

this is not its value in the table of contents. From its similarity 

to the Indian numeral for 4, and because in one instance the letter 

3 seems to be added to explain it, we have assigned to it that 

value. On the grounds assumed, the total number of sections 

comes out larger, by twenty-one, than the statement of our ms. 

26. 1. 6, h2, ms. 5Mi--see note 3, p. 111; 1. 7, j2, ms. .L5 
- 

see note 3, p. 111; 1. 9,j2, )3tj omitted in ms. 
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Pago. 
30. 1. 6, k2, ms. L3Wl;3 1.10, 12, ms. j. 
32. 1.8, m2, ms. j . 

33. 1. 10, n2, ms. Lk4 ,. 
35. 1. 2, 02, ms. L,^,l . 

36. 1. 4, p2, ms. >_ i, a fragment of a sentence, which we have com- 

pleted as in the text: ,--> Qj. Y &is _ * : . L .Jt 
in accordance with the French translation of our correspondent. 

37. 1. 2, q2, ms. rL ; 1. 3, r2, ms. i., 
38. 1. 6, 82, ms. , M t2, ms. llti; 1. 7, u2, ms. sl, v2, ms. C 3; 

1.8, 2, ms. " j1; 1.9, 2, ms. Ii, y2, ms. (); 1. 10, Z2, ms. 

43. 1. 12, a3, ms. L!: 
45. 1. 9, b3, ms. ['l '. 
48. 1. 3, c3, ms. ' 1.j; 1. 4, d3, ms. XLS.j, 
49. 1. 9, e3, sJtl ciS* J . .<1 L.j . supplied to complete 

the sense. 
51. 1. 2, f3, ms. Lj;o; 1. 6, g3, ms. LAIt - -by an oversight of the 

copyist, K';Jl and 'i.a.s in this sentence were transposed; 1. 7, 

h3, ms. _ fJ?; 1. 12, i3, ms. 1i; 1.15,j3, 
j3 1 

7 .'J j t 

L_C~ L 5~- 5,t L ~ supplied to complete the sense; 1. 16, 

k3, ms. *i. 
52. 1.4, 3, ms. Afl *_ ~ '; ~L&tl , oL 4.Ul U.lt ? . ' 
55. 1. 16, m3, ms. s JL. 

59. 1. 4, n3, ms. LO, o3, ms. (jiD, p3, ms. 3Jl3) 'J.tI3, q3, 
ms. >Zl '^). 

61. 1. 7, r3, ms. S-. 
63. 1. 2, s3, ms. -..'..; 

1. '7, t3, ms. Vj>.Jl; 1. 9, .-y3 
supplied to make out the sense.. 

64. 1. 12, u3, ms. L-L;-. 

65. 1.3, v3,ms. i ..r>gJ; 1.12, m3, ms. A ' -7l; 1.17, 3, ms. i l. 

66. 1. 1, y3, 3($.l .,J~I omitted in ms. 

69. 1.7, z3, ms. L i; 1.10, a4, , ms. 2 ; 1.13, b, ms. :)LT. 
70. 1. 5, c4, ms1.I; 8, d4, ms. .v ?, e4, ms. ; 1. 9, f4, 

ms. ., 
72. 1. 4, g4, ms. Laj.. 
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Page. 
73. 1. 2, h4, ms. LjL; 1. 3, j4, ms. L.. ; 1. 6,j, j ms. c ; 1. 8, 

k4, ms. jLwJ 
75. 1. 1, 14, before ./JS .LI ms. has ; .Jl tY . i S , Ltji i 

9. Lo.j (j)PI s-Lo ' S iAs. But the second division of the book 

commences with the fifth lecture -see p. 17; and ... L . 
is evidently a blundering anticipation of the title of this fourth 

chapter of the third lecture. 
76. 1. 1, m4, ms. -:X; 1. 4, n4, ms. a Lj; 1. 6, 0o, 4 .S substi- 

tuted for a word illegible in ms.; 1. 7, P4, ms. f^1v q'; 1. 12, 4, 

ms. 1. .; 1. 13, r4, ms. .rZ uj*, 84, ms. La.. 
77. 1. 1, t4, ms. t1; 1.13, ", .I4, .O omitted in ms.; 1. 14, v, for 

j~-3% .j --uj _>L'tl '"w ms. has tZ 'I&A " LZ 

L6&^-^; 1. 15, U4, ms. sLa, X4, ms. (JS, 

78. 1. 1, y4, ms. t; , m ; a, ms . ; ms. Lo; 3, 5, ms. 

IvqWooI ; 1. 4, C5, ms. Lt:J; 1. 6, ds, m.. 'l;,. 
87. 1. 33, e5, ms. &, I. 
89. 1. 5, r5, ms. iJL, 
90. 1. 6, g6, ms. JLWJ1; 1. 7, hi, ms. g!I, 
92. 1. 9, i5, ms. A . lA-- .-This correction is required by the mul- 

tiplication together of the numbers of the incidents combined. 
The enumeration just made involves nine specifications relative to 
the position of the axis, covering the two cases of separation and 
connection between the tongue and beam, and also the two cases 

supposed with regard to the position of the tongue when joined to 
the beam; and this number nine is multiplied by the number of 
the specifications respecting the position of the line of suspension 
of the bowls. 

9.3. 5, ms. f; k5, ms. &5.A'; 5, ms. 4JL . 

97. 1. 15, m5, ms. .L.) ; 1. 18, n5, ms. O l. 

98. 1. 29, 05, ms. 9 J. 

99. 1. 5, p5, L. omitted in ms.; 1. 6, qs, - conjectural for an 
abbreviation of the ms. 

100. 1. 3, r5, ms. _, 0; 1 . 7, s8, ms. .; t5, ms. . Lxi. I, 
103. 1. 4, u5 ms. L*ti, v, ms. Lkw..; 1. 5, w5, for ~.\ I\ .Jt 

ms. has 5.X l t 3I;; 1. 12, x5. ms. >J,x,. 

N. B. Some necessary changes of diacritical points are not here no- 
ticed. The original ms., it will be remembered, is without these points. 
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II. NOTES ON TRANSLATION AND ANALYSIS. 

Referred to by Numerals. 

1, p. 20. The length of the cubit, )JxJ1X, was somewhat variable. 

We read (1.) of L..J 1 3, the hand-dhira', of the Spanish Arabs, meas- 

uring five lol^, fists, each kabdhah of four loli, fingers; (2.) 
of the dhira' called & .L J - cubitus a situlL cujus magnitudinem 
aequat ita dictus, as Casiri says--used in Spain, which measured six 

kabdhahs; (3.) of XJtJl W . JI 3j, the exact-hand dhira', used in 

the East, having the same length as the last named; (4.) of ~)jt 
sl lwJ, the black dhirW', so called becatse, as is said, its length was 
determined by that of the arm of a slave of 'al-Mamfn, measuring six 
fists and three fingers, and by which were sold the byssus and other 
valuable stuffs of the bazaars of Baghdad; and (5.) of the dhira' called 

'-.r;.lJl or Z.i, of Persian origin, measuring one and a third of 
No. (3.), that is, eight fists. Our author elsewhere speaks definitely of 

..J 6)3, by which he probably intends Si3t J. J [)3, and of 
the dhira' of clothing-bazaars. What he calls the dhira', without 

qualification, is probably to be understood as No. (5.). See Casiri's Bibl. 

Arabico-Hisp., i. 365, ff.; and Ferganensis ... Elem. Astron. op. J. Golii, 
pp. '73, 74. 

2, p. 24. This term is explained by the figure of the 'jLo, given on 

page 97. 

3, p. 25. Having satisfied ourselves that M. Khanikoff's conjecture as 
to the authorship of the work before us is incorrect, we propose simply 
to give the substance of it in this note, in connection with what seems 
to us to be the true view. But we will first bring together a few notices 
of learned men whom our author speaks of as his predecessors in the 
same field of research, who are not particularly referred to in M. Khani- 
koff's note on pages 24, 25. 

Sand Bin 'Ali is characterized by an Arab author quoted by Casiri, 
in Bibl. Arabico-Hisp., i. 439, 440, as follows: "An excellent astrono- 

mer, conversant with the theory of the motion of the stars, and skilled 
in making instruments for observations and the astrolabe. He entered 
into the service of 'al-Mamiun to prepare instruments for observation, 
and to make observations, in the quarter called 'ash-Shamasiyah at 

Baghdad; and he did accordingly, and tested the positions of the 
stars. He did not finish his observations, on account of the death of 
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'al-Mamun. With him originated a well known astronomical table, 
which astronomers make use of to our day. Having been a Jew, he 
became a Muslim by the favor of 'al-Mamuin. Several well known works 
on the stars and on arithmetical calculation were written by him." 

Respecting Yfhanna Bin Yfsif, Casiri, Id., i. 426, quotes the following 
from an Arab author: "Yuh.anna the Christian presbyter, Bin Yfsif 
Bin 'al-Harith Bin 'al-Batrik was a savant distinguished in his time for 

lecturing on the Book of Euclid, and other books on geometry. He 
made translations from the Greek, and was the author of several 
works." 

'Ibn 'al-Haitham of Basrah, whose full name was 'Abi-'Ali Muham- 
mad Bin 'al-Hasan 'Ibn 'al-Haitham of Basrah, as we are told by Wiis- 
tenfeld in his Gesch. d. Arab. Aerzte u. Naturforscher, pp. 76, 77, was a 

good mathematician as well as skilled in medicine. He rose to emi- 
nence in his paternal city of Basrah, but, on the invitation of the Fatim- 
ite Khalif 'al-Hakim, A. D. 996-1020, went to Egypt to execute some 

engineering, for the irrigation of the country when the Nile should rise 
less high than usual. In this undertaking he failed. The latter part of 
his life was devoted to works of piety and to authorship. He died at 

Cairo, A.H. 430, A.D. 1038. Our ms. gives him the title C)aI, 
but, as he was generally called from his native city, and the other title 

might so easily be an error of the ms., we have altered it to c>5.. 
From an Arab author, again, quoted by Casiri, Id., i. 442, 443, we 

derive the following notice of 'Abuf-Sahl of Kfihistan: "Wijan Bin 
Wastam 'Abfi-Sahl of Kfihistan was a perfect astronomer, accomplished 
in knowledge of geometry and in the science of the starry heavens, of 
the highest eminence in both. He distinguished himself under the 
Buwaihide dynasty, in the days of 'Adhad 'ad-Daulah [A. D. 949-982- 
see Abulfedae Annales Musl. ed. Reiske, ii. 454, 550]. After Sharf 'ad- 
Daulah had come to Baghdad, on the expulsion of his brother Samsam 
'ad-Daulah from the government of 'Irtk [A.D. 986-see Abulf. Ann., 
ii. 560], he ordered, in the year 378, that observations should be taken 
on the seven stars, in respect to their course and their passage among 
their Zodiacal signs, as 'al-MAmun had done in his day, and he com- 
mitted the accomplishment of this task to 'Abu-Sahl of Kfhistan. 

Consequently, the latter built a house within the royal residence, at the 
end of the garden, and there made instruments which he had contrived, 
and afterwards took observations which were written out in two declar- 

ations, bearing the signatures of those who had been present, in affirm- 
ation of what they had witnessed and were agreed in." 
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To this supplementary note we will only add that we could not hesi- 
tate to translate the name of the person to whom Menelaus is said to 
have addressed one of his books, which our correspondent failed to 

identify, namely u^JL.3L o, by Domitian. As the emperor Domi- 
tian reigned from A.D. 81 to 96, Menelaus must have been living in 
his time. 

Respecting the authorship of the Book of the Balance of Wisdom, 
after observing that, although the dedication proves it to have been 

composed at the court of the Saljiuke Sultan Sanjar (who reigned over 
a large part of the ancient Khallfate of Baghdad from A.D. 1117 to 
1157), the recent developments of the history of the Saljfikes by Defre- 

mery afford no clue to the identification of the author, our correspond- 
ent quotes a passage from Khondemir's Dustfir 'al-Wuzara' which he 
thinks may possibly allude to him, as follows: " Nasir 'ad-Din Mahmud 
Bin Muzaffar of Khuwarazm was deeply versed both in the sciences 
founded in reason and in those based upon tradition, and was especially 
able in jurisprudence after the system of 'ash-Shafi'i; at the same time he 
was famed for his knowledge of finance and the usages and customs of 
the public treasury. He was the constant protector of scholars and 
distinguished men. The Kadhi 'Umar Bin Sahlan of Sawah dedicated 
to him his work entitled Masa'ir-i-Nasiri, on physical science and logic. 
In the Jawmi' 'at-Tawarikh it is stated that Nasir 'ad-Din commenced 
his career as secretary of the administration of the kitchens and stables 
of Sultan Sanjar, and that, as he acquitted himself creditably in that 
office, the Sultan named him secretary of the treasury of the whole 
kingdom, and he reached at length the high dignity of Wazir, but, on 
account of the modesty common to men of studious habits, and which 
was native to him, he could not properly perform the duties attached to 
it. The Sultan accordingly discharged him from it, and again entrusted 
to him the administration of the finances, which he transmitted to his 
son Shams 'ad-Din 'Ali." On this passage M. Khanikoff remarks: 
"I do not pretend by the aid of this passage to establish irrevocably 
that Nasir 'ad-Din is the author of the treatise before us. But his 
being a Khuwarazmian accords with what our author says of the place 
where he made his researches; his participation in the administration 
of the finances would explain his having composed a work for the king's 
treasury; and lastly, the positive testimony of history as to his erudition 
. .. and the dedication to him of a work treating of physics give some 
probability to the supposition that he may have occupied himself with 
the subject. The absence of any direct notice of this treatise on the 
balance in his biography may be ascribed in part to the predilection of 
Khondemir for politics rather than literary history, in consequence of 
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which he rarely mentions the scientific labors of those whose memoirs 
he gives, and partly to the circumstance that a work destined for the 

royal treasury, like official reports of the present day, might remain a 

long time unknown to the public." 
We have thought it proper thus to give the substance of our cor- 

respondent's conjecture. But there can be no doubt that, in the ex- 
tracts from the Book of the Balance of Wisdom which M. Khanikoff 
has given us, the author names himself three times, though in so modest 
a manner as scarcely to attract attention. Instead of heralding himself 
at once, in his first words, after the usual expressions of religious faith, 
as Arab authors are wont to do, he begins his treatise by discoursing on 
the general idea of the balance, with some reference, as it would seem, 
to the Batinian heresy, which gave so much trouble to the Saljuke 
princes, and then simply says: "Says 'al-Kh&zini, after speaking of the 
balance in general..."-see p. 8, and proceeds to enumerate the advan- 

tages of the balance of wisdom, so called, which he is to describe and 

explain in the following work. Farther on, after a section devoted to a 

specification of the different names of the water-balance, and to some 
notices of those who had treated of it before him, he begins the next 
section thus: "Says 'al-Khzini, coming after all the above named ..."- 
see p. 14, and goes on to mention certain varieties in the mechanism of 
the water-balance. The form of expression which he uses in the latter 
of these two passages implies that 'al-Khazint is no other than the 
author himself; for Arabic usage does not allow 3Ji to be employed 
to introduce what one writer quotes from another, though nothing is 
more common than for an author to use the preterit j2S, with his name 

appended, to preface his own words. Besides, if 'al-Khazini is not our 

author, but one of those from whom he quotes, who had previously 
treated of the water-balance, why did he not name him in the section 

appropriated to the enumeration of his predecessors in the same field 
of research ? In the title to a table which our correspondent cites in 
the latter part of his analysis, we read again: "Table etc. added by 
'al-KhMzini"- see p. 69, which also intimates the authorship of the 
work before us, for the writer introduces that table as supplementary to 
one which he cites from another author. Yet farther, if our author's 
name be really 'al-Khazini, his statement respecting the destination of 
his work for the royal treasury-see p. 16-accords with his own name, 
for 'al-Khazini signifies "related to the treasurer," and, as M. Khanikoff 
well observes, "the Orientals show as much jealousy in affairs of state 
as in their domestic concerns." 

Who, then, is our 'al-Khazinl ? Though unable to answer this ques- 
tion decisively, we will offer some considerations with reference to it. 
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Possibly our author is the individual of whom D'Herbelot makes this 
record: "Khazeni. The name of an author who invented and described 
several mathematical instruments, of which he also indicated the use"- 
see Bibl. Or., p. 504. Or he may be the same as 'Abu-Jafar 'al-Khazin, 
of whom an Arab author, quoted by Casiri, says: " Abiu-Jafar 'al-Kh&- 
zin, a native of Persia, distinguished in arithmetic, geometry, and the 

theory of the motion of the stars, conversant with observations and 
their use, famed in his day for this sort of knowledge. He was the 
author of several works, among which is the Book of the Zij-'as-Safaiih 
( Lia.Jt -j -L ; ), the most eminent and elegant work on the sub- 

ject, and the Book of Numerical Theorems ('..xxJt ~L..Lit l;; )"- 
see Bibl. Arabico-Hisp., i. 408. Von Hammer, apparently on the au- 
thority of Sedillot, fixes his death in A.D. 1075-see Literaturgesch. d. 
Araber, vi. 428. Or our author may be identical with Alhazen, a person 
long known by name as the author of a treatise on optics translated by 
Risner, and published at Basel in 1572. It is also possible that one and 
the same individual is referred to under these several names. Risner 
intimates to us the original title of that treatise on optics in these words: 
"et ut inscriptionem operis, quce authori est de aspectibus, graeco, concin- 
niore et breviore nomine opticam nominarem;" and we hoped to be 
able to obtain from Haji Khalfah's lexicon some information respecting 
other works by the same author, which should throw light upon the 

authorship of the work before us. But this clue to a reference proved 
insufficient, and after several fruitless searches we have not found any 
notice by Haji Khalfah of the famous optician. As to the period when 
Alhazen lived, Risner declares himself ignorant, but supposes that it 
was about A.D. 1100: it will be remembered that our author wrote in 
1121. That our 'al-Khazini was a native of Persia, as is asserted of 
'Abu-Jafar 'al-Khazin, there is some reason to suppose, from his occa- 
sional use of Persian words; and here it may be well to observe that it 
is only by an error that Alhazen the optician is made a native of Basrah: 
the error is to confound him with Hasan Bin 'al-Hasan Bin 'al-Haitham 
of Basrah, which has been widely spread, though corrected by Montucla 
and Priestley-see Gartz, De Interpp. et Explanatt. Euclidis Arab., p. 22. 
The subject of the work before us is one which the Arabs were accus- 
tomed to class, with optics and other sciences, under the general head 
of geometry-see preface to Haji Khalfah's lexicon, ed. Fluegel, i. 35; 
and there is, indeed, a little sentence in our author's introduction, which, 
with reference to the time when it was written, would seem even to 
betray a writer addicted to philosophizing on light: "For the essence 
of light is its being manifest of itself, and so seen, and that it makes 
other things manifest, and is thus seen by"-see p. 7. Again, the style 
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of 'AbA-Jafar 'al-KhAzin, as indicated in an extract from one of the mss. 
of the Bodleian Library, given in Catal. Bibl. Bodl., ii. 261, as follows: 

M O3 ESX a; 
>c o. 5 

t UjiL BjJJt L?\ JL; 
c 

j Aa W,3i 
3L:iS , "he aimed at brevity in the work, abridging the phraseology 
and diminishing the number of the figures, without removing doubt or 

doing away with obscurity," which refers to a commentary on Euclid, 
seems to us very like that of our author. 

Upon the whole, we incline to believe that our author and 'AbU-Jafar 
"al-Khazin and the optician Alhazen, perhaps also D'Herbelot's Khazeni, 
are one and the same person. We venture, at least, to suggest this, for 
confirmation or refutation by farther research. We may here say that 
we have been in some doubt whether to read the name of our author 
'al-Khazin or 'al-Khazini, the Arabic ms. sent to us by M. Khanikoff, 
which gives the latter reading, not being decisive authority on this 

point. We beg our correspondent to settle the question by reference to 
the original ms. For the proposed identification, however, it is equally 
well to assume the name to be 'al-Khazini, inasmuch as, according to 

Risner, the author of the book on optics was called "Alhazen fil. 

Alhayzen," that is, 'al-Khazin Bin 'al-Khazin, to which 'al-Khazint, in 
the sense of " related to 'al-Khazin," is equivalent. 

4, p. 37. In reproducing this figure, we have struck out a point 
assumed in the original between h and t, and made use of in the fifth 

theorem, because it is of no service, and only makes the figure incon- 
sistent, and less applicable to the following theorems. 

5, p. 39. It seems to us that the remark of our author here referred 
to is misinterpreted by M. Khanikoff. The former means simply to say 
that no interference with one another's motion is apparent in the case 
of the celestial spheres, while he neither affirms nor denies the principle 
of universal gravitatiotn 

6, p. 42. The figure here given of the areometer of Pappus is con- 

siderably altered from that presented by M. Khanikoff. The latter 
occurs twice in the manuscript, once in the Arabic text, and once in the 
translation: the two forms are of somewhat different dimensions, and 
are quite inconsistent with one another with respect to the details of the 

graduation, which are moreover, in both, altogether inaccurate. Both, 
however, agree in offering, instead of a double scale, two separate scales, 
standing in a reversed position at a slight interval from one another. 
As it was impossible to reconcile such a figure with the directions given 
in the text, we have preferred to construct a new one, in accordance 
with our best utderstanding of those directions. In so doing, we have 
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been compelled to amend the text slightly as regards the lettered points 
referred to, as well as the lettering of the figure itself, inasmuch as the 

latter in the manuscript was 
so imperfect and inaccurate 

cra-- i: as to be unintelligible. For 

= 
- the purpose of showing the 
--- =- alteration we have made, we 

- - G: present herewith an exact 
- copy of the portion of the 

.J z=zH = manuscript figure about the 

equator of equilibrium. It 
-, -~- ~ will illustrate also the manner 

in which the numbering of the 
instrument is indicated (very inaccurately upon the left scale) in the figure. 

7, p. 42. See the statement, on page 98, that the Arab physicists 
were accustomed to enchase silver points upon the right arm of the 
beam of the balance, for specific gravities; and the description of the 
balance on page 97. To graduate by round points seems to have been 
the mode among the Arabs. 

8, p. 47. We have constructed this table anew, and have corrected 
at many points the sixtieths of our original: in some cases, the readings 
of the latter may have become corrupt; in most, there was probably a 
want of accuracy in the original constructor. 

The readings of the manuscript which we have altered are as follows: 
Line of Numbers. Parts. Sixtieths. Line of Numbers. Parts. Sixtieths. 

105 95 16 87 114 58 
104 96 12 86 116 12 
103 97 9 83 120 30 
102 98 6 76 131 36 
101 99 3 69 144 54 

99 101 2 64 156 16 
98 102 5 62 161 20 
97 103 8 61 163 58 
96 104 55 181 50 
94 106 21 52 192 20 
88 113 37 

There are also several cases in which we have retained the figures 
given by the manuscript, although not quite correct, when they differed 

by less than 1 from the true value. Thus, opposite the number 106, we 
find set down a remainder of 21 sixtieths, while the true remainder is 
20.376, and, of course, 20 would have been more accurate. 
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9, p. 50. We alone are responsible for the translation of this section, 
our correspondent having left it untranslated. In the lettering of the 
first figure here introduced, we have so far deviated from our Arabic 

original as to substitute . and r for and &j, respectively, in order 
to simplify the transcription. 

10, p. 53. The meaning of this somewhat obscure statement is prob- 
ably as follows. Two heavy bodies at opposite extremities of a lever 
act upon each other by their gravity to produce motion, and remain at 
rest only when their common centre of gravity is supported. The same 
is true of balls thrown into a spherical vase: they act upon each other 

by their gravity to produce motion, and they remain at rest only when 
their common centre of gravity is supported, that is, when it stands 
over the lowest point of the spherical surface. 

11, p. 54. In our reproduction of this figure, we hare reduced its 
size one half, improved the form of the "bowl," f, and given in the 

margin the explanations which in the original manuscript are written 

upon the figure itself; at the points where the letters of reference are 

placed. 

12, p. 56. We have taken the liberty of slightly altering our cor- 

respondent's manuscript in order to insert the table here given, because 
the latter seemed to be so distinctly referred to upon page 78 that it 
was necessary to assume that the Arabic work originally contained it. 
M. Whanikoff gives the mean weight for bronze as 11I m., 2- d.; but, 
considering the acknowledged corrupt state of the manuscript in this 

part, we have thought ourselves justified in amending the reading to 
11 m, 2 d., since this value is required by that of the "result" derived 
from it for the succeeding table. In the table on p, '78, it will be no- 

ticed,, bronze is omitted. 

13, p. 63. 'Ahmad 'at-Taifashi, in his book on precious stones, ed. 

Raineri, page 10 of text, describes the yakfit 'asmAnjAni as including 
"the cerulean, that which resembles lapis lazuli, the indigo-like, the 

collyrium-like, and the dusky"-by which may be intended, as the 
editor says (annott., p. 80), all sorts of sapphire and aqua marina. 

14, p. 63. According to 'at-Taifashi, page 13 of text, the raih.anl, or 

basil-like, is a variety of the emerald, "of pale color, like the leaves of 
the basil;" the same authority defines the silkT, or beet-like, as another 

variety of this mineral, " in color like the beet," that is, probably, like 
beet-leaves. 
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15, p. 64. In thus rendering the word Sij.Jt, we conjecture it to 

be derived from Sj.^J with the signification " circulus ungulae bubulas 

magnitudine," as given by Freytag. Raineri gives us another reading 
for this word, namely c_I,t'J , and explains it as possibly signifying 
of Bukh&rds-see text of 'at-Taifashi, p. 35, and annott., p. 100- 

which, however, seems to be quite impossible. The Arab mineralogist's 
description of the species of onyx bearing this name is as follows: 

".5!t;.JJ is a stone composed of three layers: a red layer, not trans- 

parent, followed by a white layer, also not transparent, next to which is 
a transparent, crystal-like layer. The best specimens are those of which 
the layers are even, whether thick or thin, which are free from rough- 
ness, and in which the contrast [of color] and its markings are plainly 
seen;" which corresponds to what Caesius, in his Mineralogia, Lugd., 
1636, p. 569, says of the most precious sardonyx, thus: " Quaeres tertio 

qusenam sit sardonyx omnium perfectissima. Respondeo esse illam quse 
ita referat unguem humanum carni impositum ut simul habeat tres col- 
ores, inferiorem nigrum, medium candidum, supremum rubentem.... 
Nota autem, cum sardonyx est perfecta, hos tres colores esse debere 

impermixtos, id est, ut zona alba nihil habeat mixtum alieni coloris, et sic 
de nigra et purpurea." But, if our reading 3JjiS is correct, and the 
derivation which we have suggested for the word is adopted, this species 
of onyx must have been so named from specimens with their layers of 
different colors intermingled, which the modern mineralogist would call 

by the name of agate rather than that of onyx. Perhaps, however, 

the reading should be 3Ji"..Jt, from i ..JlS, the name of a certain 

plant, which we have not identified. In this case, the name would be 
similar in its origin to "basil-like" and "beet-like," applied to varieties 
of the emerald, and appropriate for specimens of onyx with either dis- 
tinct or intermingled layers, the veining of the mineral having nothing 
to do with its name. 

16, p. 65. Caesius, Id., p. 520, says: "Dioscorides, Judaicus, inquit, 
lapis in Judaea nascitur, figur& glandis, eleganter et concinne confectus, 
lineis inter se equalibus veluti torno factis," etc. Prof. J. D. Dana of 
Yale College, to whom we are indebted for the foregoing quotation, 
infers from this description that the Jews' stone was the olive-shaped 
head of the fossil encrinite. Ancient physicians dissolved it for a 
draught to cure gravel. 'Ibn-Baitar, in his Mufridat, ed. Sontheimer, 
i. 285, speaks of it in the same terms as Caesius does. 

17, p. 65. Probably a fossil. M. Khanikoff quotes the following from 
the Kms: ms' .. 

. 

... aI S. 
' 

J .. U JI 
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*._- ? , " The crab is a river-animal of great use ... on the other hand, 
the sea-crab is a petrified animal." One might ask the question, whether 
the latter was so called because found in the sea, or whether that name 

implies a belief that the sea once extended where afterwards was dry 
land, in accordance with modern geological discovery. 

18, p. 66. In explanation of this term, our correspondent cites, from 
a Jaghatai Turkish translation of 'al-Kazwtni's 'Aj&'ib 'al-Makhlfikat, a 

passage which states that "the finest quality of glass was Pharaoh's 

glass, found in Egypt." The original Arabic gives no such statement 
under the head of glass. For an account of the translation referred to, 
see M. Khanikoff in the Bulletin Hist.-Phil. of the Imperial Academy of 
St. Petersburg, for Nov. 8, 1854 (Melanges Asiatiques tires du Bulletin 

etc., ii. 440-446). 

19, p. 72. We have substituted this citation from the original Arabic 
of 'al-Kazwlni for a passage which our correspondent here quotes from 
the Jaghatai Turkish translation referred to above. The citation of M. 

Khanikoff, of which only the first sentence is recognizable in the Arabic, 
is as follows: " Khuwarazm is a vast, extensive, and populous province. 
There is in it a city named Jurjaniyah .... The cold there is so intense 
that a man's face freezes upon his pillow; the trees split by reason of 
the cold; the ground cracks; and no one is able to go on horseback. 
One of its frontiers is Khur&s&n, the other Mawaralnahr. The river 
Amf [the Jaihfin], freezes there, and the ice extends from there to the 
little sea. In the spring, the waters of the little sea mingle with the 
water of the Amf, and come to Khuwarazm ;" on which our correspond- 
ent observes: "If I am not mistaken, this passage, which establishes 
with certainty that the waters of the Amf reached the Sea of Aral only 
during the spring freshets, is unique; and it points out to us, perhaps, 
the way in which the change of its mouth originally took place." 

By way of illustration of 'al-Kazwini's description of the lower course 
of the Oxus, it may not be amiss to cite what Burnes says of it in his 
Travels into Bokhara, iii. 162. Having spoken of its winding among 
mountains till it reaches the vicinity of Balkh, Burnes says: "It here 
enters upon the desert by a course nearly N.W., fertilizes a limited 
tract of about a mile on either side, till it reaches the territories of 

Orgunje or Khiva, the ancient Kharasm, where it is more widely spread 
by art, and is then lost in the sea of Aral. In the latter part of its course, 
so great is the body of water drawn for the purposes of irrigation, and 
so numerous are the divisions of its branches, that it forms a swampy 
delta, overgrown with reeds and aquatic plants, impervious to the hus- 

bandman, and incapable of being rendered useful to man, from its un- 

varying humidity.' 
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20, p. 73. These terms are explained by a passage appended to this 
section in the translation of our correspondent, for which he has omitted 
to give the Arabic text. We quote the translation here: 

"All the substances mentioned in this section sink in water if the 

weight of their equivalent volume of water is less than 2400 tassfijs, 
and float if that weight equals or exceeds the same number. 

End of the first section." 

21, p. 74. It might be suspected that the word UWt, "ivory," 
should rather be eJU.0I, "resin," this being one of the substances of 
which, in the opening of the chapter, our author proposed to give the 

water-equivalent. As, however, the specific gravity derived from the 

equivalent given is 1.64, and that of the common resins is only about 
1. to 1.1, it is perhaps easier to assume that resin has been accidentally 
omitted from the table. 

22, p. 76. This process can be made clearer by an algebraic method 
of statement. Let C= a cubit, c= the length of a side of the cube 
measured, and t= the diameter of the silver thread: then C--=4c- 
K(c- ic): but c= 259 t; therefore, C=- 1082 t. For the fraction & 
our author now substitutes j3, because, as appears from their use in the 
table on p. 46, sixtieths are to him what decimals are to us, and -5 are 

64 923 
nearly equivalent to a. C, then, equals 60 

4 
Substituting, in the 

60 
proportion c3 : C:: 9415 tassfjs: the weight in tassujs of a cubic 
cubit of water, the numerical value of the first two terms, we have 

17,373,979 273650180698467 9415 '686,535.53. If the original 216,000 
fraction -; had been retained, the result would have been 686,525 
tass'ujs. 

The question naturally arises, why 'Abu-r-Raihan had recourse to the 
use of the silver thread in making this experiment. It is evident that, 
when once we have the value of C expressed in terms of c, we may 
reject t altogether, and obtain the same result as before by the much less 

6,644,672.e . 188' laborious reduction of the proportion 1: - 2 (i.e. 13* 1 
91,125 45 

:9415 : 686,525. This fact, however, our author does not seem to 
have noticed. Was the silver thread, then, employed merely as a me- 
chanical device for facilitating an exact comparison of C and c? This 
seems by no means impossible, since, after finding the first remainder, 
and perceiving it to be equal to 46 diameters of the thread, the relation 
of that remainder to the side of the cube would be at once determined, 
without going through with the two additional, and more delicate, 
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measurements otherwise required, and exposing the process to the 
chances of error to which they would give rise. We may also, per- 
haps, syppose that the original experimenter was actuated by a desire 
to furnish to any who might repeat the experiment after him the means 
of comparing their results with his, and that, in the want of any exact 
standard of measurement (since the measures may have varied in differ- 
ent localities not less than the weights are shown to have done by the 
table upon p. 81), he devised this method of the fine silver thread with 
the view of providing, in this case, such a standard. 

23, p. 78. We have introduced into this table a number of emenda- 

tions, which were imperatively called for. All the data for constructing 
it had been given before, in the table of water-equivalents upon p. 56, 
and the determination of the weight of the cubit cube of water just made, 
and we had only to work out, in the case of each metal, the propor- 
tion: the water equivalent of the metal, in tassujs: 2400:: 686,535.53: 
the weight of a cubic cubit of the metal. For mercury, the manuscript 
gives erroneously 387,973 m.; for silver, 294,607 m.; this would be 
the correct result if the calculator, by a slip of the pencil, had taken 

686,435.53 as the third term of his proportion. For tin, the Arabic 

gives 209,300; but, as the translation presents the correct number, the 
former must be an error of M. Khanikoff's copyist. The column of 
'istars is left unfilled in the Arabic manuscript; our correspondent had 

supplied the deficiency, but incorrectly in the majority of cases (all ex- 

cepting mercury, silver, and iron). It admitted, indeed, of some ques- 
tion how many 'istars our author reckoned to the mann: we adopted 
40, both because that seems to be the more usual valuation, and because, 
by assuming it, the column of fractions of 'ist&rs comes out in most in- 
stances quite correct: only in the case of lead, the manuscript gives a 
remainder of i + i; in that of iron, *; of tin, * + 1. The same valu- 
ation of the 'istar was assumed in correcting the reading at the bottom 
of p. 77, where the great corruption of the whole passage, and the 

absurdity of its unamended readings, was very evident. 

24, p. 82. Considering the uncertain character of even the main 
elements entering into this calculation, and that its result cannot accord- 

ingly be otherwise than approximate only, it seems to us that our cor- 

respondent might have spared himself the labor of calculating the 
effects of an assumed difference of temperature, pressure, and gravity: 
the modifications which are thus introduced lie far within the limits of 

probable error from other sources; and, in fact, had these modifying 
circumstances been left out of the account, a result would have been 
arrived at nearer to the value which M. Khanikoff finally adopts for the 
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cubit than that which is actually obtained by his process. The value 
C3 

c= 500mm., namely, supposes - ==.1250; the actual value of the 

latter quotient, after modification of m3, is .1291; before modification, 
.1287. We have not, therefore, in this instance, been at the pains of 
verifying either the formulas or the calculations of our correspondent. 

25, p. 86. In reproducing the figure here given by our correspond- 
ent, we have reduced its dimensions one-third, without other alteration. 

26, p. 86. This figure also is reduced one-third from that given in 
M. Khanikoff's manuscript. 

27, p. 87. We have here followed our correspondent in giving only 
the original term, not being sure enough of its precise signification to 
venture to translate it, though we think it might be rendered "table of 
plane projections," or "planisphere." The connection shows that it 
denotes some astronomical instrument; and as well for this reason as 
because czj?, and not S.&>, means "latitude," besides that ..- is 
not a plural, Casiri is wrong in translating . .L i . , in a 

passage quoted from him on p. 115, as he does, by "Liber Tabularum 
Latitudinum." 

28, p. 88. This figure is an exact copy of that given by M. Khani- 
koff, except that it is reduced to one-third its original size. Its insuffi- 
ciency to explain the construction and adjustment of the parts which it 
represents is palpable. For farther explanation see note 33. 

29, p. 90. Our two diagrams on pp. 89, 91, though faithfully repre- 
senting their originals, are, for convenience, made to differ from them 
in dimensions. 

30, p. 90. Literally "the point going downward," implying the 
conception of a concentration of the weight of a body in its centre of 
gravity. 

31, p. 94. We suppose the centre of gravity spoken of under the head 
of "Determination relative to the Beam connected with the Tongue," 
in this table, to be the common centre of gravity of the tongue and 
beam united. This seems to us to be indicated both by the reading of 
the Arabic text of the table, as it came to us, and by the suppositions, 
respecting the connection of the tongue and beam, considered in the 
extract which precedes it. But some changes of reading were required 
to make the table correct. The following fragment shows what are the 
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specifications of the text which we received, in those places where we 
have made changes. 

Determination relative to the Beam connected with the Tongue, 
..... [the Axis being] I ...... [the Axis being] 

.... below the 0. at the C. of Grav. above the 0. i .... 

Revers. 

Revers. 
Nec. Parall.l Equip.qup 

Revers. 
qp Nec. Parall.lEquip. 

On the supposition that the centre spoken of is the centre of gravity of 
the beam, many more alterations would have been necessary. 

32, p. 95. Our correspondent did not translate this passage, so that 
we alone are responsible for the description of the winged bowl. We 
were about to offer some conjectures which seem naturally to suggest 
themselves in explanation of the peculiarities of this bowl; but, since 
we have so little ground for certainty in regard to it, we prefer to waive 
the subject. It will be noticed that our two drawings of the bowl are 
dissimilar, and that the one which is given in the figure of the whole 
balance is the least conformed to the description of our author. 

33, p. 96. The figure of the Balance of Wisdom given here is as 
exact a copy as possible of the figure in M. Khanikoff's manuscript, 
excepting that it is reduced in dimensions one-third. Where the beam 
is crossed by the two slanting pieces, the shading of the one and the 

graduation of the other are both continued without a break, so that 
it is impossible to decide by the figure which is regarded as lying 
upon the other. This ambiguity the engraver has reproduced as 
well as he could. It is impossible, with no more light than we have 
on the subject at present, to determine the use and connection of all 
the parts of the balance here represented. There is even an appar- 
ent inconsistency between the figure on p. 88 and the drawing of 
the same part here given. The two drawings are, indeed, quite in- 
sufficient of themselves to explain the construction of the instrument. 
But what is especially to be regretted is that M. Khanikoff has 
omitted to cite our author's description of the axis and its pivots, or 
to give us so much as a hint of the mode in which the beam was 
held up. Yet, as the case now stands, a definition in the Kamfs of 
the use of the two sloping pieces represented in our drawings on 

opposite sides of the tongue of the balance, enables us to make out 
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some of the leading parts of the construction. Those sloping pieces 
are called by the name of Lf) Jt, substituted for the ms. reading, 
tj..)&J, which makes no sense. Of this term the Sihah says: 

Oi.t .I O Ol.g.. 0Ul) W).I, o ^ai, "the C:)L.. are those two 

pieces which show the tongue of the balance." But the K.Amius is more 

definite, and says: (o Jl owJ O u'<j' k' ..JL- 4 W. 4iJI 

,_L^S.. sSl~ .l , S .s ~?.J,> "O.L.ft with kasr signifies 
two pieces of iron which enclose the tongue of the balance, and zuCj 
signifies that I have made for the tongue such two pieces, and that it is 

.A_, which is equivalent to saying that it has stops put to it." Plainly, 
then, the tongue of the balance moved from one to the other of the 
two pieces of iron thus described, and must have been in the same plane 
with them; and, since the middle vertical line of the tongue would of 
course range with that of its frame, the axis must have been bisected, 
longitudinally, by the same line. Thus, then, we are able to conjecture 
what the two parallel pieces in our larger drawing are intended to rep- 
resent. They may be the supports of the two ends of the axis; and 
the inconsistency between this drawing and the one on p. 88, which we 
have alluded to, may be only apparent. For above the supports of the 

axis, and between the lower ends of the ci L, there must have been 
an opening to allow the tongue to play within its prescribed field of 
motion-whether the frame of the tongue rested upon one of the sup- 
ports of the axis, as our large drawing seems to show, or stood between 
the two. In accordance with this view, we regard the figure on p. 88 
as representing only the tongue and its frame, and the bends at the 
bottom of it as bends of the d .l. 

Both of the parallel pieces are represented as if indefinitely prolonged 
towards the right, and, though this may be a mere inaccuracy of draw- 
ing, it is not unlikely that they were attached, in some way, to a fixed 
upright support, on that side, for the sake of giving a more stable posi- 
tion to the axis. 

It remains for us to state the grounds on which we have assigned to 
the word ..Jt the signification of " front-piece." This term is in- 
scribed, in both of our drawings, on the top-piece of the frame of the 
tongue, and also, in the larger one, along the nearer of the two parallel 
pieces, at e: so that one might think that two different parts of the struc- 
ture were called by the same name, on account of something in common 
between them; or else that it was applied to the whole structure consist- 
ing of the frame of the tongue and the two parallels. But we believe 
the inscription of this word along one of the parallels to be simply a 
misplacement, a^.jrJ being there the first word of a sentence of ex- 
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planation which is finished under the beam on the left. We therefore 

regard this term as appropriated to the frame of the tongue. The 

etymology and form of the word itself give it the meaning of "that 
which fronts;" but, unfortunately, neither the Sihah, nor the Kamus, 
nor any European dictionary of the Arabic which we have been able to 
consult, defines it in its application to the balance. 

In making these suggestions we have been aided by a scientific friend, 
Rev. C. S. Lyman of New Haven, to whom we desire to express our 

obligations. 

34, p. 97. So called, we may suppose, from their being obtained by 
calculation. 

35, p. 98. To explain this formula, 
Let W be the weight in mithk.ls of a compound body (gold and silver); 

x the weight in mithkals of the silver contained in it; 
w-x " " the gold " " 

Then s. gr. (the spec. grav. of the compound) - =W(its weight in air) 
divided by the weight of water which it displaces. But if d' and d" 
are the specific gravities of gold and silver, the water displaced by 
( - x) mithkals of gold will weigh (W- x) - d'; that displaced by x 
mithkls of silver, x d". Hence 

W W W-x x\ W x x 
IW-x x sr . gr. t dZ + d' d' d 

d dd" 
1 1 

x x ' xI d ' s. gr. 
By transposition, - -= --; whence x=W 

d' d" - d' s. gr. 1 1 
d' d" 

36, p. 105. See note 5. 

We have just received, in the Journal Asiatique, ve Serie, xi., 1858, 
a paper by M. Clement-Mullet, which exhibits tables of water-equiva- 
lents, water-weights, weights of equal volumes of substances, and spe- 
cific gravities, derived from 'Abu-r-Raihan, through the medium of the 
Xyin-'Akbari. The foregoing article will be found to correct and sup- 
plement the statements of M. Clenment-Mullet's paper, in many particu- 
lars, as, indeed, it rests upon a much wider basis; and we feel sure of 
its meeting with a cordial welcome from the French savant, whose 
interest in the subject has been manifested by valuable contributions to 
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our knowledge of the sciences of the East. It lmay not be amiss, then, 
to indicate here some errors in the tabular statements of the paper 
referred to. 

Since the sum of the water-equivalent and the corresponding water- 
weight must in every instance be 100 mithkals, the water-equivalents 
given for mercury, silver, and emerald require the water-weights of these 
substances, respectively, to be 92.3.3, 90.1.3, and 63.4, instead of 92.0.3, 
90.1, and 68.4, as stated. 

The water-equivalent of copper is stated to be 11.3, whereas our 
author gives us 11.3.1: but the weight assigned to the equal volume of 

copper also differs from our author's statement, being 45.4 instead of 
45.3. This brings us to a point of greater apparent disagreement be- 
tween 'Abu-r-Raihan and 'al-Khazini, the columnns of weights of equal 
volumes. Now, as these weights must in every case be derived from the 
data furnished by the preceding columns, by a rule which our author 

gives, although it is nowhere presented in the quotation from the Ayin- 
'Akbari, we must be allowed to mention the following as errors under 
this head, viz: mercury 71.1.3 for 71.1.1, silver 53.5.1 for 54.0.2, bronze 
46.1.2 for 46.2, copper 45.4 for 45.3, brass 44.5.1 for 45, tin 38.0.3 for 

38.2.2; ruby (or red hyacinth) 97.1.1 for 97.0.3, ruby balai (if the same 
as ruby of Badakhshan) 90.2.2 for 90.2.3, emerald 69.2.3 for 69.3, cor- 
nelian 64.3.3 for 64.4.2. 

But, if we examine the statement of the weights of equal volumes in 
Gladwin's translation of the Ayin-'Akbari, we shall find that this may be 
so interpreted as to come into exact coincidence with our author's state- 
ment, in all but one of the cases here in question. For, supposing that 
Gladwin's figure 8, wherever it occurs in the fractional columns, comes 
from a wrong reading of z for -=0, agreeably to a suggestion of M. 

Clement-Mullet, or is a mistake for 3=-; and farther, that Gladwin's 

figure 5, given for tassijs in the weight of the equal volume of brass, is 
a mis-reading of o for .; and lastly, supposing Gladwin's mithkal-figure 
4 in 94.0.3 for amethyst (or red hyacinth) to be a mis-reading of > 

for) -suppositions which derive support from an extended comparison 
of the tables given by Gladwin with the corresponding tables of the 

foregoing article-we obtain the following weights of equal volumes 
from the English translation of the Ayin-'Akbari, viz: mercury 71.1.1, 
silver 54.0.3 (instead of the true number 54.0.2), bronze 46.2, copper 
45.3, brass 45; amethyst (or red hyacinth) 97.0.3, ruby (probably ruby 
of Badakhshan) 90.2.3, emerald 69.3, cornelian 64.4.2. 

We have thus far passed over pearl and lapis lazuli, because the weights 
which the French savant gives to equal volumes of these substances 
show a double error-their respective numbers being transposed, while, 
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at the same time, the number truly belonging to pearl is 65.3.2, and not 
65.4. This transposition, though not the wrong number for pearl, 
occurs also in Gladwin's translation; and in correspondence with it, in 
both the French and the English presentation of 'Abu-r-Raihan's results, 
the water-equivalents of pearl and lapis lazuli are transposed, that of 
pearl being 37.1 for 38.3, and that of lapis lazuli 38.3 for 37.1. If, how- 
ever, the specific gravity of pearl was supposed by the Arabs to be less 
than that of lapis lazuli, agreeably to our table, its water-equivalent 
must have been rated the highest. It is scarcely to be believed that 
any accidental difference of quality in the pearls of 'Abu-r-Raihan from 
those experimented upon by 'al-Kh&zinl, could have led the former to a 
water-equivalent for pearl precisely the same as that which the latter 
found for lapis lazuli. 

Again, M. Clement-Mullet's list of specific gravities deviates in several 
instances from the results which should have been brought out by the 

water-equivalents given, as: silver 10.35 for 10.30, copper 8.70 for 8.69 

(according to 'al-Khazini, 8.66), etc. The specific gravity obtained 
for amber, 2.53, while agreeing with the water-equivalent assigned to it, 
39.3, so far exceeds the modern valuation as to occasion a remark by 
the French savant: but our author gives it a much higher water-equiva- 
lent, namely 118, and consequently a much lower specific gravity, 
namely .85. It would seem, then, altogether likely that not amber, but 
some other substance, was here referred to by 'Abu-r-Raihan; perhaps 
coral, which is given by 'al-Khazini in the same connection. 

These remarks cover all the substances mentioned by 'Abu-r-Raih&n, 
excepting gold, lead, iron, celestial hyacinth, and crystal-in regard to 
all of which there is no disagreement between him and 'al-Khazini-so 
that, besides their purpose in the way of criticism, they serve to show 
an almost entire identity between 'Abu-r-Railan's tables, so far as they 
go, and those of our author. The course pursued by the latter, in his 
tabular statements, would seem to have been to adopt, with some cor- 
rection, the results obtained by the earlier philosopher-to whom, it 
will be remembered, he frequently refers as an authority-and to add to 
them by experiments of his own. 
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